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Foreword

InJuly 1984, the Energy Division ofthe Minnesota Department ofEnergy and Economic
Development published the Draft 1984 Energy Policy and Conservation Biennial
Report. Following distribution of the report to the legislature and interested parties, the
Division held four public meetings in Duluth, Mankato, Moorhead, and St. Paul to
answer questions and solicit comments.

This final biennial report inc011JOrates many of the suggestions presented during the
comment period, and responds to several questions and concerns that were raised.
Most of these responses have been inC011JOrated directly into the te:A1:. Some com
ments, however, required a separate response. These are presented in the Public
Comments section.

The report includes sL"'\: major sections:

Executive Summary

Highlights the major events of the past 10 years and the major issues Ivlinnesota faces in
the coming decade

necommendations

Presents the Energy Division's recommendations for action to maximize the state's
ability to meet and deal with energy issues in a positive and beneficial way

Ten Years After the Oil Crises: Lessons for the Coming Decade

Presents an in-depth analysis of the past decade, forecasts of energy prices and
consumption to the year 2000, and a discussion of the issues Minnesota will face in the
coming decade

Public Comments

Discusses and responds to issues raised during tl1e public comment period that
required a separate response

Abstracts

Summarizes various reports and public hearing testimony prepared by the Division
during the past two years (for those interested in reading the complete document,
copies can be obtained by contacting the Division)

Master Tables

Provides historic and projected energy consumption and price data

In addition to this report, the Division has published a companion Energy Data Book.
The data book is a compilation of over 100 tables and graphs of the data produced by
the Energy Division for use in energy forecasting and policy analysis by both the public
and private sector.

To receive a copy, call the Energy Information Center at 296-5175 in the Twin Cities, or
Minnesota toll free 1-800-652-9747 outside the Twin Cities area and ask for "Energy."

77Jrougbout tbis repor0 reference is made to "tbe Energy Division" 77Jis term is used to
,ndicate tbe unit ofstate government tbat bas been responsible for energy issues in
NJinnesotasince 1974. Originalljj itwascalledtbeNJinnesotaEnergyAgency In 1982) it
beCal11e tbe Energy Division oftbe Departlnent ofEnergjj Planning and Developl11en0
and in 1983) tbe Energjj Policy AnaljJsis) and Energy Finance Divisions oftbe Depart
ment ofEnergy and EconOl1zic Development.
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Executive Summary

1984, Ten years have passed since the
Arab Oil Embargo confronted us with a
new set of energy realities, This repOlt
focuses on the lessons to be learned fi'om

e experience of the last decade -and
dttempts to draw on that experience in
formulating a plan for future actions,

In reviewing the past decade, three
major lessons stand out. First, the condi
tion that enabled the Organization ofPe
troleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) to
increase real oil prices fivefold 'I\'as the
increasing worldwide demand for petro
leum, which exceeded the production
capacity of non-OPEC suppliers, More
specifically, when market demand rises
sufficiently in relation to available supply,
OPEC, as the marginal producer, has been
able to enforce real price increases. It
appears tl1at tl1e trigger point for initi
ating these price increases is when OPEC
production reaches 80 percent ofcapacity.
When production approaches 100 per
cent of capacity, prices increase expo
nentially

The second lesson to be learned fi'om
the past 10 years is that energy and the
economy are linked, Rising real energy
prices in the seventies contributed to a
condition where inflation and economic
stagnation occurred simultaneously In
tl1e decade preceding the Arab oil em-

argo, inflation averaged 3.8 percent an
nually; in the following decade it averaged
8.4 percent annually For tl1e san1e periods,
Gross National Product dropped fi'om an
average of4,2 percent real annual growth
to only 1.7 percent. While improvements
in energy efficiency have reduced the
economy's energy dependence, energy
expenditures in Minnesota still represent
13 percent of the state's Gross State
Product.

Rising energy prices hurt all sectors of
tl1e economy However, the hardships as
sociated with these price increases have
fallen disproportionately on Minnesota's
poor. Between 1973 and 1981, energy costs
as a proportion of income rose fi'om 7
percent to 13 percent for households liv
ing at the poverty level~ an 86 percent
increase, Low income households were
also hun indirectly by rising energy prices,
In the rental sector, many landlords re
duced maintenance budgets and increased
rents to cope with higher prices, which
resulted in lower quality housing at higher
cost for many low income renters, Also,
most local governments found it neces
sary to increase regressive ta;xes and re-

uce services, in peW to offset rising
energy bills and maintain balanced budg
ets, These actions further eroded the
standard of living for low income house
holds, Increases in government subsidies

and income maintenance programs off
set only an estimated 16 percent of the
total loss experienced by the poor,

The third lesson of the past decade is
that conservation and alternative energy
are successful tools for weakening OPEC's
price setting ability and improving the
economy. Since 1973, each Minnesota
household has reduced its energy con
sumption an average of26 percent; com
mercial businesses have reduced con
sumption an average of 24 percent; the
industrial sector has improved efficiency
27 percent; and the transportation and
agricultural sectors have improved effici
ency by 18 percent and 17 percent, re
spectively. This improvement in energy
efficiency, coupled witl1 the shift to alter
native fuels, has been a chief contributor
to the decline in world demand for petro
leum specifically, and for energy in general,

Currently declining oil prices and stable
natural gas prices are due in large pan to
tl1is decrease in world petroleum demand,
Lower energy prices have contributed to
recent economic improvements by lower
ing business operating costs and house
hold energy expenditures, improving our
balance of trade, and stemming inflation,

Are tl1e lessons ofthe past decade, tl1en,
merely of historic interest? Do stable and
declining energy prices signal the end of
our energy problems? As outlined below,
there are several reasons for continuing
our commitment to Minnesota's energy
future.
• First, there is much cost effective con
servation and alternative energy invest
ment still to be accomplished. For ex
ample, while the average home has re
duced its energy consumption by 26 per
cent, the Division estimates that an aver
age household could cost effectively re
duce its consumption by 40 percent.
• Second, while many of us have hene
fited fi'om stable prices and an improved
economy, the poor are still facing a true
energy crisis, making daily tradeoffs be
tween heat, food and shelter, Recent cuts
in federal energy assistance programs
have only increased the immediacy of
tl1eir needs,
• Third, as a result of population and
economic growth, worldwide demand for
petroleum will begin increasing this
decade and continue growing through
out the century. These forecasts suggest
tl1at OPEC could again be in a position to
raise real energy prices in the late 1980's,
• Fourth, the pollution caused by tradi
tional fuel use is imposing real costs on
our society by degrading our environ
ment and damaging our health, Among
the most serious environmental issues
related to traditional fuel use are acid rain

pollution, the greenhouse effect, and lead
poisoning fi'om leaded gasoline use,

In order to achieve all of the potential
economic benefits from cost effective in
vestment of conservation and alternative
energy technologies, to avoid environ
mental pollution and to reduce our de
pendence on uQstable energy sources,
Minnesotans must work together to ad
dress several key barriers.

In tl1e residential sector, research will
be needed to address the secondaly ef
fects of conservation such as reduced
ventilation, increased moisture levels and
product durability, Much more attention
must be given to the rental sector and to
the effectiveness of conservation tech
nologies. Defining the role of tl1e utilities
in the design and delivery of conselva
tion programs will also be a key issue,
Even more pressing will be tl1e need to
address the severe impact that rising
energy costs have had on the poor.

Conservation effons must also continue
in the commercial/institutional and in
dustrial sectors, Incorporating the value
of efficiency improvements into the value
of commercial and industrial buildings
and rents will contribute substantially to
continuing conselvation improvements
over the next decade. EffOltS must be
made to evaluate the decade of innova
tion that has taken place in commercial
building design, and to transfer those
techniques that work to new building
designs, Delivery of energy audits and
technical information will also be impor
tant in meeting the needs of a more in
formed business sector, Institutionalizing
the link between building operation and
energy cost control through such tech
tuques as energy accounting must also
be accomplished in the decade ahead,

Overall, energy demand in the com
mercial/institutional and industrial sec
tors is projected to increase far faster than
in any other sector in tl1e years ahead. For
this reason, long range policy and pro
gramming should especially target these
sectors for technical and financial conser
vation assistance,

Although conservation is still Minne
sota's most effective energy tool, develop
ment of the state's native fuels will be
come increasingly imponant as a means
of diversif}ling supply sources, providing
lower cost fuels, and developing new
areas for economic grmvth, There are
many barriers to alternative energy de
velopment and they are often specific to
a patticular energy source, The overriding
ba~'rier, however, is the price disparity
between traditional at1d alternative energy
sources. This disparity exists because
government has subsidized traditional
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fuels for decades and producers have not
had to bear the significant external costs
to society resulting tiom environmental
impacts such as acid rain. The need for
countervailing subsidies to bring about
price parity will be a critical issue to the
rate ofgrovvth of this industry.

Use of coal and electricity in the com
mercial/institutional and industrial sec
tors is projected to grow shalply in coming
years, offering the greatest oppOltunity of
alternative energy substitution. The state
should specifically examine targeting de
velopment of alternative energy sources
as substitutes for these fuels.

The following section presents the.
recommendations developed by the
Energy Division to address these issues
in the decade ahead. Although the recom
mendations focus on the efforts of state
government, it will take the commitment
ofall Minnesotans to embrace the lessons
of the past decade and move to a more
secure energy future.
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The following recommendations relate
specifically to Energy Division programs
and to legislative initiatives that policy
makers should consider in d1e years ahead'.

:Jwever, the solution to the problems
dlat impede full investment in cost effec
tive conservation measures and the de
velopment of an indigenous energy in
dustry will require the commitment of
d1e entire range ofenergy decisionmakers
- state government, business, industry,
utilities, the financial community, local
governments, and individuals. Because
we will all reap the benefits of a more
energy efficient and selfsuftkient Minne
sota, we all share the responsiblity for,
making it a reality.

Residential

Strategies for residential energy conser
vation must promote continued invest
ment in cost effective conservation and
alternative energy technologies by:
• providing and responding to clear and
correct energy price signals and invest
ment incentives
• developing an accurate understanding
of the performance ofconservation tech
nologies
• assisting those unable to afford eftlci
ency improvements to reduce their ener
~\1 consumption

The most important actors in the resi
dential sector will be individual home
owners. Education about and investment
in conservation measures and alternatives
to reduce home energy expenses must
begin with them. However, the financial
community must also recognize that
energy costs are an integral part of a
renter's or homeowner's total housing
costs, usually greater than tCL>::es and in
surance combined. Until residential energy
expenses are reflected in d1e value of a
home, homeowners will not be fully re
warded for investing in conservation tech
nologies. Private sector initiatives such as
a low interest loan program to assist
moderate income households who would
not othelwise be able to afford conserva
tion improvements would be a signifi
cant spur to continued effkiency im
provements in this sector.

State and local governments can also
play an important role in improving resi
dential energy efficienqT. An especially
important area is d1e transfer of informa
tion and programs to communities for
local delivery. Regulation may also work
. ~ correct inappropriate price signals and

Jmote consumer protection.

Specific recommendationsfor state
action

1. Solar and Energy Conservation Bank

The Bank (see Recommendation 32)
should expand the availability of alterna
tive financing for those unable to obtain
or afford conventional financing for energy
improvements.

2. Rental Housing Efficiency Standards
Ce71ification
The legislature should enact a program
requiring that owners of rental housing
certif)T that their property meets state
rental housing energy efficiency standards.

3. ResidentialEnergy Audits
The Energy Division should undertake a
comprehensive review of the residential
energy audit program, in cooperation
with the Joint Legislative Energy Com
mission and other interested parties, in
order to determine how it can be made
more etfective and efficient.

4. Home Energy Rating System
A pilot program should be implemented
d1atwould test the effectiveness and other
factors of a home energy rating system,
and involve lenders, realtors, appraisers,
builders, home buyers and others.

5. Builders Education andAssistance
Efforts to keep builders, code officials
and others up to date on the rapidly
changing energy technologies involved
in housing should be significantly ex
panded. In patticular, the following should
be developed: a manual and course on
accepted construction practices in meet
ing the new energy code, an owner/
operator manual for high energy efficient
homes, and technical training and mate
rials in moisture control, ventilation, air
quality control, foundation insulation,
at1d cost efficient techniques.

6 Higb Efficiency Housing Standards
and Tax Incentives
The legislature should adopt a high effici
enqT housing tCL>:: incentive with eligibility
standat'ds based on the Home Energy
Rating System at1d other appropriate cri
teria. The proposal should be tied to
builder education programs enabling
builders to become knowledgeable about
accepted construction techniques.

7. Low Income 1"f/eatberization
The legislature should expand state fund
ing of low income weatherization pro
grat11S to include investment up to the
optimal level identified in the weatheri
zation study.

BUilding researcb

8. Indoor Air Quality
The state should design at1d implement a
multi-yeat' program to identif)r indoor air

Recommendations

quality problems in Minnesota and de
velop strategies and techniques to cor
rect the problems.

9. Optimal1"f/eatberization
A carefully designed study should be
undertaken to determine optimal expen
diture levels and techniques for weather
iZing low income housing.

Utility Conservation Investment

1O. Analysis ofLevel ofInvestment
A thorough study should be undertaken
to determine the appropriate level of in
vestment for utilities to make in energy
conservation and renewable energy de
velopment.

11. Inverted Rates
The Public Utilities Commission should
act to implement the intent of the legisla
tive mandate requiring major utilities to
institute pilot programs for an inverted
rate structure for residential users ofnatural
gas to determine the potential for conser
vation and effects on utility bills.

Commercial/Institutional and
Industrial

Strategies to improve efficienqT in com
mercial/institutional and industrial energy
use must promote continued investment
in cost effective conservation and alterna
tive energy technologies by:
• providing at1d responding to clear and
correct energy price signals and invest
ment incentives
• developing accurate information about
consumption behavior and technology
performance

The key actors in the commercial/insti
tutional and industrial sectors must be
business owners and operators. Efforts to
reduce energy costs will provide direct
benefits to Minnesota businesses and, as
a result, should be initiated by them. Busi
ness owners at'e especially essential in
making building operators accountable
for building energy costs, a problem dis
cussed extensively in this report.

Local at1d state governments, as owners
of schools, hospitals at1d other buildings,
must fully invest in conservation measures
in order to minimize d1e cost to tCL>::payers
of operating these buildings. Further
more, such investments Cat1 set an ex
ample for all citizens by demonstrating
the commitment of gover111uent.

Specific recommendations for state
action

12. Financingfor Energy Improve71lents
Existing programs that provide financing
for energy improvements for businesses
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and municipalities should be continued
and expanded.

13. Venture a1ulWorking CapitalFinancing
the legislature should consider enacting
a program that would provide venture
and working capital loans and/or grants
for energy business development.

14. Total EnergyManagement (TEA1) for
C0l171nercial and Industrial
Aprogram (modeled after1EM for Schools)
should be developed that provides com
prehensive information and education
services to the commercial and industrial
sectors, and linked to available energy
audits and financing.

15. State BUilding Operator Training
The legislature should continue this pro
gram, which was funded in FY84.

16 State Building Steam Trap Operation
and1I1aintenance
A follow-up to the state steam trap pro
gram should be developed that creates a
preventative maintenance program, makes
available equipment for repair and re
placement of faulty traps, and provides
staff to implement the program.

17. Ice Air Conditioning
A study should be conducted of the po
tential impact on electricity demand that
could result from large scale conversion
from absorption (natural gas) air condi
tioning to electric air conditioning. A
demonstration project should be imple
mented using ice storage or other load
management techniques to minimize in
creased electricity demand.

Energy Code

18. Code Upgrade
The Energy Division should identify
specific code issues and seek appropriate
funds to adequately research these is
sues, and adopt rules to upgrade the
Energy Code.

Alternatives

Strategies to expand the use ofalternative
fuels must encourage development of an
alternative energy industry by:
• providing adequate investment capital
• improving and demonstrating the new
technologies
• providing accurate information about
the potential and performance of these
technologies

The commitment of investors and the
financial community will be essential in
order for the alternative energy industry
to move out of its infancy and into com
mercial viability. Without significant in-
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vestment capital, alternative energy de
velopment will not occur.

Local governments play an especially
important leadership role in the develop
ment of alternatives. An example of the
importance of this role was shown by St.
Paul in developing the city's district heat
ing system. Another area that is partiCL1
lady dependent on the commitment of
local government is the development of
waste-to-energy systems. For this tech
nology to reach its full potential, local
units of government must discontinue
the practice of buying farmland for land
fills.

State government also will play an im
pOltant role in promoting alternative
energy. Research, demonstration, and
transfer of technological adaptations, as
well as providing financial incentives that
reduce the risk of investing in these
young industries, are critical roles of
government.

Specific recommendations for state
action

19. Buy-back Rates
The legislature should establish clear and
easily administered guidelines for utility
purchases ofelectricity from small power
producers and co-generators between 40
kW and 80 1'IW capacity. Consideration
should be given to legislation requiring
all electric utilities to establish and pub
lish buy-back rates in a standard contract
offer for facilities between 40 kWand 80
1'IW capacity.

20. AlternativeEnmgyInvest111m1tI1um1tives
The legislature should adopt incentives
(such as investment tax credits) to stimu
late investment in alternative energy de
velopment.

21. Residential Renewable Energy Tax
Credit
The legislature should extend the resi
dential renewable energy tax credit, which
expires at the end of 1985.

22. I1~formation) Education) Tecbnical
Assistance
Efforts should be expanded at the state
and local levels to promote the transfer
and use ofalternative energy technologies
and native energy resources.

23. Strategic Developl1wntPlan
The state, in paltnership with the private
sector, should develop a comprehensive
development plan for our native energy
resources including identifying develop
ment oppOltunities, setting development
goals, establishing a plan for action, and
instituting a systematic data collection
and monitoring system to evaluate pmgress.

24. FinancialAssistance
The state, through the Energy and Eco
nomic Development Authority, the Iron
Range Resource and Rehabilitation Boaro
other agencies, and the private sect(
should expand the availability offinancial
assistance for energy development, par
ticularly in the areas ofventure and work
ing capital.

25. State Facilities
Acomprehensive program for using state
facilities to demonstrate the use of native
Minnesota energy resources in a cost ef
fective manner should be developed. The
program should involve all relevant agen
cies, and be based on a systematic identi
fication of potential opportunities and
the rigorous evaluation and dissemina
tion of results.

Fiber Fuels

26 Standardized Fuel Specification
The state should continue to assist the
industry in developing standardized fuel
specifications.

27. 111arketDevelopment Program.
The state should assist the industry in
developing the market for its products
through the identification of potential
users, the provision of technical assistance
in assessing the feasibility of conversiOl
the development of information and edu
cation programs, and the creation of a
producers cooperative to help assure re
liability of supply.

28. Survey ofExisting Installations
Astatewide survey and evaluation should
be made of a representative sample of
existing conversions to fiber fuel use to
gather information on their cost effec
tiveness, and to help identifY areas where
conversions and operations can be im
proved. This information should then be
disseminated to help encourage the use
of fiber fuels.

Solid 1f1aste

29. Comprebensive 1f1aste-to-Energy
Program
The state should develop a comprehen
sive program to facilitate the installation
of energy recovery and recycling of solid
waste. Objectives of the program should
include: improving the conditions of ex
isting government programs, conducting
a statewide analysis ofsolid waste, identi
fYing potentialprojects, providing on-sir
technical and financial assistance to asse,
economic feasibility, and providing long
term financing to local governments or
businesses for project design and con
struction.



30. Review ofFlow Control Statutes
A review of flow control statutes should
be undertaken to ensure that they do not

jse an unreasonable barrier to the de
Aopment ofwaste-to-energy projects.

31. Certificate ofNeedfor Landfills
The legislature should adopt a Certificate
of Need process for landfills in which all
cost effective alternatives are exhausted
before permission is granted to develop
new sites.

Solar

32. Solar andEnergy Conservation Bank
TI1e state should develop a Solar and Energy
Conservation Bank to complement the
federal program. Ftmding should be directed
toward financing low energy, low cost
housing applications, as well as energy
retrofit needs not met by existingprograms.

33. Solar IndustrialProcess Heat
A program should be developed to iden
tify potential applications ofsolar heating
to industrial processes, and to demon
strate its technical and economic feasi
bility in MinnesOta.

Wind

~4. Demonstration Wind Farm
"1e legislature should provide incentives

for investment in a demonstration wind
farm over 1 MW to be developed in Min
nesota. This, along with buy-back rates
recommended previously, would encour
age investment of Minnesota dollars in
this renewable technology.

Recommendations
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Analysis of the cause and effects of the oil price explosion

In 1905, George Santayana wrote, "Those
who cannot remember the past are con
'demned to repeat it." Today, as dle world
economy begins to recover from the
stagflation1 that has battered it since the
oil price shocks of the seventies, it is
important to remember and learn from
the lessons of the past decade.

The experience of the past 10 years has
taught us that as a G111el, the Organization
ofPetroleum Expolung Counuies (OPEC)
can set either price or production, but
not bodl simultaneously, Over the past
decade, OPEC has been able to institute
real oil price increases only when world

I iemand is so great that the cartel is
.~r'-:rating at or near its full production
capacity. When that conditionwas present,
as in 1973-74 and 1979-80, real prices
rose; when that condition did not exist,
OPEC did not raise prices,

This relationship is of more than his
torical interest. In the coming decade, as
growth in population and economic ac
tivity lead to increased world petroleum
demand, increased OPEC production vvill
be necessalY to meet that need, This in
crease will again put OPEC production at
a level exceeding the capacity threshold
at which price increases can be instituted
and maintained. Thus, the conditions
necessary for a reassertion of OPEC's
pricing power are likely to return,

Despite the increase in energy effici
ency that imp011ing nations have realized
in the last decade, another round ofprice
hikes will severely affect them. In par
ticular, the impact on developing coun
u'ies, already burdened by $600 billion in
outstanding debts, could u'igger a serious
worldwide economic crisis,

Santayana's warning may be as much a
reflection of dle difficulty of stimulating
i
l

ration on the part of the large cen
tl","L.ed organizations that characterize
industrial society as it is a result of their
inability to perceive the lessons ofhistory.
Past shifts in energy systems - from wood
to coal, coal to oil, oil to gas - have taken

an average of 40 to 50 years to complete.
While governments may realize that tlley
do not have the luXluy of a half-centll1Y's
wait if they are to avoid the negative
consequences of remaining tied to fossil
fuels, the past offers meager guidance in
how best to hasten such a massive transi
tion of one of society's most important
physical support systems,

The Energy Division has worked since
its creation in 1974 to facilitate this u-ansi
tion from an economy and culture that
was accustomed to operating on cheap
energy to one faced with fuels that have
become unexpectedly expensive. Over
tlle past 10 years, the Division's efforts
have focused on developing and dissemi
luting a base of information about the
most cost effective ways to save energy,
and about the indigenous resources that
have the greatest potential for replacing
traditional fuels in Minnesota,

This 1984 biennial report to the legis
lature reviews tlle responses ofconsumers
and businesses to tlle energy crisis and
the Division's efforts to promote appro
priate responses, Although the recession
and past conservation efforts have created
a "lull," the energy crisis is not over, and
many sectors remain extremely ineffici
ent and vulnerable to future price shocks,
As a result, the report also discusses the
key energy issues remaining to be ad
dressed in tlle 1980's and suggests specific
steps that Minnesota can take to address
tllose issues,

U7hen operating above 80percentof
production capacity, OPEC raised
real oilprices

It has been a decade since OPEC con
fronted the world witll a new set ofenergy
realities. On October 17, 1973, six mem
bers ofOPEC agreed to increase the price
of their crude oil by 70 percent. On the
same day, nine Arab oil producers im
posed an embargo on dle United States
and tlle Netherlands in response to their

support of Israel in the 1973 Yom Kippur
War,

These two actions created uph,eavals in
international energy, economic, and po
litical arenas that have lasted for a decade
and are not yet settled, OPEC was capable
of such influence because of changes in
world demand for, and production of,
crude oil that had occurred throughout
the preceding two decades, largely with
out notice.

During the fifties and sixties, tlle in
dustrialized world in general, and the
United States in particular, became de
pendent on cheap sources of traditional
fuel. Between 1950 and 1970, demand for
petroleum among developed nations
grew by 340 percent. However, peuu1eum
production among developed nations in
creased by only 95 percent, As a result,
imports of peu'oleum to developed na
tions swelled nearly lO-fold over the 20
year postwar period, from 572 million
barrels per year in 1950 to 5,3 billion
barrels per year in 1973.2

The United States, as the largest single
consumer of peu'olellm in the world, ex
perienced similar trends, Although the
U.S. possessed and produced large quan
tities of petroleum, grovvth in domestic
demand began to outsu'ip growth in crude
production. By 1970, when U.S. crude
production peaked at 3.52 billion barrels
per year, the U.S. was importing 23 per
cent ofits peu'oleum supplies. In the next
three years, U.S. production declined 9
percent, while continued growth in de
mand resulted in imports accounting for
36 percent of supplies in 1973.3 (See
Figure 1.)

1 Stagflation is a term used to indicate a rather
unusual condition in which inflation and slow or
negative economic growth occur at the same time,

2 World Energy Supplies 1950-1974, Series]. No, 19
of Statistical Papers, United Nations, New York
(1976), pp, 3 and 193,

3 1982 Annual Energ)' Review, Energy Informa
tion. Administration, Department of 'Energy,
Washington, D,C. (April 1983) p, 51.
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by 6 percent to 16.54 million barrels per
day in 1975. Overall, demand for OPEC
oil dropped from 30.99 million barrels
per day in 1973 to 27.16 million barr(
per day in 1975, a decline of 12 percen,

Asimilar worldwide decline in demand
resulted in four years of relatively stable
oil prices. The price of Saudi Arabian oil
grew only 5 percent in real terms between
1975 and 1978. Even the price of crude
from Algeria, a price hawk, rose by only
9 percent over tl1e same fouryearpetiod.6
The U.S. and the world were apparently
lulled into complacency by these events,
and peuuleum consumption began grow
ing again in 1976. By 1978, U.S. consump
tion peaked at 19.22 million barrels per
day, ofwhich 43 percent was imported.

In 1979, OPEC output rose to 30.8 mil
lion barrels per day, again nearly 100 per
cent of its estimated operating capacity.
As a result, when Iranian exports were
completely cut off in December of 1978
due to the revolution, spot market prices
reacted quickly. Although Iranian exp0l1s
resumed within a few months, prices in
tl1e spot market skyrocketed to $40 per
barrel, nearly double that of most official
OPEC prices. In 1980, official prices rose to
meet spot market prices and byJanuarY 1,
1981, the Saudi price (which is the OPEC
benchmark price) reached its all-til!
high of $36 per bane!. (See Figure 2.)

It should be noted that in both "oil
crises," the actual reduction in crude sup
plies was small. In 1974, the Arab pro
ducers implemented a 5 percent cut in
production, which was offset in part by
increased production by some non-Arab
OPEC members. Thus, total OPEC pro
duction was 30.7 million barrels per day
in 1974, down less than 1 percent from
1973. In 1979, the "crisis" was even less
apparent in terms ofproduction. As stated,
Iranian production resumed by mid-1979.
In addition, the Saudis increased pro
duction by 1 million barrels per day to
stabilize markets. These actions, coupled
with increases from other non-OPEC
countries, resulted in actual first quarter
production that was marginally higher
(.8 million barrels per day) in 1979 than
in 1978. What, then, was the source of
the "ctisis"?

The fear that world oil markets were
operating at nearly 100 percent capacity
and could not replace lost production
caused panic in both the oil indusuy
and governments. As a result, major oil

,4 Aperjis, D., 17Je OilMarket in tbe 19805, Chapter 1
"Creation and Rise to Power of OPEC," Ballinger
Publishing Co., Cambridge, Mass. (1982).

5 op. cit., 1982AnnualEnergyReview, p. 79.
6 Ibid., p. 89.

19851980

Fall of the
Shah of Iran

I

communist world's crude supplies. In 1970,
Libya was able to force a price increase
on the major oil companies operating in
that countty, providing a larger share ofoil
revenues to tl1e government. Early in 1971,
OPEC, following Libya's lead, negotiated
price increases with the oil companies.
By the early seventies, OPEC member
governments assumed nearly full owner
ship and management ofcrude operations
in their countries from the multi-national
oil companies, ending tl1e concession
system tied to colonial rule that had been
established after World War 1.

Thus, in October of 1973, OPEC both
better appreciated its power and, con
tinuing to produce at nearly full capacity,
was in a better position to use it.4 Within
four months of announcing its first uni
lateral price increase, OPEC was able
to quadruple its price. This price shock
contributed to inflation and a worldwide
recession. Largely as a result of the reces
sion, U.S. petroleum consumption dropped
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However, dependence on impol1s
even of an essential resource such as
energy- is not necessarily problematic.
As long as no single producer, or unified
group of producers, controls enough of
the resource to influence prices or pro
duction significantly, imp0l1ing can simply
be an economically efficient and rational
action. It was, then, the formation of
OPEC and its conu'ol over the incremental
petroleum production necessary to meet
growing world demand that made. u.s.
and world dependence on imports a
critical vulnerability.

Although OPEC was formed in 1960,
its first decade was marked by weakness
both because organization members were
unwilling to act in concet1 and because
there existed a worldwide surplus in
crude oil production capacity. However,
by 1970, growth in world demand had
eroded excess capacity, and OPEC, oper
ating at nearly 100 percent of its capacity,
was producing 52 percent of the non-

Figure 1
U.S. Petroleum Production and
Imports, 1960-1982
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Figure 2
Petroleum Prices, 1970-1982

L. 81, real oil prices were five times
higher than in 1973. The prices of sub
stitutes for oil, such as natural gas, were

Rising ener.gyprices contributed to
condition ofinflation coupled with
economic stagnationfor world,
national andstate economies

companies attempted to build stocks and
reduce supplies to third parties. This
brought pressure on independent oil

'Ipanies, forcing them to rely more on
J .1er priced, less certain spot market

crude oil. Government officials worsened
the problem by proclaiming "a sh01tage"
without implementing significant strate
gies to address the problem.7 OPEC capi
talized on the panic by instituting per
manent price increases.

Thus, rather than supply disruptions,
high demand for OPEC production is the
source ofOPEC's power and is the factor
that is ultimately responsible for d1e rising
prices of the 1970's. This fact is furd1er'
evidenced by the supply disruption re
sulting from the outbreak of the Irani
Iraq War in late 1980. In that war, Iran
and Iraq lost 4 million barrels per day in
production capacity. But because there
was more d1an 5 million barrels per day
excess capacity even after this lost pro
duction, markets remained calm and
pdces actually began falling in early 1981.

TI1e key lesson ofd1e seventies is d1at, as
demand forces OPEC production toward
full capacity, it is increasingly likely that
OPEC will institute sharp price increases.
TI1is relationship reflects the dynamics of
supply and demand in d1e marketplace.
,. 'n demand for OPEC oil is high, OPEC

d1bers generate more revenues than
are necessary to cover their import re
quirements. This smplus enables them
to implement the production cuts neces
Saty to sustain a price increase. Conversely,
when demat1d for oil is too low to cover
revenue requirements, OPEC members
must lower prices in order to increase
demand for their product and enhance
revenueS. The u.s. Depattment ofEnergy
(DOE) has measured this relationship
between the proportion of OPEC's pro
duction capacity that is utilized at1d its
ability to raise oil prices. (See Figure 3.)
When operating above 80 percent ofpro
duction capacity, OPEC has raised real
oil prices. As production approaches 100
percent of capacity, prices have grown
exponentially. It is this relationship and
its continued relevance that foretells
OPEC's future power and Minnesota's
continued vulnerability.

...

7 op. cit., Aperjis, D.
Note: Production capacity is defined as the maximum production rate that can be sustained for
several months. The curve was fitted to historical data using least squares regression.
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Figure 5
Relationship of Oil Prices and
Growth in Gross National Product,
1970-1982

Figure 4
Relationship of Oil Prices and
Inflation, 1970-1982

40

8 Statistical Abstract of the US. -1981, Bureau of
the Census, Depattment of Commerce, (1981),
p. 459 and Survey of Current Business, U.S.
Bureau ofEconomic Analysis, February 1984.

9 Ibid., p. 421.
10 Silk, L., "TIle Painful Shift to Costly Oil," The New

York Times, Wednesday, September 28, 1983.

escalating simultaneously. While many
factors conuibuted to the economic ills
of the 1970's, this energy price explosion
must be considered a key contributor to
the inflation and economic stagnation
that were the hallmarks of the period.

Increases in relative energy prices
caused increases in individuals' and busi
nesses' costs for heating, processing and
u'ansportation fuels, and for petroleum
based products. Rising energy prices con
u'ibuted to general inflation by inducing
an increase in nominal prices and wages
in order to maintain the existing struc
ture of relative prices and wages. This
effort to maintain the relative price su'uc
ture failed. As a result, real price increases
for energy contributed to a worldwide
decline in economic activity, which is
velY dependent on the cost and availa
bility of energy. In 1980, inflation in the
United States reached a 25-year peak of
13.5 percent annual growth. (See Figure
4.) In the decade preceding the Arab oil
embargo, inflation had averaged 3.8 per
cent per year; in the decade following,
inflation averaged 8.4 percent per year.8

The decline in the availability of cheap
energy and the institution of monetary
and fiscal policies to control inflation
contributed to recession. Real economic
grovvth in the U.S., as measured by Gross
National product (GNP), averaged 4.2 per
cent per year between 1963 and 1973.
In the last decade, real GNP has grown
at only 1.7 percent per year.9 (See Figure
5.) FUlthermore, growth in produc
tivity also dropped. Postwar output per
man-hour grew, on average, at a rate of
3.3 percent per year prior to 1973; and
at less than 1 percent per year in the
decade following 1973. 10

Thus, the energy price explosion con
tributed to both inflation and recession. It
also conu'ibuted to another seriousworld
wide economic problem, the dimensions
ofwhich may not yet be fully appreciated.
As oil revenues in OPEC counu-ies grew,
creating significant surpluses, OPEC re
circulated dollars to financial markets
through investment inwestem economies.
In tum, indusuialized counu'ies financed
economic expansion in non-oil producing
deyeloping countries, encouragingThird
World countries to increase d1eir debt by
readily providing loans. The growing cost
of imported oil necessary to fuel the ex-
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pansion also exacerbated Third World
countries' financing requirements.
Other important factors contributing to
~"ing Third World debt included the

Jrld recession of 1979-1983, which re
duced exp0l1s from less developed coun
tries to industrialized countries, and world
wide inflation, which caused rising in
terest rates. These factors led to an ex
plosion of Third World debt, which rose
to $664 billion in 1983.11 At least five
nations stood on the verge of default by
1983, including Mexico, Brazil, Venezuela,
Chile, and Argentina. The result of the
Third World's potential inability to ser
vice its debt is likely to have long term
implications for worldwide economic
growth. International bankers are less
willing to finance future Third World ex
pansion, slowing growth in demand for
imports from western economies. With
slower growth in markets for their goods,
growth in developed nations' economies
is also slowed. Thus, the consequences
of the energy price explosion on the
world's economies are likely to continue
to be felt well into the coming decade.

ForMinnesota, slowed economic
growth was compounded by loss of
competitive advantage to energy

'~ducingstates

A5 part of the national economy, Minne
sota's economy also suffered. The rising
price of energy directly affected indi
viduals and businesses by increasing the
cost of fuel for heating, processing and
transportation. Between 1973 and 1982,
average household energy expenditures
(including gasoline) rose from $757 per
year to $2,315 per year. This increase rep
resents an annual loss in discretionary
income of over $500 (in real terms).

Similarly, costs rose for Minnesota's
businesses and industries. In the manu
facturing sector, energy costs as a propor
tion of value added12 rose from 1.12 per
cent in 1972 to 3.5 percent in 1980. In the
mining and taconite industries, energy
costs as a percent of value added rose to
16 percent in this period, a 23 percent
increase from 1972. Finally, energy costs
in the agricultural sector rose to 9.6 per
cent of total value added, up 26 percent
from 1972. The total state energy bill in
creased from $2.02 billion in 1973 to
$6.82 billion in 1982. Although state eco
nomic output was rising, these energy
E'~ - ~nses rose even faster. Minnesota's
l . 6Y bill rose from 8 percent of Gross
State Product (GSP) in 1973 to 13 percent
of GSP in 1982.

Minnesota's slowed economic grovvth
was caused directly as wages and prices

failed to increase as fast as energy prices,
resulting in a decline in purchasing power
for wage earners and in net income for
businesses. However, the relative level of
economic activity is also affected by how
stimulative the purchase of a good or
service is on the local economy, as mea
sured by its economic multipliers. Al
though multipliers varyby type ofenergy,
the overall net economic multiplier for
energy is estimated to be .90. In contrast,
the economic multiplier for all other
goods and services in Minnesota is esti
mated to be 2.62. This means that $1
spent on traditional fuels stimulates 90
cents ofeconomic activity, while $1 spent
on other goods stimulates $2.62 of eco
nomic activity. Thus, the increase in Min
nesota's energy expenses also slowed
economic grovvth indirectly as Minnesota
purchases shifted away from goods and
services that are more stimulative of the
economy to energy expenditures that
produce relatively lower levels of eco
nomic activity.

Due to both these direct and indirect
effects, Minnesota's economic reaction to
this price shock mirrored the nation's
inflation coupled with economic stagna
tion. Minnesota's GSP rose by 4.1 percent
(real) per year in the decade preceding
the Arab oil embargo, but at a rate of 3.0
percent in the decade following. Simi
larly, the rate of grovvth in employment
slowed from 2.4 percent per year be
tween 1963 and 1973 to 2.0 percent per
year between 1974 and 1982, a 17 percent
drop. 13

Energy Division analysis indicates that
in the absence of the 1979-80 energy
price escalation, GSP would have been
$58 billion in 1982. In comparison, actual
GSP was $55 billion, indicating a loss of
up to $3 billion in potential economic
activity due to higher energy prices. Em
ployment in NIinnesota was approximately
2 million jobs in 1982, but would have
been an estimated 2.1 million if the 1979
80 price hikes had not occurred. Thus,
the state lost an estimated 100,000 poten
tial jobs as a result of these price increases
alone. (See the 1982 biennial report for a
detailed discussion of the effe(~ts ofrising
energy prices. )

Although Minnesota's experience gen
erally reflected national trends, it fared
much worse than states with indigenous
traditional fuel industries, such as Texas.
The energy price shock reduced con
sumer and business purchasing power in
energy producing states as it did in Min
nesota. However, this income loss was
more than offset by rising incomes of oil
and gas production, drilling, service and
sales companies. Data from the Survey of

Current Business show increases in after
tax profits for oil and gas extraction com
panies of 357 percent and for petroleum
refining companies of 700 percent be
tween 1973 and 1981. In contrast, cor
pOl'ate profits after taxes nationwide rose
only 95 percent from 1973 to 1981. As a
result, the economies of many energy
producing states boomed during the
1970's. For example, between 1973 and
1982, average per capita income rose 151
percent in Texas, compared with only
117 percent in Minnesota and 120 per
cent nationwide. (See Figure 6.)

In addition, the economies of energy
producing states were, and continue to
be, benefited by the inflow of revenues
from energy severance taxes. In 1970,
only one state (Louisiana) received 20
percent or more of its income from sev
erance ta,"(es. But by 1980, seven energy
producing states relied that heavily on
severance ta,"(es. Minnesotans paid $50
million in oil and gas severance ta,"(es to
Texas alone, between 1980 and 1982.
Thus, while Minnesota has been forced
to raise ta,"(es over the past decade in
order to maintain the state's educational
system, roads, and general infrastructure,
the energy producers have been able to
rely on revenue sources that have not
increased the cost of living and doing
business in their states.

These states also have used this reve
nue to enhance their competitive posi
tion in new industries. For example,
through investment of severance tax in
come in the University ofTexas at Austin,
Texas has become a national leader in the
area of high technology and one of Min
nesota's chief competitors for high tech
nology industries.

The energy price explosion of the sev
enties resulted in loss of real income for
both Minnesota consumers and industry.
However, rising prices had even broader
consequences for the NIinnesota economy,
resulting in slowed economic growth
and a loss ofcompetitive advantage.

11 Ibid.
12 Value added is the cost or value of the product

excluding the cost of the materials used to make
the product.

13 Minnesota Gross State Product, 1960-1969 Coun
cil of Economic Advisors, Minnesota State Plan
ning Agency; 1970-1977 Research Division,
Minnesota Depaltment of Economic Develop
ment; 1978-1982 Data Systems Unit, :Minnesota
Depal'tment of Energy cUld Economic Develop
ment. Original data in nominal dollal's adjusted
to constant 1972 dollars using GNP implicit
price deflator.
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Figure 7
Comparison of Percent of Income
Paid for Energy by Low ys. Median
Income Minnesota Household, 1973
and 1981

Figure 6
Comparison of Per Capita Income
Growth,1973-1982

Minnesota'spoor bore brunt of
state's hardship; government
programs did not offset impact

Rising energy prices affected every Min
nesota household. Energy expenditures
(including gasoline) rose from 6 to 9
percent ofa median income household's
budget between 1973 and 1981, which
represents a 50 percent increase in the
portion of a household's income com
mited to energy expenses. However, cer
tain segments of the population have suf
fered more from rising energy prices
than others.

Low income households have been
particularly hurt by escalating fuel bills
because they must contribute an even
higher portion of their income to energy
payments than other 11Quseholds. For ex
ample, in 1973 an average Minnesota
household living at the povelty level paid
approximately $310, or 7 percent of its
income, for home heating, cooking and
other residential energy costs (excluding
gasoline).14 By 1981, that same house
hold paid nearly $1200, or 13 percent of
its annual income, to meet its basic energy
needs. In contrast, an average median in
come household paid approximately 4
percent of its income in 1973 and 5 per
cent in 1981 for residential energy ex
penses. (See Figure 7.)

Increased government subsidies and
income maintenance programs have not
offset the impact oflising energy expenses
for the poor. A recent analysis by the
Consumer Energy Council of America
(CECA) found that, while increases in
government benefits to low income fami
lies increased by a total of $12 billion
between 1973 and 1981, the aggregate
loss of purchasing power by low income
households exceeded $75 billion. Gov
ernment programs ofIset only an esti
mated 16 percent of rising energy bills. 15

Not only have their incomes not kept
up with rising energy prices, but low in
come families are also less able to reduce
energy costs by investing in cost effective
conservation measures. Low income
households are less likely either to have
cash available for such investments or to
be eligible for loans from private financial
institutions. As a result, low income house
holds were unable to reduce their con
sumption (corrected for weather varia
tions) between the 1979/80 and 1980/81
heating seasons, even in the face of a 39

14 Using federal poverty level for a family of four:
$4,4601973; $9,300-198l.

15 Cooper, M., et.al., Equity and Energy, Chapter 6
"TIle Loss of Purchasing Power," Westview Press,
Boulder, Colorado (1983), pp. 101-114.
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percent increase in home heating costs. 16
In addition, the CECA research found

that the living standards of low income
hrmseholds have been indirectly eroded

rising energy costs through deteriora
non in the rental housing market and a
decline in public services, coupled with a
shift toward regressive tCL>::es. Deteriora
tion in rental propelties occulTed as energy
costs rose from 14 percent to 30 percent
ofnet rental unit operating costs. As oper
ating costs rose, landlords both reduced
maintenance budgets and increased rents.
This phenomenon was especially evident
in low income rental properties. Thus,
low income families, who are much more,
dependent on rental housing, paid a
higher fraction of tl1eir income for poorer
living conditions. 17

A similar phenomenon arose with ser
vices provided by local governments.
Faced with rising energy prices, local
governments both increased taxes and
decreased selVices. The CECA analysis
indicates that because low income house
holds are more dependent on govern
ment selVices, cuts affect them dispro
portionately. Furthermore, the weakest
constituency was found to be most likely
to bear the heaviest burden of not only
service cuts but also tax increases. The
'tudy found that local governments are
lore likely to increase regressive tCL>::es

rather than progressive tCL>::es such as the
income tCL>::.18

In sum, the deterioration in the stand
ard of living of low income households
resulting from energy price increases of
the 1970's was much more severe than
for moderate and upper income house
holds. To date, government programs
have not been adequate to correct this
situation.

<: McKenzie, A., Tbe Cost-Effectiveness of tbe
JVIinnesota Weatberization Assistance Program,
Minnesota Depmtment of Energy and Econo
mic Development, St. Paul, Minnesota Ouly
1983), p. 9.

17 op. cit., Cooper, M., et. al., p. 7.
18 Ibid., p. 9.
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Historic Minnesota consumption trends
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TIle events ofthe 1973-1980 petiod slowed
growth in world, national and state econo
mies, moving us from an era of relatively
rapid growth and expansion to a decade
of retrenchment and low growth. Indi
viduals and businesses have responded
to higher prices by significantly reducing
their consumption offossil fuels, both by
improving the efficiency of their energy
use and by substituting alternative sources
of energy.

Since its peak in 1978, U.S. oil con
sumption has dropped by 20 percent.
Moreover, total U.S. energy consumption
declined 10 percent since its peak in 1979.
-, Minnesota, overall energy consump-

.In has declined 12 percent since its
1979 all time high. (See Figure 8.) By
1982, use of petroleum products had de
clined by 21 percent to 3.4 billion gallons.

Natural gas prices and consumption
were also affected by the increase in oil
prices. Natural gas is a substitute for oil in
residential, commercial, and industrial
heating and processing. As a result, when
the phasing out of natural gas price con
trols was initiated in 1978, natural gas
prices quickly began to rise to the Btu
equivalent level of petroleum product
prices. Nationally, wellhead natural gas
prices rose by 165 percent between 1978
and 1982. In Minnesota, residential natmal
gas prices rose more than 100 percent.
The natmal gas price escalation had a
direct impact on demand for natural gas.
In Minnesota, natmal gas demand de
clined by 12 percent between 1979 and
1982.

The oil price shocks of 1974 and 1980
also indirectly affected electricity prices
and consumption because oil is used to
generate some electric power and be
cause slowed economic activity dampened

lectric demand. Before tlle 1973-74 OPEC
J embargo, the real residential electric

price in Minnesota was actually decreas
ing at an average rate of 4.3 percent per
year for the period 1960-1973. For the
period 1973-1982, tile real residential elec-

tric price for Minnesota reversed its trend,
growing at an average rate of approxi
mately 2.0 percent per year.

As a result of slower economic growth
and higher prices, growth in demand for
electricityslowed markedlyin the decade
following the Arab oil embargo, as com
pared to the preceding decade. Histori
cally, for the period 1960-1973, total elec
tric energy (kWh) sales in the u.s. were
growing at an average compound rate of
7.3 percent per year. For Minnesota, this
growth rate was 7.6 percent per year for
the same period. However, since the em-

Figure 8
Minnesota Energy Consumption by
Fuel Type, 1960-1982
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bargo, this rapid growth has been trans
formed into a slow growth in electric
sales for both the U.S. and Minnesota. For
tlle period 1973-1982, the average growth
rates are 2.3 percent per year and 2.4
percent per year for the U.S. and Minne
sota, respectively.

This sudden drop in the growth of
electricity demand caught the electric
utility industry off-guard, leading to over
estimates offutme need for new capacity.
In 1977, for example, utilities serving
Minnesota collectively projected that
electricity demand in 1992 would reach
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19 Hirst, E., Goeltz, R., Thornsjo, M., Sundin, D.,
Evaluation in Minnesota: tbe Nortbern States
Power ExpeI7·ence.

many respects, improving the energy
efficiency ofMinnesota's housing stock is
just beginning.

Lifestyle changes,primarily lowere!
thermostat settings, responsiblefm
70percent ofsavings
Initially, higher energy prices induced
low cost lifestyle responses, primarily
lowered thermostat settings. On a national
level, 85 percent of households set their
thermostats during the day at 70°F or
higher in 1973; only 45 percent did so in
1981. At night, 51 percent of households
had thermostat settings above 70°F in
1973, whereas only 22 percent did in
1981. (See Figure 13.)

This national trend toward lower ther
mostat settings has also occurred in Min

,nesota. Asmvey of1,000 lVlinnesota house
holds indicates that at least 57 percent
~1ave reduced their tl1ermostat settings in
the last two years. 19 Much ofthe state and
national populaton appeat-s to have per
manently adopted lower winter indoor
temperatures and somewhat higher sum-
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Given the great diversity of the hous
ing market, the decline in consumption
that has occurred in this sector is re
mat-kable. Fuel oil consumption declined
41 percent between 1973 and 1982 as
individuals switched to less costly fuels
(often wood) and insulated their houses.
Natural gas consumption also declined,
by 5 percent since 1979. (See Figure 11.)
In 1973, the average Minnesota house
hold's total annual energy consumption
was 160.3 million Btu, or 18,696 Btu per
degree day. By 1982, consumption per
household was 132.1 million Btu, or 13,814
Btu per degree day. When consumption
is normalized taking into account the dif
ference in degree days, average energy
use in Minnesota households has dropped
26 percent since 1973. (See Figure 12.)

Overall, approximately 70 percent of
the energy savings in the residential sec
tor has come from lifestyle changes. The
remaining 30 percent has been achieved
primat-ily by improving the thermal chat-
acteristics of houses - reducing air infil
tration and adding attic and wall insula
tion. Yet the greatest potential for energy
savings will actually come from more
energy efficient housing designs at1d ap
pliances (including furnaces). Thus, in

Figure 9
Summer Peak Demand Forecasted
by Utilities and by the Energy Division

20,788 megawatts. By 1981, their projec
tion had decreased to 13,195 megawatts.
The difference between the two fore
casts - 7,593 megawatts - is significant
because, to meet this difference, more
than nine new power plants the size of
Sherco III would have been required.
Building these additional plants would
have resulted in higher rates for Minne
sota customers, increased environmental
problems, and excess capacity.

The Energy Division, through the Cer
tificate of Need process, played an im
p01tant role in guiding the state to a more
realistic assessment offuture demand for
electricity. As one of the first to use econo- ,
metric 'forecasting methodologies, the
Division presented testimony at Certifi
cate ofNeed hearings showing projected
demand levels that were more reason
able and accurate than those forecasted
by the utilities. (See Figure 9.) As a result,
utilities began revamping their own fore
casting methodologies, delayed the in
service dates of new generating plants,
and cancelled plans to build unneeded
power plants.

For example, NSP dropped its plan for
Sherco 4 and delayed the initial in-service
date ofSherco 3 from 1983 to 1988. These
actions were beneficial to Minnesota in
that they delayed and/or avoided the
negative environmental impacts of coal
fired electric production, such as acid
rain, and reduced the addition of new
capital costs to the rate base.

TI1e follOwing sections will discuss how,
over the past decade, Minnesota has im
proved energy efficienc.y in the residen
tial, commercialjinstitutional, industrial,
agricultural, and transportation sectors,
and the effects of these efficiency im
provements on energy demand. In addi
tion, developments in the use of alterna
tive energy resources in Minnesota over
the past 10 years are presented. Also, the
role of the Energy Division in facilitating
efficiency improvements and alternative
energy developments is highlighted.

Average Minrresota household
reduced enetXY consumption by
26percent

The residential sector is comprised of a
large number ofsmall energy consuming
lmits, each with its own distinct charac
teristics. These units are occupied by in
dividuals, each wid1 widelyvarying energy
using habits. In 1982, Minnesota had 1.5
million occupied housing units, com
pared with 1.2 million in 1973. Single unit
dwellings represent 70 percent of the
housing stock; mobile homes and multi
unit apartment and condominium build
ings represent nearly 30 percent.
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Figure 11
Residential Energy Consumption by
Fuel Type, 1960-1982

Figure 10
Residential Energy Consumption as
a Portion of Total Minnesota Demand,
1982

I
19851980

20 ResidentialEnergy Consumption Suroey Housing
Cbaracterlstics 1981, Energy Information Admin
istration Office of Energy Markets and End Use,
u.s. Department of Energy, DOE/EIA-0314(81)
(August 1983), pp. 80, 81.

potential for indoor moisture and air
quality concerns. These, in turn, have re-
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As energy losses have been reduced,
other problems have been created. The
addition ofinsulation has meant increased
potential for the condensation of mois
ture within the sU·ucture. This has neces
sitated better ventilation and vapor con
u'ol techniques. Tightening houses has
reduced fresh air exchange, creating tl1e

mer indoor temperatures. The average
winter daytime thermostat setting in Min
nesota is now estimated to be 67°F.

:ducing air infiltration and
adding attic and waD insulation
accountjor approximately 30
percent ojsavings
Improving the thermal qualities of exist
ing houses is more difficult and more
costly than designing new energy effici
ent houses. Since the interior and ex
terior surfaces are finished, addition of
more insulation is difficult. However,
over the past 10 years, homeowners have
increased insulation levels in attics, above
grade walls, and along foundation walls
of existing houses. While 12 inches of
attic insulation has been common in new
houses for some time, older homes fre
quently have no insulation or at most 3
inches. During tl1e past 10 years, it has
become common for homeowners to in
crease attic insulation levels to 12-14 inches
(R-38 to R-42). Many homeowners have
also had loose, short fiber insulation
blown into the uninsulated wall cavities
of their houses and, more recently, some
are adding exterior foundation insulation.

Reduction of infiltration in existing
houses is less difficult and costly than
"sulating. As a result, caulking and weath-

.stripping has been more widely em
ployed in the residential sector than add
ing insulation. Caulking and weather
sU-ipping are most effective when done
on tl1e interior so as to help prevent mois
ture from entering wall and attic cavities.
Also, there are fewer joints and cracks to
seal on the interior, and the work can be
done year round. Recently, new testing
methods have been developed to locate
leaks. Sealing these leaks further reduces
infilu·ation.

Today, approximately 75 percent of the
nation's housing stock has full attic in
sulation and 65 percent has wall insula
tion,20 However, less tl1an 5 percent of
the housing stock has foundation insula
tion or high efficiency furnaces. In addi
tion, much of the reu'ofit work that has
been done is primarily in owner-occu
pied housing as there are few direct in
centives for eitl1er the renter or the land
lord to improve the efficiency of rental
housing. However, rental property repre
sents 28 percent of the housing stock, or
more tl1a11400,000 units.

Overall, less than 1 percent ofthe state's
. 0using incorporates -all available cost ef-
.ctive conservation improvements. Thus,

although extraordinaty advances have
been made in improving the energy ef
ficiency of Minnesota's housing stock,
the majority ofit remains to be improved.
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Figure 13
Distribution of Households in the
U.S. by Thermostat Setting

Figure 12
Residential Energy Consumption
per Household Unit per Degree Day

quired increased attention to ventilation
techniques. It is clear that substantial re
search and education effOlts must con
tinue to take place if the state is to im
prove its housing stock safely and effectively.

New energy efficienthousing
designs and appliances begin to
appear on market- offergreatest
potentia/forfuture savings
As easily implemented lifestyle and retro
fit changes began to reach their limits,
consumers turned to the marketplace in
search of more efficient housing and ap
pliances, only to find a lack of compara
tive information on energy efficiency and
a lack of efficient products. The failure of
the private sector to respond quickly to
either of d1ese two needs resulted in the
federal government imposing mandatory
appliance labeling and efficiency stand
ards. The Minnesota Legislature enacted
a number of energy efficiency regula
tions including a state energy code for
buildings, air conditioner efficiencystand
ards, and a ban on pilot lights for ovens,
ranges and dtyers.

By the late seventies, information about
the energy costs of operating basic con
sumer goods began emerging and a fun
dan1ental change took place in purchase
decisions. Consumers began to shift from
a "first cost" to a "life cycle cost" basis for
making purchase decisions. The payback
period became important, and d1erewas
increased emphasis on product quality
and durability. This trend led to what may
be the greatest amount of experimenta
tion and innovation in housing in our
nation's history. The goal of reducing
energy costs to a minimum has led to an
explosion of design options with energy
concerns often overshadowing aesthetic
considerations. At first, strong advocacy
groups emerged around specific tech
nological approaches including earth
sheltered construction, passive solar de
sign and, somewhat later, superinsulated
construction. As experience was gained
with each teclmology, however, the best
aspects of each design strategy began to
merge into more aesthetically pleasing
and cost effective hybrids.

Despite this decade of experimenta
tion, little rigorous research has been
done on the comparative cost effective
ness ofthese alternative approaches. The
transfer of technology has relied primarily
on case studies and word-of-moutl1 ex
change of information among the highly
dispersed residential building commu
nity. In addition, the significant design
constraints posed by the new technolo
gies has slowed d1e entlyof these alterna
tive approaches into the marketplace.
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The result has been that the dominant
energy technology in new housing is
simply the use of increased insulation
~d reduced infiltration, usuallywith some
.Jnsideration to passive solar gain. This

approach has permitted tl1e preselvation
of traditional architectural styles while
significantly reducing energy use.

The key areas ofcontinued technologi
cal development involve moisture con
trol, maintenance of indoor air quality,
and heating/ventilating system designs.
It has proven relatively easy for builders
to improve building envelope perform
ance through increased insulation and,
decreased infiltration. However, this has
necessitated greater use of controlled
ventilation such as exhaust fans in kitch
ens and bathrooms, or air-to-air heat ex
changers. Fmther improvements in re
ducing air leaks in housing will be de
pendent on improvements in home ven
tilation systems. Based on work in Sweden,
however, where infiltration standards
were enacted in 1978, it appears that high
efficiency, aittight construction will ac
tually result in improved indoor air quality
over conventional construction because
of the greater control over ventilation.
Honeywell, for example, is developing

home ventilation systems that sense in
door air pollutants and automaticallybdng
in fresh air when levels get too high.

High efficiency housing can achieve
energy reductions as great as 90 percent
over conventional housing. The remark
able realization to emerge from the past
decade is that home heating can actually
be a relatively minor expense - even in
Minnesota! As heating costs are reduced,
however, energy for appliances becomes
a larger portion of the utility bill. In a
superinsulated house, water heating can
be 55 percent of total energy costs. Thus,
it is likely that improvements in appli
ance efficiency will receive increasing at
tention in the future.

Since 1972, significant efficiency gains
and energy reductions have been made
by the appliance industry. (See Figure
14.) However, there is still much room for
improvement, especially in room air con
ditioners. The lack ofefficiency improve
ments in room air conditioners is of
special concern because residential air
conditioning comprises 25 percent of
NSP's summer peak electricity demand.
Despite past gains in most appliances,
there is still much room for improve
ment. Heat pump water heaters use one-

half tl1e amount of energy used by con
ventional electric water heaters. Solar
water heating is also cost effective as a
replacement for electric water heaters in
Minnesota, and is now in widespread
use. (A detailed discussion ofsolar appli
cations is presented in the section on
alternatives.) Integrated appliances are
being developed where the heat from
the refrigerator is used to heat water.

Perhaps the most important appliance
in terms of energy use is the furnace.
Dramatic improvements in furnace effici
ency have been made over the past few·
years, bringing the annual fuel use effici
ency (AFUE) up from 65-75 percent to as
high as 96 percent. These new furnaces
utilize pulsed combustion of fuel, re
cuperative condensation of flue gases,
pilotless ignition, and flue dampers to
increase both the steady state and the
seasonal efficiencyofthe furnace or boiler.

Methods to impi'ove efficiencies in ex
isting heating systems tl1rough cleaning,
adjustment, repair of leaks, and derating
of oversized heating systems were also
developed during the seventies. Other
improvements include installation offlame
retention burners in oil furnaces, inter
mittent ignition systems and, in some

. Igure 14
Trends in the Efficiency of New
Products

Efficiency Efficiencya
Parameter 1972 1978 1980 1981 1982 1983

Gas furnace Percent seasonal 63.2e 63.6 63.3f 69.6
efficiencyb

Gas water heater Percent overall 47.4 48.2 47.9f
efficiencyb

Electric water heater Percent overall 79.8 80.7 78.3f
efficiencyb

Central air conditioner SEERc 6.66 6.99 7.60 7.83 8.31 8.43

Room air conditioner EERc 6.22 6.75 7.02 7.06 7.14 7.29

Refrigerator/freezer Energy factord 3.84 4.96 5.59 6.09 6.12 6.39

Freezer Energy factord 7.29 9.92 10.85 11.27 11.28 11.36

aAverage efficiencies are weighted by manufacturers' shipments, Data provided by the industry associations AHAM, GAMA and ARI. Also, see
"Consumer Products Efficiency Standards Economic Analysis Document," DOE/CE-0029, U.S. Department of Energy, March 1982, p. 31.

bThe seasonal efficiency for gas furnaces is the AFU E value and the overall efficiency for water heaters is the service efficiency as specified by the US
DOE test procedures.

c EER is the energy efficiency ratio in terms of Btu/hr of cooling output divided by watts of electrical power input. The SEER for central air conditioners
is a seasonal energy efficiency ratio as specified by the US DOE test procedure (see "Federal Register," Vol. 44 p. 76700, Dec, 27, 1979),

riEnergy factor is the corrected volume divided by daily electricity consumption where corrected volume is the refrigerated space plus 1.63 times the
-eezer space for refrigerator/freezers and 1.73 times the freezer space for freezers.

81975 rather than 1972.

f These values are estimates made by manufacturers in 1979.

Source: Howard Geller, "Efficient Residential Appliances and Space Conditioning Equipment: Current Savings Potential, Cost Effectiveness and
Research Needs," ACEEE, Santa Cruz, California, August 1984.
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cases, vent dampers. Also, insulatingboiler
hot water pipes has been used to help
prevent heat loss to unused basement
areas.

Energy Division effortsfocus
on conservationprograms,
information/technical assistance,
research
Since its creation 10 years ago, the Energy
Division has developed and coordinated
conservation programs that have increased
the level of conservation activity and re
duced residential energy consumption
in the state. The Division's eff0l1s to in
fluence residential energy consumption
have "focused on developing and ad
ministering conselvation programs directed
at specific audiences, providing informa
tion and technical assistance to a wide
variety of individuals and groups, and
pal1icipating in reseal'ch projects to de
termine the effectiveness ofconservation
measures.

Conservation programs
The lal'gest energy conselvation program
that has evolved during the Division's
history is the Minnesota Energy Conser
vation Service (MECS), begun by the Divi
sion in 1981. Under this federally man
dated program, major utilities have con
ducted over 30,000 Class A energy audits
each yeal' for their residential customers.
In addition, there al'e over 500 suppliers
and contractors of weatherization prod
ucts al1d selvices that participate in MECS
and neal'ly that same number of trained
residential energy auditors. The impact
ofthis progralTI goes far beyond the 75,000
audits conducted to date. This is evi
denced by the fact that other organiza
tions such as the Minnesota Housing
FinanceAgency, Fal'mers HomeAdminis
tration, Depaltment ofHousing and Urban
Development, and local community ac
tion agencies all rely to some extent on
the MECS auditor ce11ification regulations
or the audit itself in implementing their
own energy related programs.

A complement to MECS in the rental
sector is the Residential Rental Retrofit
Program through which minimum energy
efficiency standal'ds for rental housing
were mandated by the legislature in 1977.
These standards were developed by the
Division and phased in between 1980
and 1983 to allow landlords time to make
any necessary improvements. The Energy
Division has amended administrative rules
in order to strengthen the stal1dal'ds and
to provide more flexibility for landlords
to comply with the standal'ds.

For new single family residential struc
tures, the Energy Division's work has fo-
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cused on three areas. The first is the Min
nesota Energy Code. The first code was
conceived and developed in 1976 by the
Building Codes Division in cooperation
with the Energy Division. In the last two
yeal'S, the Division has developed a re
vised code, which became effective]anu
aly 1, 1984, and includes significant new
requirements including increased en
velope standal'ds, residential foundation
wall insulation, and vapor balTiers.Energy
consumption in a house built according
to the revised code will be up to 35 per
cent less than in a house built according
to the old energy code. In addition, these
standal'ds include maximum sizing limits
on furnaces and air conditioners, al1d
higher efficiency standal'ds for HVAC and
water heating equipment. The Energy
Code is the primary force driving energy
efficiency in new house construction.

The second effort is the superinsula
tion (SI) housing demonstration pro
gram, which begal1 in 1981. This project
has produced impressive results includ
ing construction of 19 new SI homes,
remodeling of 5 houses to SI standal'ds,
development of a workbook that was
used by over 170 instructors throughout
the state to teach SI housing design al1d
construction techniques, and the devel
opment and mal'keting of4 SI houseplan
designs (to date, 566 houseplans have
been sold). In addition, the project has
produced a number of very favorable
spin-offs: thousands ofMinnesotans have
toured the SI open houses; scores of SI
workshops have been held throughout
the state with hundreds of pal1icipants;
accredited SI courses for real estate pro
fessionals al'e being offered; two inter
national SI conferences have been held
in Rochester; home builders across the
state al'e now building SI homes; and
manufacturers of products for SI homes
al'e being attracted to the state.

The third effort has been the develop
ment of a house efficiency information
system. The first Division eff0l1, the Home
EnergyDisclosure ProgralTI, was rescinded
by the legislature in 1983. Currently, the
Division is focusing on alternatives to
this effort, such as a home energy rating
system, V\~1ich would summallze the energy
efficiency of new homes (similal' to the
"miles per gallon" rating for Cal's) and
allow consumers to compare the pre
dicted energy consumption for a val'iety
of new and existing homes.

Inf01'rnation and technical assistance
Energy Division efforts in the area of in
formation and technical assistance al'e
carried out by four units: Community
Services, the Energy Information Center,

Energy Communications, and the Library.
Community Selvices provides techni

cal energy assistance to communities and
local units ofgovernment. This eff0l1 Wi'
initiated in 1977 to provide assistance k

commUl1ities in developing energy aWal'e
ness committees, and directly reached
200 cities. Since then, Community Ser
vices work has evolved to assisting com
munities in developing energy profiles
and plans for local efforts to reduce com
munityenergycosts. In 1983, the Division
began the Governor's CommunityEnergy
Program, which is designed to assist cities.
throughout Minnesota in establishing
community energy councils to deliver
local energy programs.

The Energy Information Center main
tains a toll free energy information hot
line that answers approximately 20,000
telephone information requests al111ually.
In addition, over 200,000 energy related
brochures, fact sheets and technical pub
lications al'e distributed each year to hot
line callers and at energy fairs and work
shops.

All activities within the Division are
supported by the Energy Communica
tions unit, which plans and develops a
vallety ofmarketing, adve11ising and public
information programs, and handles press
relations. Over the past 10 years, Energ
Communications has produced numel
ous publications, feature al1icles, public
service announcements, and Tv, radio,
and newspaper ads to provide informa
tion to the public about energy conserva
tion, alternatives and financing. It has also
planned and coordinated two solal' open
house tours and several media campaigns
to inform the public about new tech
nologies al1d programs. In addition, WCCO
Radio has generously provided a two
minute slot to the Energy Division evelY
Flidaym0111ing since tl1eArab oil embal'go,
which has allowed the Division to bring
timely energy information to thousands
of Minnesotans.

The Energy Division Libraly is tl1e single
most complete source ofenergy informa
tion in the state, and one of the largest in
the U.S. In addition to providing SUpp0l1
to all Division activities, the Library is also
open to the public, thus providing an
importal1t service to all Minnesotans.

Research
The Energy Division's research efforts
have aimed at providing a better under
standing of how best to conserve energ~

Eal'ly in the energy crisis, the Divisio,.
emerged as a nationally significant re
seal'cher and source of information. In
the mid-seventies, the Energy Division
conducted critical studies on moisture
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21 Hutchinson, M., Nelson, G., Fagerson, M., lV/ea
sured 7bennalPe/formance and Cost ofConser
vation for a Group ofEnergy EffiCientMinnesota
Houses, presented at American COlJllci! for
Energy Efficient Economy Summer Study at Santa
Cruz, California (August 1982), p. 11; and Fager,
son, M, Lancaster, R, A StatisticalAnalysis ofPas
sive Solar Supe/insulated Homes in Minnesota,
presented at the American Solar Energy Society
Conference, Minneapolis, Minnesota aune 1983).

22 op. cit., Hirst, E., Goeltz, R, 111omsjo, M., Sundin, D.
23 Hirst, E., Goeltz, R, Comparison of Actual and

Predicted Energy Savings in Minnesota Gas-Heated
Single Family Homes, Oak Ridge National LIbora
tory, ORNL/CON-147 (December 1983), p. v.
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percent savings in audited households
d1at installed at least some of the recom
mended measures.23

These studies demonstrate the direct
energy savings that have been achieved
through four Minnesota programs. (See
Figures 15 and 16.) Together with od1er
information and research efforts con
ducted over d1e past 10 yeat's, they have
provided a base ofknowledge about how
Minnesotans can best improve the effici
ency of their housing. The availability of
this information has encouraged count-
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Figure 15
Residential Energy Consumption by
Conservation Program

Key

Low Income Weatherization
A Average natural gas use before weatherization
B Average natural gas use after weatherization

Minnesota Energy Conservation Service (MECS)
C Average natural gas use before MECS audit (1980-81)
D Average natural gas use after installing measures recommended by MECS
audit (1982-83)

PUCIP
E Average natural gas use before audit (1980-81)
F Average natural gas use after audit, loan, and installation of conservation
measures (1982-83)

Energy Efficient Housing Demonstration Program (EEHDP)
G Estimated average total energy use in new Minnesota houses (1981-82)
H Average total energy use in EEHDP houses (1981-82)

accumulation in wall insulation, air infil
tration around windows, and energy sav
ings from eliminating pilot lights. In 1979,
"~e Division established one of the first

nselvation program evaluation efforts
with the help of a sdentist on loan from
Oak Ridge National Laboratories. The
Division's program evaluations have often
been used in Congressional hearings to
suppott the continuation offederal fund
ing for conservation. Research was also
conducted in 1979 concerning the eco
nomic justification for utilities to invest
in conservation, laying the theoretical
foundation for the state's current efforts.

In 1982, the Division began a coopera-'
tive research effort with the Minnesota
Housing Finance Agency on 144 high
efficiency homes. The results showed
that these houses used about one-third
d1e amount of energy of a conventional
house.21 These findings, presented at a
major national conference in 1982, led to
the u.s. Depattment of Energy providing
the Division with $100,000 to continue its
investigation ofwhich components were
working most effectively and to expand
d1e study to include indoor air quality.
This "laboratoty" of houses is perhaps
the best documented in the u.s.

A second group of houses that the
'<nergy Division at1alyzed was a sample of

JO houses wead1eriied under the Weath
erization Assistance Program. Weatheri
zation of these houses was limited to im
provements in the building envelope
at1d domestic hot water system such as
added insulation, caulking and weather
stripping, insulation of hot water storage
tanks and the addition of clock d1ermo
stats. The average reduction in total gas
usage in these homes was found to be
14.5 percent. At an average cost of ap
proximately $1,000, these projects will
achieve payback periods of6.4 yeat's.

A third study was at1 at1alysis of 3,245
Minnesota houses that were eligible for
the MECS or PUCIP prograt11s, which were
developed by the Division.22 Energy sav
ings ofhouseholds d1at had audits (under
the MECS prograt11) or had audits and
took out loans (under the PUCIP pro
gratn) were compat'ed with those that
did not have audits. Households that did
not have audits saved an average of 6.4
percent of their natural gas usage. House
holds that had audits under the MECS
program saved 9.5 percent. These sav
ings are averages of all audited house
'lOlds regat'dless ofwhed1er conservation
dctions were taken. Households that had
audits and took out loans under the
PUCIP prograt11 saved 19.5 percent. Analy
sis of a subset of346 ofthe MECS audited
houses demonstrates an average of 11
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less Minnesota citizens to invest in con
servation. These eff0l1s, combined with
the Division's work to mandate efficiency
improvements through regulatory ap
proaches, have signifkantly contributed
to the 26 percent saving in household
energy use that occurred between 1973
and 1982.

Commercial/institutionaland
industrial sectors decreased use of
naturalgas, coa~ andpetroleum
products; increased use ofelectricity

111e combined cOl:nmercial/institutional
sector includes facilities such as schools,
hospitals, public care institutions, goven1c
ment buildings, commercial offices, retail
stores, shopping centers, warehouses,
hotels, motels, and restaurants, as well as
street and highway lighting. Over 90 per
cent of the energy consumed by this sec
tor is for space heating, air conditioning,
water heating, and lighting.

Figure 16
Estimated Total Annual Energy
Savings Attributable to Conservation
Programs and Undocumented
Actions Compared to Estimated
Maximum Annual Savings

In contrast, the industrial sector, which
includes manufactming, mining, and other
non-agricultural operations, uses energy
primarily in the production of outputs
such as chemicals, paper, food, textiles,
metals, glass, transp0l1ation equipment,
and machinery.

In the commercial/institutional sector,
use of natural gas, coal, and petroleum
products declined from 106.2 trillion Btu
in 1973 to 90.5 trillion Btu in 1982. How
ever, use ofelectricity increased from 29.9
trillion Btu in 1973 to 41.5 trillion Btu in
1982. Overall, total energy consumption
by the commercial/institutional sector
decreased from 136.1 trillion Btu in 1973
to 132 trillion Btu in 1982. (See Figure 18.)

There is no firm information regarding
statewide trends in efficiency over the
same period in commercial and institu
tional activities measured in terms of
existing and new building floorspace.
However, national and regional studies

show that commercial and institutional
floorspace increased between 2 to 3 per
cent per year since 1971. Assuming the
same historical trend for Minnesota, t17
drop in consumption implies a decline\:..
energy use per unit offloOl'space. In otl1er
words, the energy efficiency of commer
cial and institutional buildings in the state
can be estimated to have improved by at
least 24 percent during the period from
1973 to 1982.

The same historical pattern applies to
the industrial sector. Use of natural gas,
coal, and petroleum products decreased
from 220.4 trillion Btu in 1973 to 108.0'
trillion Btu in 1982. Use of electricity in
creased from 25.2 trillion Btu in 1973 to
34.0 trillion Btu in 1978, but then de
creased slightly to 30.5 trillion Btu in 1982.
When combined, total energy consump
tion by the industrial sector decreased
from 245.6 trillion Btu in 1973 to 138.5
trillion Btu in 1982. (See Figure 20.)

Weatherization

Number Annual Total Annual
of Houses x Savings Savings

(106 Btu) = (1012 Btu)

83,OOOa 23.3g 1.934

MECS

PUCIP

EEHDP

72,400b 15 h

4,700c 33 h

144d 47

1.086

.155

.007

3.182

Undocumented actions 1,371,800e 9

Total explainable savings

Approximate total 1,532,044f 50.4j
actual savings

Estimated maximum 1,532,044 101 k
possible savings

12.346

15.528

77.215

154.736

Data Sources:

aWeatherization Program
bMinnesota Department of Energy and Economic Development
cMinnegasco, Energy Resource Center, Duluth Water & Gas
dMinnesota Housing Finance Agency
eTotal estimated number of 1983 households minus the total number of households
11980 Census + 6% = estimated number of households in 1983
gWheeler, Herzog
hHirst, Goeltz, Thornsjob, Sundin
iHutchinson & Nelson
iBased on "Residential Energy Conservation: How Far Have We Progressed?" actual energy use
kBased on report listed in "j" above, estimate of energy use in retrofitted or designed with all cost-effective conservation strategies
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19851980

Energyconselvation measures are con
sidered cost effective if the annualized
investrnent cost per unit of energy saved
is less than the unit price of the same
amount of energy if it were consumed
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Figure 18
Commercial/Institutional Energy
Consumption by Fuel Type,
1960-1982

Figure 17
Commercial/Institutional Energy
Consumption as a Portion of Total
Minnesota Demand, 1982

lighting- account for over 90 percent of
the energy used in these facilities. Thus,
significant energy savings al'e achieved
by efficiency measures directed towal'd
these end uses.

Industrial energy intensity is deter
mined by computing the energy use per
dollar of value added. In 1974, energy
intensitywas 11.2 thousand Btu per dollar
ofvalue added (in 1981 dollars). By 1981,
energy intensitywas reduced to 8.2 thou
sand Btu. Thus, industrial energy effici
ency has improved by 27 percent.

The trend toward increased use ofelec
tricity over the past two decades is due to
a number of factors, particularly in the
commercial/institutional sector. Increased
air conditioning, excessive lighting of
work and shopping areas, less energy
efficient building design (specifically the
increased use of glass), increased use of
electrical labor saving devices, and some
substitution of electricity for other fuels
for heating have all contributed to this
trend.

In addition, the real price per million
Btu of electricity has been decreasing
while the real price per million Btu of
primary energy sources has increased.
(See Figure 21.) Thus, although the price
of electricity is still higher than that of
primary fuels, the gap has narrowed con
siderably, and there has been some shift
ing to electricity. As this trend in real
energy prices is expected to continue in
the coming decade, it is likely that the use
of electricity will increase in both the
commercial/institutional and industrial
sectors.

FloOl'space in institutional and com
mercial buildings in Minnesota is pro
jected to increase by 49.5 percent, from
715.8 million square feet in 1980 to 1069.8
million square feet in the year 2000, which
represents approximately a 2 percent an
nual increase over the 20-year period.
Minnesota industrial value added is also
projected to increase, from 14.6 billion
dollars in 1980 to 25.2 billion dollars in
2000, or an increase of 73 percent. This
u'anslates into an annual rate of increase
of 3.7 percent. In view of these projected
increases in commerciaVinstitutional and
indusu'ial activities, it will be necessalyto
continually improve energy efficiencies
in these sectors in order to sustain the
historical decline in energy use. The fol
lowing discussion highlights the keYal'eas
in which the energy efficiency improve
ments of the past decade occurred.

Commercial/ institutional
conservation aims at reducing
space heating, cooling, water
heating, and lighting demands
\lthough commercial and institutional
facilities valywidely in size, hmction and
type of consu'uction, their energy use
pattems al'e similal'. Four basic functions
space heating, cooling, water heating and
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1985

new equipment, payback periods are
generally Sh0l1.

Substantial energy savings can result
from modifications in the envelopes of
most buildings. These modifications in
clude insulation, weatherstripping and
caulking, and the addition of storm win-
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Figure 20
Industrial Energy Consumption by
Fuel Type, 1960-1982

outside air in both summer and winter,
rebalancing the system, reducing fan horse
power, installation of low leakage damp
ers, and other ventilation modifications
can add up to as much as a 30 percent
savings in mat1Y buildings. While these
measures require some investment in

Figure 19
Industrial Energy Consumption as a
Portion ofTotal Minnesota Demand,
1982

instead. Figure 22 lists some of the cost
effective measures from an optimal con
selvation investment studybased on audits
of 200 schools. The first column shows
the per unit cost of consuming energy
that would be saved by the measure based
on 1982 energy prices. In contrast, d1e
second column shows, in 1982 dollars,
the annualized investment cost per unit
ofenergy saved due to the same measure.

Changes in operating and maintenance
procedures in buildings usually require
litde or no investment and can result in
immediate energy savings of 5 to 10 per
cent or more. As a result, these improve
ments have been instituted first. Changes
in operations can affect lighting, ventila
tion, temperature control, and manyod1er
areas of a building. For example, in retail
establishments temperatures can be re
duced during operating hours from nOF
to 68 OF or 65 OF. When the stores are
closed, temperatures can be further re
duced to 55 OF or 45 OF. These measures
alone have reduced heating costs as much
as 19 percent. Similar temperature changes
can be made in the summer for savings in
air conditioning.

Temperature setback, replacing leaky
faucets, regular appliance and furnace
tune-ups, turning out lights in unused
areas, and shutting down ventilation at
night are all effective low cost energy
conservation measures that have payback
periods of less than one year.

Building owners have reduced lighting
costs by replacing less efficient lighting
with energy conselving systems, and by
instituting regular lighting maintenance
procedures.

In Minnesota, all existing public build
ings of over 5,000 square feet must meet
the illumination standards specified in
the state building code, wherever com
pliance with these standards is economi
cally feasible.

Control systems can affect every aspect
of the heating, ventilating and air condi
tioning operations in a building. Invest
ment in automatic control devices and
adjustment of existing controls have re
sulted in savings of up to 20 percent of
the energy used in buildings.

Control moditications can vaty widely
depending on the size and complexity of
the HVAC system. One of the simplest
control devices in many buildings is a
night setback system. For retail stores, the
average cost of at1 automatic night set
back d1ennostat and accompat1ying equip
ment is $500. Such at1 investment pays
for itselfwithin a yeat'.

Ventilation requirements can be re
duced in most buildings with minimal
loss in air quality. Reduction in the use of
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ment. Maintenance includes cleaning and
adjusting the combustion efficiency of
furnaces and boilers, checking for defec
tive steam traps in boiler systems, and
keeping equipment in good repair.

Furthermore, energy consuming pro
cedures can often be changed without
reducing productivity; e.g., immediately
turning off equipment whenever it is not
being used. Waste heat from furnaces
and boilers can often be economically
captured and used. The savings are especi
ally great for processes requiring high
temperatures.

Conservation investments to improve
the efficiency of existing equipment can
recover costs velY quickly. Although this
obvious technique is often ignored, in
sulation can reduce heat loss from build
ings, steam pipes, furnaces, process tanks,
and other containers from which heat is
othelwise lost.

Recent innovations in electl'onics make
it possible to monitor and adjust energy
consuming systems to automatically re
duce energy use. Automatic controls can
maintain combustion efficiency in boilers
and furnaces and help heating, ventilating
and air conditioning systems maintain
temperature and ventilation more effici-
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Figure 21
Real Energy Prices, 1960-1982
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awareness, training, and involvement pro
gran1s to realize savings from low or no
cost conservation opportunities; involv
ing employees in the effo11 to conselve
energy can change ingrained energycon
suming habits and procedures

A 1981 sUlvey of industrial plants in
Minnesota and Wisconsin, prepared by
Anderson, Birdie and Associates, found
that 75 percent of all plants with more
than 100 employees had implemented a
system for monitoring energy use on a
regular basis. Sixty-nine percent have held
meetings with employees to encourage
conselvation through housekeeping
practices.

While most larger companies have im
plemented some aspects of an overall
energy management program, small in
dustrial plants present a difficult challenge
to private or public conselvation actions
or programs. Smaller firms generally have
not implemented energy management
practices to the same extent as large
sophisticated firms.

Industrial firms can adopt many low
and no cost measures to conserve energy.
For example, regularly scheduled main
tenance progran1s can control major
energy losses caused by inefficient equip-
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dows and/or shutters. In large buildings,
these modifications can be both difficult
and costly. However, energy savings can
be very high. Building surveys or audits
lre essential for determining which
modifications will result in tl1e greatest
savings.

New technologies have arisen over the
past decade that can reduce energy costs
in buildings through the use of high
efficiency lNAC systems and heat re
covelYdevices. As with building envelope
modifications, the initial investment in
such equipment may be velY high and a
careful study should be made to deter
mine the most efficient system. With ris
ing energy prices, heat recovery systems
and replacement of outmoded lNAC
equipment can be wise investments in
many commercial buildings.

Industrial conservation more
complex- must be tailored to each
specific industry
Industly is the most complex of all the
sectors. Conservation strategies in the
commercial/institutional sector are rela
tively simple to describe since over 90
percent of total energy consumption is
for end uses such as space heating, cool
ing, water heating, and lighting. In con
tl'ast, over 50 percent ofenergy consump
ion in tl1e industrial sector is for direct

process heat, process steam, machine
drive, vehicle/equipment operation, elec
tl·ic generation, coke processes and elec
trolytic processes. Thus, conservation
strategies must be specifically designed
for each industly.

A company can expect sustained and
substantial savings in energy costs by
establishing a comprehensive energy
management program. The exact nature
of the program will vary with the size and
characteristics of the firm, but successful
efforts generally include the following
activities:
o a manager or energy committee is given
responsibility for reducing energy con
sumption in the company
• energy use is monitored to determine
the potential savings of conservation op
portunities and to evaluate the effective
ness of actions that are implemented; an
energy accounting system can be devel
oped that separates consumption into
energy components associated with
specific industrial processes and the
building itself
• an energy audit of the facility, usually
,erformed by company staff, will identifJ

potential conservation opporttmities; more
costly investments may require an engi
neering study
• companies can implement employee
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ently. Load shedding systems can level
out- an industrial facility's electric use,
cutting the surcharge for peak electric
demand. These systems automatically cut
power to nonessential uses of electricity
during periods ofpeak demand.

Electric motors and some other uses of
electricity reduce the effective power of
electric lines by interfering with the phase

Figure 22
Cost Effective Conservation
Measures in Secondary Schools

of the alternating current maintained by
the utility. Installing capacitors can cor
rect this reduction in power factor and
reduce the penalty that utilities charge
industrial plants with electric motors.

Although more costly than the measure
previously mentioned, investments in
new facilities and equipment can pro
vide long term reductions in energy costs.

For many types of equipment, such as
boilers and electric motors, the more ef
ficient models on the market are well
worth the extra cost. As old equipment
needs replacement and repair, companies
should carefullyconsider these altelnatives.

Investments in new industrial plants
provide an opportunity to design for
greater energy efficiency and to use more

. Avoided Cost
of Energy Saveda
(Dollars/Million Btu)

Replace electric motors with high $ 7.52
efficiency units

Install additional roof insulation 6.05

Install storm windows or 6.04
thermopane glass

Reduce window area with insulated 5.73
wall/panel

Caulk and weatherstrip exterior cracks 5.48

Install time clocks or night set- 6.14
back on HVAC equipment

Install or modify HVAC controls 7.18

Reduce the amount of cold outside 6.09
ventilation air

Add multiple light switches 15.07

Replace incandescent lighting 10.35
with fluorescentfixtures

Install energy efficient lamps 14.68
and ballasts

Install separate domestic hot water 5.26
heater so boiler can be shut off in
summer

Install flow restrictors in faucets and 6.79
shower heads

Replace oil boiler burner with 6.31
efficient unit

Investment Cost
of Energy Savedb
(Dollars/Million Btu)

$2.07

2.41

2.14

2.13

1.68

0.44

0.75

0.71

1.39

2.19

6.04

0.98

0.31

1.71

aThis is the same as the price that would be paid in dollars per million Btu for the energy saved by the measure if this same energy were consumed
instead. In effect, this is the cost avoided by implementation of the measure.

bThis is obtained by apportioning the total investment cost of a measure into (constant) annual equivalents over the life of the same measure and
dividing the annual equivalent by the estimated annual energy savings. This measures the investment cost of avoiding energy consumption.

Source: Optimal Energy Conservation Investments for Elementary and Secondary Schools from a Cost-Effectiveness Analysis of Energy Conserva
tion Measures in Minnesota IBGP Maxi-Audits, Department of Energy and Economic Development, November 1983, Tables 7 and 8, pp. 28-31.
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efficient technologies. One example is a
new paper forming process that uses less
water, so less energy is required for dly
ing operations.

Electric power plants lose about two
thirds of the fuel they consume in the
form of waste heat. A more efficient ap
proach is for industrial facilities to gener
ate electricity and use the waste heat in
their own process heating needs. Indus
trial cogeneration raises numerous prac
tical problems, but potential energy sav
ings are velY great. District heating, where
utilities sell both electricity and hot water
or steam to customers, is another alter
native that is discussed later in this report.

Energy Division effortsfocus on
institutional energy management
programs
A variety of programs are currently avail
able to institutions to assist them in im
plementing cost effective energy man
agement programs. These programs can
help administrators of school districts,
managers of institutional buildings, and
local units ofgovernment reduce the im
pacts of rising energy costs and the re
sulting tax burden borne by the clients
they serve.

Institutional Building Grants Program
(IBGP)
IBGP is built on three major energy con
servation grant programs enacted by the
u.s. Congress and the Minnesota State
legislature:
• Federal Schools and Hospitals Grant
Program
• Federal Units oflocal Government and
Public Care Institutions Grant Program
• Minnesota Schools and Units of local
Government Grant Program

IBGP, now entering its sixth funding
cycle, has provided almost $24 million in
state and federal funds to public and pri
vate nonprofit institutions for energy
audits and installation of energy conser
vation measures.

Over the past five years, this program
has funded over 7,000 building audits for
schools, hospitals, and local government
and public care institutions in Minnesota.
Over 1,000 institutional buildings have
received funding for installation ofenergy
conselvation measures. Total savings from
funded projects were estimated to be $30
million at the end of 1981, and it is pro
jected that over 10 years, savings will
amount to $602 million (based on No
vember 1981 price projections by the
JnergyDivision). This amount represents
20 times the original state and federal
investment in the program.

Recently, a study was conducted of 110
previously audited school, hospital, and

local government buildings to determine
the actual savings attributable to imple
mentation of audit recommendations.
Actual annual energy consumption be
fore and after implementation of the
recommendations was collected and
analyzed for each building. The portion
of energy consumption used for space
heating was then adjusted for the effects
of weather. The study shows that build
ing energy consumption was reduced by
an average of8 percent, primarily through
implementation of recommended modi
fications in operations and maintenance
procedures such as those listed in Figure
23. These procedures are the most com
monly recommended in school audits
but they are also appropriate for other
types ofbuildings in the commercial and
institutional sectors.

Many schools have begun significant
programs of capital investment to con
serve energy in their buildings. A recent
study has shown that Minnesota school
districts invested $23,300 per building
between the school year 1978-79 and]uly
1982 to conserve energy or convert to
renewable fuels. This investment has re
sulted in average savings of $14,500 in
fuel costs per building in the 1981-82
school year alone. These savings repre
sented a decrease of 10.8 percent in the
amount of energy used, from 107.7 to
96.1 thousand Btu per square foot per
year (normalized for weather differences).

Energy accounting
An EnergyAccounting Procedures Manual
for local Government and School Dis
tricts has been developed to help institu
tional administrators and operators track
energycosts and consumption. TI1e manual
provides a framework for developing ac
curate energy budgets, measuring results
ofexisting conservation programs, identi
fying cost effective conservation oppor
tunities, and managing daily operations.

A software package has also been de
veloped based on the EnergyAccounting
Procedures Manual. The sofuvare pack
age is designed to be used on a standard
Apple II computer. This computerized
version of energy accounting can per
form all of the procedures outlined in the
manual in addition to assisting institu
tions in preparing state and federal energy
reports. The software package includes a
simple step by step procedures manual
to assist institutions in implementing the
system.

Building Energy .NJanagement Training
Program
This program was developed to train
building managers, supervisors and oper
ators in energy management techniques.

It is a joint project of the Energy Division,
AreaVocationalTechnical Institutes (AVTI),
and the Minnesota Department ofEduca
tion. The training is offered throughAVfIs
throughout the state, and is often taught
on site at the participant's building. It is
task oriented so that each skill can be
practiced as it is learned. The course has
been available throughout the state since
fall 1983.

Conference of Local Energy Officials
(CLEO)
This organization was' founded to pro
vide an information exchange network
for local government officials interested
in energy conservation and management
programs that are sponsored by the league
of Minnesota Cities in cooperation with
the Energy Division. CLEO is now a pri
vate, nonprofit corporation.

Membership in CLEO is open to all
elected and appointed officials of city,
county and state government who wish
to exchange energy management ideas
and receive updated infoll11ation on energy
technology, financing su'ategies, and re
sources available in Minnesota for carry
ing out local conservation programs.
Since August 1981, CLEO has provided its
members with information and technical
materials on energy accounting, energy
efficient procurement procedures, effici
ent building operations, training courses,
seminars, and workshops co-sponsored
by various organizations.

SpecialPwpose CapitalExpenditure Levy
Law
This law allows school districts to build a
local energy improvement fund to help
pay for cost saving measures.

The le\y is equal to $25 per pupil unit
or 2 mills, whichever is less. Proceeds
from the special levy go into a district's
capital expenditure fund and are allowed
to accumulate over several years. This
money can help pay for major energy
conservation improvements requiring
large capital investments.

Conservationprogramsfor
commercial and industrial sectors
sponsored by Energy Division and
many other organizations
State legislation and federal grants for
conservation programs have concentrated
on the residential and institutional sectors.
However, some educational projects and
energy saving competition programs have
been directed toward industrial and com
mercial businesses. In addition, many
other organizations offer iriformation and
u'aining programs.

Training! education programs
A number of training and education pro-
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grams have been provided to persons
who design, own, and operate commer
cial buildings in the state. These pro
grams have been offered by many differ
ent organizations including the Energy
Division, the Minnesota Department of
Education, Area Vocational Technical In
stitutes, technical and professional societies,
utilities, and private educational institu
tions. Several series ofwell-attended work
shops have been conducted throughout
the state.

Workshops conducted by the Energy
Division and the Minnesota Department
of Education include:

Figure 23
Low Cost Conservation Measures
Most Commonly Recommended in
School Audits

• Boilers, Operations and Maintenance
• Tracking Energy, Energy Recordkeeping
and Energy Systems
• Steam Trap and Steam Systems
• Pneumatic Temperature Control
• Thermal Insulation
• Waste Heat Recovery
• Preventive Maintenance
• Light Systems

Attendance at these workshops has
totaled 6,000 since 1980. The pneumatic
temperature workshop series alone had
completed 131 two-day sessions in Min
nesota by June 30, 1984. These are at
tended by plant engineers, building oper-

ators, building supervisors, maintenance
personnel, temperature control sales per
sons, manufactUling engineers, and energy
managers.

Display Lighting Standards
In 1979, the Energy Division promulgated
rules for display lighting standards, which
specified permissible hours of operation
of outdoor display lighting. These stand
ards are still in effect.

Emergency BUilding Temperature
Reduction Program
The U.S. Department of Energy enacted
this program in 1979. It required all non-

Clean and adjust controls of electrical distribution system.

Align/lubricate motors and adjust belt tension.

Adjust door closers; keep exterior and vestibule doors closed.

Encourage staff to use window drapes to maximize solar gain.

Caulk exterior cracks; weatherstrip doors and windows.

Repair broken/cracked windows and closing latches.

Adjust/calibrate HVAC controls.

Reduce space temperature during occupied periods to 65-68 degrees.

Reduce the fresh air ventilation rate during occupied periods to minimum code or comfort requirements.

Reduce space temperature to 50-55 degrees during unoccupied periods manually or through use of night set-back
controls.

Turn off ventilation systems during unoccupied periods through use of manual switches or timeclocks.

Maintain HVAC components; filters, steam traps, dampers, etc.

Turn off classroom lights when not in use.

Replace existing lamps with high efficiency/reduced wattage lamps.

Remove or disconnect lights in overlit areas.

Begin a preventive maintenance program and schedule.

Schedule the use of the building to reduce energy use.

Adjust/maintain controls of kitchen and laundry equipment (dishwashers, exhaust hoods, etc.) and turn off when not
in use.

Reduce the temperature of domestic hot water.

Install flow restrictors in faucets and shower heads.

Test and adjust boiler for maximum combustion efficiency.
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,

residential building owners and managers
to reduce their thermostat settings to
65 OF during the heating season and to
raise them to 78°F during the cooling
3eason. Furthermore, water for personal
hygiene and general cleaning could be
heated no higher than 105 oF. The Energy
Division administered this program in
Minnesota. Follow up studies indicated
that this was one of the most cost effec
tive programs carried out by the federal
government. However, it was eliminated
in Februaly 1981.

Figure 24
Examples of Award Winning
Conservation Programs from tttle
8th Annual Award of Excellence
Competition

Clarissa Public Schools

Minnesota Energy SaversAward of
Excellence
This annual competition for the institu
tional, commercial and industrial sectors
has been held for eight years. It offers
each sector an opportunity to describe its
successful energy mal1agement programs.
The aWal'd winning programs are pub
lished each year in a summalY manual.
Figure 24 lists examples ofaWal'd-winning
conservation programs from the eighth
annual competition in 1984. Sixty-two
organizations have been recognized for

their accomplishments during the past
eight yeal's.

A!Jinnesota Energy Conference
The two-day Minnesota Energy Confer
ence provides an opportunity for build
ing designers, owners, and operators to
learn new ideas in energy efficient build
ing design and operation. The tenth an
nual conference was held in Febnlaly
1984 and was co-sponsored by a host of
organizations including the Energy Divi
sion, utilities, and private businesses.

Implemented several low cost measures including closing exhaust systems, replacing three sets of vestibule doors, and
insulating the previously uninsulated attic of the school building.

Converted an oil fired boiler to burn wood pellets. Conversion cost: $44,000; first year savings: $17,500. In addition to
the savings, this action stimulated the local economy by using a locally produced product.

Rosemount School District

Ongoing comprehensive energy conservation program including improvements in lighting, retrofit, energy recovery,
transportation, water management, and preventive maintenance.

Installed an energy management system to control the district's 15 schools and administrative buildings. Main features
include demand control, duty cycling, night temperature setback, and optimum start-stop time scheduling.

Saved $557,000 in electricity bills alone from 1979 through 1982.

St. Joseph's Hospital in Park Rapids

Initiated a three-step energy program. Step 1: started an energy accounting system. Step 2: implemented low cost
measures such as an energy awareness program for employees, weatherstripping, and steam trap maintenance.
Step 3: implemented more expensive measures such as installing two small gas water heaters so the main boiler could
be shut down during the summer, reclaiming air-water heat from the boiler, and installing an energy management
system.

Reduced fuel oil consumption by 50 percent and electricity use by 31 percent.

Saved $96,000 in energy bills in four years (total investment was $30,000).

Southern Minnesota Sugar Cooperative

Installed capacitors on all motors; power factor increased significantly from. 72 to .88.

Revised the vapor heating system to use exhaust heat, and to store condensates for irrigation during summer months.

Tennant Com

Implemented numerous energy conservation projects that included adding roof insulation, upgrading boiler controls,
and improving ventilation systems.

Implemented a comprehensive preventive maintenance program to monitor the operation of their energy efficient
improvements.

Reduced fuel bills by more than 50 percent.

Veils Municipal Power Plant

Installed radiator drain tanks on the standby and emergency service generating units so boiler water does not have to
be circulated to the radiators when units are not in operation.

Reduced fuel bills by more than 50 percent.
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Attendance at this annual event has in
creased from 114 in 1974 to 1,250 in 1984.
Almost 100 exhibits and 20 speakers and
workshops provide participants an op
portunity to explore current institutional,
commercial, and industrial energy equip
ment and technologies.

Industrial outreacb activities
The Energy Division's efforts to improve
employer awareness and understanding
ofenergyconservation opp0l1unities have
included:
• publication of manuals and bibliogra
phies on specific aspects of industrial
and commercial energy conservation,
which are distributed through the Energy
Information Center and at workshops,
conferences, and other outreach activities
• development of a pilot program to pro
vide direct technical assistance to Minne
sota industries in establishing energy
management programs
• distribution of current energy price
forecasts to 1,800 businesses, institutions,
and individuals who are involved in mak
ing energy conservation decisions

Industrial Energy Efficiency Reporting
Program,
This program was established by the u.s.
Department of Energy to encourage in
dustrial conservation. The program works
with industry to set conservation goals,
monitor improvements in energy effici
ency, and encourage the implementation
of company energy management pro
grams. The program has documented
substantial in1provements in energy ef
ficiency in each of the 10 most energy
consuming industrial sectors.

Developnlentanddemonstrationprograms
Because conservation technologies his
torically have received little private re
search support, the u.s. Department of
Energy has provided extensive support
for development and demonstration pro
grams. In 1980 over 100 projects were
being implemented. Current and emerg
ing technologies may be able to improve
industrial energy efficiencies by 30 to 50
percent.

However, because energy costs are
only a small percentage of industrial out
put, new conservation technologies may
not receive sufficient research and de
velopment for many of these improve
ments to take place. The situation is ag
gravated by the fact that federal funding
for both development and demonstra
tion programs, and also for the reporting
program, was eliminated in 1983.

Energy Division bibliograpbies
In order to fill the need of commercial
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building designers and managers for in
formation on energy conservation tech
nologyand economics, the Energy Divi
sion has compiled and published for
distribution a number of bibliographies.
These cover topics such as energy effici
ent commercial building design, waste
heat recovelY, power factor correction,
steam trap maintenance, and lighting.

jlI]SAL4 Energy Sourcebook
Through a grant from the Energy Divi
sion, the Minnesota Society of the Ameri
can Institute of Architects has published
an energy sourcebook. This is a compre
hensive collection representing the state
of-the-art in energy conscious design.
Supplements to the sourcebook are pro
vided quaiterly with an annual subscrip
tion through the Minneapolis office of
MSAIA.

Agricukuralenergy consumptionper
acrefarmed dropped 17percent

Agriculture is a major component ofMin
nesota's economy that employs about
one-third of the state's wage earners in
food and fiber production, marketing,
processing, and distribution. Food pro
duction from Minnesota's 105,000 farms
generated 7.3 percent ofMinnesota's 1982
Gross State Product and placed the state
fifth nationally in total cash farm income.

The fuel used to produce these crops
and livestock amounted to 6.6 percent of
Minnesota's total primary energy con
sumption. Higher energy prices have re
duced agriculture's total energy demand
by 14 percent since 1979. Petroleum de
mand alone has declined 16 percent. (See
Figure 26.) When examining improve
ments in energy efficiency, reductions in
agricultural energy demand are even more
remarkable. Demand for energy per acre
in production dropped from 2.8 million
Btu to 2.4 million Btu, a 17 percent im
provement in efficiency. However, there
are significant opportunities for further
conservation through the use of reduced
tillage and crop dlying methods, and by
improving the energy efficiency of farm
buildings.

Mulch-till, ridge-till and no-till opera
tions are all reduced tillage methods that
have gradually begun to replace conven
tional tillage ope1'ations. These conserva
tion tillage operations conserve soil and
fuel, retluce labor and machinely costs,
and retain topsoil moisture. Mulch tillage
practices replace typical moldboard plows
and other heavy tillage equipment with a
chisel plow to reduce fuel consumption
for planting operations by 30 percent.
Ridge-till and no-till practices eliminate

all tillage op~rations and typically reduce
consumption by 60 percent.

In 1982, these reduced tillage opera
tions were used on 16 percent of the
state's corn and soybean acreage, and 25
percent of the small grain acreage. It is
expected that by the year 2000, conselva
tion tillage will be used on 80 percent of
all acreage and will save 40 percent of
tillage fuel requirements. Although con
selvation tillage offers numerous advan
tages, these practices require high-level
management and the increased use of
fertilizers in some crop situations.

Crop dlying represents another major
agricultural energy use. Corn is the pri
mary crop that requires illying, and energy
demand is particularly weather sensitive.
During normal years, farmers consume
an estimated 45 to 65 million gallons of
propane for on-farm drying, but demand
can exceed 90 million gallons in years of
extremely late, wet harvests.

Energy used for crop dlying can be
saved by avoiding overillying (below 15.5
percent moisture) and by shifting to more
energy efficient illying methods. Figure
27 compares energy needs for different
types of illying and illustrates that savings
of up to 47 percent are possible.

Demonstrations using corn stalks or
corn cobs to replace propane as fuel for
dlying have recently been conducted.
Corn cobs are particularly attractive be
cause they can be crushed and mixed
with the corn to eliminate a separate col
lection operation. Further, they are clean
burning, and there is velY little nutrient
loss to the soil.

Nonresidential farm buildings utilize
energy primarily for space heating, venti
lation, lighting, water heating, and cool
ing. Frequently, these buildings are drafty
and poorly insulated. Increased levels of
insulation, andweathersuipping and caulk
ing yielded sizable energy reductions in
this sector during the seventies. FUl1her
energy savings can be achieved through
efficient ventilation. Ventilation removes
moisture, odors, and bacteria by exhaust
ing warm, stale air directly outside. Un
fortunately, during winter months over
half of the heat loss in animal confine
ment buildings may be lost through ven
tilation. These losses can be minimized
by either reducing the level ofventilation
or by installing a heat exchanger. Careful
maintenance and operation ofspace and
water heating equipment also conu-ibuted
to the reduction in energy consumption
in the last decade. Finally, construction
designs tl1at m~"'Cimize soutl1em exposure
and utilize eat1h sheltered construction
techniques have been demonstrated to
be effective in saving energy.
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During the past decade, the agricul
tural sector also faced an indirect effect
ofrising energyprices - higher prices for
fertilizers and chemicals. Fertilizer and
chemical production are velY energy in
tensive. For exan1ple, 365 thousand cubic
feet of natural gas are required to pro
duce one ton of anhydrous ammonia, a
major source of nitrogen for corn. As the
price of natural gas and petroleum in
creased in the past decade, correspond
ing increases in fertilizer and chemical
prices occurred. Thus, during the 1970's,
crop research in nitrogen fixation to uti
lize atmospheric nitrogen and genetic
engineering to produce newhigheryield
ing crop strains were initiated. Scientific
developments in these areas can reduce
fertilizer requirements and enhance yields,
but commercial application does not ap
pear imminent.

Miles traveledpergaUon by aU
vehicles in Minnesota increased by
18percentbetween 1973 and1982

per year between 1973 and 1978, an 11
percent increase.

However, beginning with d1e price in
creases resulting from the fall of the Shah
ofIran in 1979, the upward trend in trans
portation fuel consumption reversed.
Transportation RIel consumption has de-

Figure 25
Agricultural Energy Consumption
as a Portion of Total Minnesota
Demand,1982

clined 13 percent in Minnesota since that
time. Gasoline consumption has shown a
particularly steep decline, dropping by 17
percent since 1978 to 1.931 billion gallons
per year in 1982.

Fuel efficiency, miles traveled per ve
hicle and number ofvehicle registrations
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Figure 26
Agricultural Energy Consumption
by Fuel Type, 1960-1982

Energy consumption in the transporta
tion sector is dominated by the automo
bile. However, this sector includes other
forms of passenger and freight transpor
tation such as truck, air, rail, pipeline, and
watelway. Transportation is the largest of
.1innesota's energy consuming sectors,

involving such fuels as gasoline, diesel,
jet fuel, and residual oiL

Fuel consumption in Minnesota's trans
portation sector increased steadily from
1973 through 1979 with the exception of
a brief decline in 1974. Total energy con
sumption in this sector rose by 12 per
cent over this period. Between 1973 and
1978, gasoline consumption in this sector
rose 8 percent, from 1.99 billion gallons
to 2.14 billion gallons. Diesel fuel showed
an even more dramatic growth - up 55
percent, or 146 million gallons per year
between 1973 and 1979. (See Figure 29.)

Despite increasing consumption dur
ing this period, fuel efficiency in the trans
portation sector was making steady im
provements. After declining 8 percent be
tween 1960 and 1973, miles traveled per
gallon of gasoline (mpg) began rising
after the Arab oil embargo. The U.S. fleet
average mpg rose from 13.10 mpg in 1973
to 14.06 mpg in 1978. (See Figure 30.)
The increase in consumption was pri
marily due to growth in the number of
vehicles operated in Minnesota and miles
driven per vehicle. Car registrations rose
.-om 1.9 million in 1973 to a peak of 2.4

million in 1979. Similarly, truck registra
tions grew from 527,000 in 1973 to a peak
of 971,000 in 1979. Average miles travel
ed per passenger car rose to 10,046 miles
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all contributed to the decline in demand.
For exqrnple, miles traveled per passenger
vehicle per year declined by 10 percent
since 1978. This may be evidence that
private auto users are planning and com
bining trips more carefully in order to
reduce energy costs. At the same time,
Minnesota had fewer trucks and cars on
the road. The number ofregistered autos
declined by 70,000 and the number of
trucks by 50,000 between 1979 and 1982.

Finally, and most impOltantly, improve
ments in fuel efficiency began to grow
rapidly. From 14.06 mpg in 1978, the US.
automobile fleet average rose to 16.33
mpg by 1982. In Minnesota, miles traveled
per gallon of gasoline consumption for
allvehicles (autos, buses, trucks and motor
cycles) rose from 11.93 in 1973 to 14.04 in
1982, an 18 percent increase in fuel effici
ency.Fleet efficiency was primarily im
proved by the introduction ofnew, smaller,
more fuel efficient cars. The slower driv
ing speeds required by federal regulation
also contributed to the efficiency im
provements.

The transpOltation sector alone repre
sents 35 percent of our total energy con
sumption and 60 percent ofour petroleum
consumption. Thus, improvements in ef-

ficiency in the transpOltation sector have
been essential in order for Minnesota
and the nation to reduce its energy de
pendence. Although the Energy Division
has not been significantly involved with
transpOltation progran1s, federal and state
government actions have been instru
mental in achieving these gains. The
federal mandatory fuel efficiency stand
ards have been the primaty force behind
the increase in new cat" efficiency.

At the state level, the Department of
TranspOltation's rideshare program has
been a landmat"k effort, and enforcement
of the 55 mph speed limit by the Depart
ment of Public Safety has been instru
mental in reducing fuel consumption.
Another recent state initiative has been
the passage of incentives to develop al
ternative trat1sportation fuels. In 1983, the
Minnesota Legislature passed a 2 cent per
gallon ta,x credit for gasohol that uses
agriculturally-derived ethanoL In 1984, a
state loan program for alcohol produc
tion facilities was also passed.

Continued effort to reduce consump
tion of traditional fuels in the transporta
tion sector by improving efficiency and
developing alternative fuels will be a
critical challenge of the 1980's.

Use ofalternative sources ofenergy
increased31 percent in two years

The price increases and supply disrup
tions ofthe last decade demonstrated the
need to develop indigenous alternative
energy sources. Solat", wind, biomass, dis
ttict heating, hydro, and peat have emerged
over the past 10 yeat"s as important poten
tial sources for Minnesota's energy needs.

In 1980, the first yeat" of available data
on alternative energy use, Minnesotans
consumed 35 trillion Btu of alternative
fuels, of which 21 trillion Btu was from
wood. By 1982, total alternative energy
consumption was 46 trillion Btu, an in
crease of 31 percent. (See Figure 31.)
Wood was still the primaty alternative fuel
used, representing 63 percent of total
alternative energy use. Although this
growth in alternative energy use is prom
ising, Minnesota's alternative energy in
dustry is still in its infancy. In 1982, alter
native energy p'rovided only 4 percent of
tl1e state's total fuel use, and non-wood
alternatives represented less than 2 per
cent of total energy use. The 1970's saw
the emergence of alternatives as exciting
new technologies and industries. How
ever, progress out of its infant stage to full

Figure 27
Estimated Energy Requirements to
Dry 25.5 Percent Moisture Corn to
15.5 Percenta

Propane Electric Total Bushels Percent
per 100 Energy Energy Dried per Reduction
Bushels per 100 Useb Million to Energy
of Corn Bushels (Million Btub Use Compared
(Gallons) of Corn Btu) to High-Speed

(kWh) Drying

High speed dryer with
in-dryer coolingc 20 10 1.87 53

Dryerationd 14.5 7 1.32 76 29%

In-storage coolinge 17.5 8 1.63 61 13%

Combination dryingf 8 70 1.0 100 47%

a There are wide variations in energy use from one system to another. This table compares alternatives.

b One gallon of propane equals 92,000 Btu; 1 kWh of electricity equals 3,412 Btu.

e This system would include batch and continuous-flow dryers which rapidly reduce the moisture level in less than 24 hours.

d This system dries corn to 16.5-18% moisture, and transfers the grain to a bin where it is allowed to "temper" or "steep" for 6-12 hours and then
cooled. This allows transfer to storage at 14-15.5% moisture.

e This system transfers dried grain to a storage bin where it is then cooled.

f This system dries grain down to 22% with heated air. The grain is then transferred to storage where it is dried down to 14-16% using unheated or
"natural" air.

Source: Morey, R. Vance and Cloud, Harold, "Energy Conservation in Grain Drying: Final report," Table 1.
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19851980

mation to the public on wind. Several
publications, including wind siting and
zoning manuals, are distributed through
the Energy Information Center. The Divi
sion has also conducted wind monitor-
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The Energy Division assisted tl1is de
velopment by providing e:Joc1:ensive infor-
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Figure 29
Transportation Energy Consumption
by Fuel Type, 1960-1982

Figure 28
Transportation Energy Consumption
as a Portion of Total Minnesota
Demand,1982

commercial viability is a challenge that
must be met in coming years.

143 windmillsprovided. 01 percent
ofstate's electricity needs
Windmills are an ancient technology and
wind electric installations were common
-0 years ago. However, by 1974 rural elec
.sification had reduced the need to the
point that there were less than 10 oper
ating wind electric systems remaining in
Minnesota. Since that time, the reported
number of windmills in the state has

Solar energyprovided212 billionBtu
ifener,gy in 1982

The use of direct solar energy in Minne
sota increased dramatically over the last
10 years. From less than 10 dealers and
about 500 installations in 1974, it has
grown to over 200 dealers and an esti
mated 7,000 installations. Solar domestic
hot water systems make up a large pro
portion of this market, along with solar
room heaters and active and passive space
heating systems. It is estimated that be
tween 1980 and 1982, the total an10unt of
energy provided by active solar installa
tions increased fi:om 151 to 212 billion
Btu. This represents approximately .02
percent ofMinnesota's total energy use.

The Energy Division played a vital role
in this development. Since its inception,
the Division has provided solar informa
tion by planning and sponsodng two open
house tours, and by producing and dis
tributing numerous slide-tape presenta
tions, public service announcements, and
factsheets and booklets about solar energy.
The Energy Information Center has acted
as a major source ofsolar information for
the state over the past seven years. The
T)ivision has also conducted monitoring
r>rograms to determine performance of
solarwater heaters and passive solar homes.

Recognizing the value of encouraging
alternative energy, the federal and state
governments established tax credits in
1979. Residential solar installations re
ceive a 40 percent federal and a 20 per
cent state tax credit for the first $10,000
spent. Commercial solar installations re
ceive a 15 percent energy investment tax
credit. All of these tax credits continue
through 1985.

The Energy Division has recently de
veloped a solar collector certification pro
gram that will become effective in July
1984. This program will provide a strong
consumer protection mechanism by re
quiring all manufactured and most cus
tom built solar collectors to be certified
by the State of Minnesota in order to be
eligible for the Minnesota Renewable
Energy Tax Credit.
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Minnesota Alternative Energy
Consumption, 1980-1982
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Energy consumptionfromfiber.ftt.els
totaled29 trillion Btu
Fiber fuels are Minnesota's largest source
of alternative energy: This resource in
cludes peat and renewable biomass (ag
ricultural crop residues, farm animal resi
dues, wood and wood residues, special
energy crops). In the last 10 years, the use
of fiber fuels as a source of energy has
increased substantially: From less than
50,000 wood stove users in 1974, there
are now over 220,000 residences that use
wood for heating or to supplement tradi
tional fuel consumption, and there are
over 70 commercial, industrial and insti
tutionalwood burners in Minnesota. There
are five operating ethyl alcohol plants in
the state, three facilities that burn munici
pal solid waste and three commercial bogs
producing peat fuel. There are also 26
firms that manufacture or distribute den
sified fiber fuels (pellets or briquets)
from wood residues, agricultural crop
residues and peat. Energy use from fiber
fuels increased from 21 trillion Btu in
1980 to 29 trillion Btu in 1982, which
represents nearly 3 percent of the state's
primaly energy use.

The Energy Division has taken a lead
role in promoting fiber fuels in Minne
sota by sponsoring studies of resource
availability, mal'ket potential and economic
feasibility. The Division also serves as an
information source regal-ding all forms of
fiber fuels energy:

ing programs to determine the avail
ability ofthe resource around the state. In
addition, the Division promoted the 40
percent federal and 20 percent state tax
credit for the first $10,000 spent for resi
dential wind systems, and the 15 percent
energy tax credit for commercial wind
systems.

The Public Utilities Regulatory Policies
Act (PURPA) of 1978 was a significant
stimulus to wind energy development. It
required utilities to interconnect with
wind systems and pay "full avoided costs"
for power produced. Under the Minne
sota laws implementing PURPA, small
power producers of 40 kilowatts capacity
or less may choose "net energy billing,"
which in effect pays them residential re
tail rates for any excess power d1eyproduce.

In states where the right environment
for investment in wind power exists,
growth has been phenomenal. TheAmeri
can Wind Energy Association estimates
that 8000 wind systems have been in
stalled in the u.s. during the past 10 years
for a total capacity of 295 megawatts. On
wind farms alone, 3600 wind machines
now have a combined capacity of 239
megawatts.
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The federal government provided a 10
percent energy tax credit for commercial
purchase offiber fuels equipment. There
.~ a federal subsidy of 50 cents per gallon

.1 biomass-derived alcohol fuel. In 1983,
Minnesota added a 20 cent subsidy that
will increase to 40 cents in 1985. Finally,
in 1980, Minnesota established a tax credit
of 20 percent of the first $10,000 spent
for the purchase of alcohol or methane
production equipment.

Hydropowerprovided nearly 4
percent ofstate~s electricity needs
Minnesota hydro-electric development
long precedes the oil crises of the 1970's.
One of the first hydro installations in the'
United States was at St. Anthony Falls on
the Mississippi River. Minnesota hydro
electric facilities peaked in the 1940's with
50 installations. In the 1950's and 1960's,
a combination of low electric prices and
the need for dam repairs led to the clos
ing of 19 sites. With the changing energy
situation in the 1970's, many of these
sites are being considered for renovation.
One of them, the Rapidan Dam located
south of Mankato, was put back into ser
vice in 1983. Through developments such
as these, hydropower provided nearly 4
percent of Minnesota's electricity needs

1982, or more than 1 billion kilowatt
Jrs. This represents nearly 1 percent of

lYl111nesota's plimary energy consumption.
The Energy Division worked with the

University ofMinnesota's St. Anthony Falls
Hydraulics Laboratory (SAFHL) and the
Hydropower Redevelopment Task Force
to identify potential sites and help bring
about hydro-electric renovation. There
are 34 sites identified around the state
that show potential. Of these, SAFHL has
performed detailed feasibility studies on
several.

As with the other alternative energy
technologies, the Federal government
provides a 10 percent energy ta,x credit
for purchasing hydropower equipment.

Districtheatingprovided more
than 6 triUion Btu ofend use energy
for heating
At one time, Minnesota had 52 municipal
steam district heating systems. These
were usually connected to small electric
generating plants. As large central electric
plants were built, and oil and natural gas
heat achieved high market penetration
rates, these small district heating systems
r 'me less competitive. As a result,

l of these systems have been aban
doned, and several are in the process of
closing down.

During the last seven years, the Energy
Division, in cooperation with the federal

government, has conducted numerous
feasiblity studies to determine the poten
tial for district heating development and
the technology best suited for Minnesota
conditions. As a result of this effOlt, a new
hot water district heating system in the St.
Paul central business district has been
constructed, and the city of Willmar has
convelted a major pOltion ofan old steam
district heating system to a new modern
hot water system. These two successful
developments have provided the tech
nical and economic information needed
to encourage other communities to seri
ously consider district heating. In 1982,
district heating provided more than 6
trillion Btu of end use heat in Minnesota,
which represented nearly .6 percent of
the state's primaly fuel needs. Presently,
tl1ere aloe about 15 communities in Min
nesota that aloe in val"ious stages ofdistrict
heating feasibility assessment.

The state has provided financial assist
ance through the Energy Division to con1
munities that are considering district
heating development. This assistance is
in the form of gral1ts for project design
and planning, as well as loans for engi
neering design and construction.

Energyfrom solid wasteproduced
by threefacilities
During the last decade, solid waste dis
posal has become an increasingly serious
problem. At this time, 35 of Minnesota's
87 counties have landfill capacity of less
than 5 yeal"s. Significant potential exists
to reduce the demand for landfill sites by
burning the solid waste al1d recovering
the energy. Presently, there are three
waste-to-energy systems in operation: a
facility in Red Wing that produces stean1
and sells it to a nealhy industry, one at
St. John's University at Collegeville that
produces steam for its own use, and
Richal"d'sAsphalt Refining in Savage.

Both Hennepin al1d Ramsey counties,
which produce about one-half of the
state's 10,000 tons per day of municipal
solidwaste, have e),,1:ensive studies under
way for waste-to-energy systems. About
16 communities outside the metro al"ea
aloe in the early stages of considering
waste-to-energy systems. If all the waste
to-energy facilities presently in the plan
ning stage were built, the total capacity
would be about 3,000 tons per day.

In sum, Minnesota's energy picture has
changed from one ofbeing at the"end of
the pipeline" and, therefore, 'luInerable
to supply disruptions al1d price fluctua
tions, to one of having a rich and renew
able diversity of indigenous energy re
sources and great conservation potential.

Extensive application of conselvation
techniques has already significantly im
proved the state's energy efficiency, yet
more can be done. In the near term, con
selvation will be the primaly tool to re
duce traditional fuel consumption. In
contrast, alternative energy development
is still in its infancy and alternatives pro
vide only 4 percent ofMinnesota's energy
needs. Yet previous biennial repOlts showed
that it is technically feasible for these re
sources to provide 100 percent of the
state's energy demand. Overall, much re
mains to be accomplished.
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Energy forecasts

The economic downturn, penetration of
alternative energy sources, and improve
ments in energy efficiency discussed
eat-lier have led to a significant reduction
in demand for oil and otl1er traditional
fuels in Minnesota, and in the nation and
world. Because OPEC oil supplies are
both less stable and slightly more costly
than those from otl1er sources, OPEC has
become lie supplier of "last resOlt." Oil
production from non-OPEC countries has
risen in the last few years, and tl1ese coun
tries now at°e operating at more than 90
percent of capacity. Thus, OPEC has dis-

'oOltionately borne the reduction in
:ld demand for crude oiL From its

peak production of30 million batTels per
day in 1979, demand for oil from OPEC
members dropped to about 17 million
barrels per day in 1983. OPEC's share of
world production decreased from 51.9
percent to 32.7 percent during tl1ese yeat-s.

OPEC's ability to control prices has been
substantially eroded by this decline in
demand. Several member countries are
not producing enough oil to cover their
import expenses. Furthermore, the Irani
Iraq Wat- has put pressure on tl10se two
countries to increase tl1eir oil revenues.
Thus, many of OPEC's members have
had a strong incentive to undercut of
ficial OPEC prices in order to increase
production.

In 1982 and 1983, OPEC production
ranged from 55 percent to 60 percent of
capacity utilization. Following its histori
cal practice, OPEC reduced the price of
its crude by $4 per batTeL World prices
adjusted quickly to this change. By April
1983, the U.S. average refiner acquisition
cost of crude oil dropped to $28.33 per
barrel, almost $10 below its peak of more
r' $37 per batTel in eat-ly 1981. Natural
1, .Jdces also stabilized dUring tlns period,
due to botl1 declining demand at1d more
competitive oil prices.

Do these recent events herald the dennse
ofOPEC and the end of the energy crisis?

The Energy Division believes that tl1e
lessons of the past decade remain critical
to Minnesota's future. First, tl1ere me still
many cost effective conselyation and al
ternative energy investments yet to be
made at today's prices. For example, be
tween 1973 and 1982, the average house
hold reduced its energy consumption by
26 percent. Yet, the Division estimates
that an average household could cost ef
fectively reduce its consumption by 40
percent. Similat-ly, while commercialbuild
ings have improved efficiency by at1 esti
mated 24 percent, Division estimates in
dicate that an improvement of at least 32
percent is cost effectively possible.

As we Ieat-ned from the experience of
the past decade, cost effective reduction
in energy consumption is benetkial both
to the individual investor and to the lat-ger
economy. The investor benefits by re
ducing building or home operating costs.
These savings then create increased eco
nomic activity because expenditures on
products other tlun energy have much
higher economic multipliers than do
energy expenditures (see page 17 for a
more detailed discussion of this effect).

Energy also remains impOltat1t because
the poor me facing an immediate crisis,
making tradeoffs between food, shelter
at1d heat. Government programs can do
much to meet tl1eir needs by improving
the efficiency of their housing.

Environmental problems from tradi
tional fuel use will also be a major con
cern of the eighties. Two of the mat1Y en
vironmental concerns relating to tradi
tional fuel use at-e acid rain and carbon
dioxide.

Acid rain is the presence of sullilric
acid and nitric acid in both wet and dry
deposition. It is estimated that 30 percent
of the acid deposition in the state is pro
duced from sources within Minnesota.
Acid rain is of concern to Minnesota be
cause, as a result oftl1e glacial at1d geologic
histOlyofthe state, much ofnOlthern and

eastern Minnesota is sensitive to acid
deposition. It is estimated that about 3.5
million acres of forest soils are sensitive
or potentially sensitive to acid deposition.
This represents about 19 percent of the
forested land in Minnesota. Lakes in this
region are generally low in buffering
capacity; i.e., capacity to neutralize acid.
Between 1,500 and 2,500 lakes are sensi
tive to acid deposition in vatying degrees.
Acid degradation of forests, lakes and
watersheds would be extremely costly to
tl1e nation, at1d to Minnesota in pat1iculat-.24

Another potentially serious problem is
the increase in atmospheric cat-bon di
oxide (C02) due to increased fossil fuel
combustion, which is thought to cause a
g;obal watming of the earth's climate due
to the "greenhouse effect." According to
this tlwory, tl1e C02 layer in the atmos
phere acts as a one-way mirror, allowing
visible light to pass through but prevent
ing infrared heat from escaping tl1e eatth's
atmosphere.

Although estimates of the C02 effect
on climate at-e highly unceltain, the global
impact of such a wat-ming trend would
cause worldwide chat1ges in rainfall, river
flow and sea leveL Since tourism and
agriculture are extremely important in
Minnesota, the possible impact of C02
accumulation could be serious. A recent
simulation of the effect ofweather on tl1e
yield of spring wheat in the Red River
Valley (which includes western Minne
sota) showed that a 1°C increase in tem
perature and a 10 percent decrease in
precipitation could cause an average de
crease 00 percent in yield.

Another possible etlect would be in
creased demat1Cl for electricity during the
summertime, due to additional air condi-

24 "Acid Precipitation in Minnesota," Repol1 to the
Legislative Commission onMinnesota Resources,
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency and Min
nesota Department of Nanml1 Resources Gan
uar)' 26,1982).
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Figure 32
Projected Worldwide Demand for
Petroleum, 1980-1990 (excluding
communist countries)

lower, reflect similat, forecasts of world
peu'oleum demand: up 9 percent by 1990
and up 20 percent by 2000, from 1982
levels,27 (See Figure 32,)

Who will meet the growing demat1d for
petroleum products in the US, and the
world?As discussed eat'lier, non-OPEC oil
production is very close to full capacity,
In the short term, no more than 3 million
batTels per day can be provided for export
from non-OPEC oil producing countries.

In the long run, oil production in the
US. (still the free world's single lat'gest
producer of oil) is projected by botl1 in
dustly and govemment sources to re
main stable or decline slightly mrough
1990. Other industrialized nations in
cluding Canada, Britain and N01way are
projected to increase production only
slightly during the 1980's, with peak pro
duction well below previous estimates,
Oil production from other non-OPEC
counu-ies is projected to growby 1million
batTels per day by 1990, while oil exports
from communist countries at'e projected
to decline by ,8 million batTels per day by
1990,

25 Beck, Robert, "OG] Forecast/Review," Oil and
Gas journal, PelmWell Publishing Company,
Tulsa, Oklahoma Qanua1y 30, 1984), p. 102.

26 1983 Annual Energy ReView, Energy Informa·
tion Administration, Department of Energy,
Washington, D.C. (May 1984), p. 20.

27 Worldwide Energy Outlook Through 2000,
Conoco, Stamford, Connecticut, (Aplil1983), p. 5.
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In total, production from non-OPEC
sources is predicted to remain at approxi
mately 1983 levels through 1990. Thus,
OPEC production must rise by 4.5 rr(
lion barrels per day in order t9 mE:.
predicted world demand in 1988.

However, production is not me sole
measure of OPEC's mat-ket influence, A
more important indicator is the an10unt
of' exportable" crude production; that is,
OPEC's proportion of world trade in oil.
Thus, in 1980, OPEC countries produced
only 43 percent ofworld oil supplies, but
their shat'e ofworld trade was 86 percent.
Non·OPEC countries outside the com
munist bloc accounted for 33 percent of
world production in 1979, but their shat'e
of the oil trade was only 7 percent. As
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tioning use. 111is increased summer peak
demand could result in more fossil fuel
combustion and, thus, more C02 emis
sions, which could further accelerate and
intensii)' the potential problems of the
C02 effect.

The costs of these and other environ
mental effects may significantly increase
tl1e costs to society ofelecuicity, peuDleum
and natural gas consumption in the fu
ture. Thus, the price of these fuels maybe
even higher than projected and our ability
to continue relying on them may be
severely limited by the end of the centUly.
These factors add further urgency to me
need to reduce our traditional fuel con
sumption by conserving and developing
renewable energy sources.

Finally, it is possible that as early as the
late 1980's OPEC will again achieve the
power to conu'ol production and insti
tute real price increases. A careful exami
nation ofworld u'ends in supply and de
mand ofoil demonstrates this possibility,

Industry andgovernmentforecasts
project increasingpetroleum
demand throughout the century

The drop in oil prices and the worldwide
economic recovery have apparently halted
the neat'~' four-yeat' decline in demand
for peu'oleum products, Forty to fifty per
cent oftl1e 1979-1982 decline in petroleum
demand is estimated to be related to the
concurrent worldwide recession. In the
past, a 1 percent growth in economic
activity resulted in a 1 percent growth in
energy consumption. Although improv
ing energy efficiency has broken this one
to-one relationship, economic growth
still results in increased consumption of
energy, including peu'oleum. It is cur
rently estimated that a 1 percent growth
in Gross National Product (GNP) will re
suit in a ,6 to .65 percent increase in
petroleum demand,25

As a result of the economic recovelY,
US. peuDleum demat1d actually exceeded
the previous yeat"s level during the last
halfof1983, US, demat1dforgasolinewas
up by 3 percent at1d demat1d for distillate
products was up 5 percent in tl1e last
montl1s of 1983, compat'ed with the same
period in 1982, Both indusuy and govem
ment forecasts at'e projecting that peu'o
leum demand will continue to grow: By
1990, DOE projects that US. peu'oleum
demat1d will be up 9 percent from 1982
levels,

As the economic recovelY spreads to
other counu'ies, worldwide demat1d for
peu'oleum is also projected to grow. DOE
forecasts world petroleum demand to
grow by 11 percent by 1990, from 1982
levels.26 Industry estimates, tl10ugh slightly
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Figure 33
Projected Energy Prices, 1981-2000
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indicated above, these net export situa
tions are unlikely to change by 1990.28

Oil reselves are the underlying factor
'ving these production forecasts. OPEC

_,Jlds 75 percent of the non-communist
world's proven reserves. At current rates
of production, proven OPEC reselves
would last 75 years. In comparison, US.
reselves would last only 8 years. Further
more, while OPEC reselves are largely
undeveloped, US. reserves have been
thoroughly explored. Even with 80 per
cent of all wells drilled between 1970 and
1983 located in the U.S., proven domestic
reselves have declined by 17 percent
since 1977. In 1982 alone, US. oil reserves
declined 5.3 percent, a drop w1precedented
in this decade. In comparison to OPEC's
75 percent of proven reserves, Western
Europe holds less than 4 percent of the
world's proven reserves. Furthermore,
like the United States, these reselves have
declined by 10 percent since their peak
in 1978.29

OPEC likely to regain control of
prices this decade as conditions of
the seventies recur
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Figure 34
Projected Petroleum Prices,
1981-2000

OPEC's continued dominance over world
reserves and, ultimately, production is a

,logical fact. Based on these facts, it is
.Iy that demand for OPEC oil will reach

80 percent of capacity by the end of the
decade. As discussed earlier, it is at this
level of capacity utilization that OPEC
historically has been in a position to raise
the real price of its crude. As learned in
the seventies, it is at this point that the
perception of supply vulnerability exists
and the oil industly and governments
become more likely to panic should
political events cause a supply disrup
tion. Thus, as d1e eighties progress, it is
increasingly likely that OPEC will again
begin to institute real price increases, or
that a supply disruption will cause a crisis.
Most analysts project that the real price of
oil will begin to rise in the late eighties.
(See Figures 33 and 34 for Minnesota
nominal price forecasts; Tables 13 and 14
in the Master Tables section provide fore
casts ofreal energy prices.)

Emerging changes in OPEC export
stl-ategies also are likely to reinforce OPEC's
position. The most important of d1ese is
the increase in direct government-to
government sales between exp011ing and

,haraki and Isaak, OPEC, tbe Suez, and tbe
worldPetroleum Market, WestviewPress, Boulder,
Colorado (1983), p. 29.

29 BasicPetroleum DataBook Volume llI, Number3,
American Peu'O!eum Institute, Washington, D.C.,
Section II tables 1 and 4, Section III tables 11
and 12.
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importing countries. These have increased
from 1.5 million barrels per day in 1973 to
7.6 million barrels per day in 1980. Cor
respondingly, sales to major oil com
panies and to third parties who have
acted as middlemen in the past will con
tinue to decline. By 1990, OPEC nations
may well be handling over 75 percent of
their exports directly. Third-party sales
are likely to be eliminated altogether and
the majors tl1emselves will become oil
deficit companies. Third-partypurchasers
can no longer depend on the majors and
will have to make tl1eir own arrangements
with OPEC nations.30

The trend toward more destinatiOll
specific transactions reduces the flexi
bility that multinational oil companies
once had to move supplies geographically
so that the effects of a disruption could
be spread more equally throughout the
world. Thus, the impact of any supply
curtailment is magnified, d1ereby increas
ing the influence of tl1e oil exporters.

Like other countries, in order to meet
growing demand and compensate for
declining domestic production, the u.s.
will become increasingly dependent on
OPEC oil in the eighties. Because of d1is
increasing dependence on OPEC sup
plies, the u.s. (as well as other industrial
ized nations) is susceptible to political
and military pressure from these coun
tries. Thus, our need for OPEC oil is not
only an economic concern, but will con
tinue to be a national security concern as
well.

Natural gasprices wiUfoUow rising
oilprices

gas bubble have been issued regularly in
recent years. Although some analysts pro
ject the bubble to remain as long as six
years, the indusuy currently estimates
reaching a supply/demand balance in the
latter halfof1986. As a result, it should not
be concluded that the current sUlplus
means there are no supply problems as
sociated with domestic natural gas. The
sUlplus is more a result of a temporalily
lower demand than of increased supply.
Ald10ugh 4,300 more gas wells were chilled
in 1982 dun in 1979 (a 29 percent rise),
the amount of gas in these wells did not
increase. Each successful foot chilled in
1979 added 190 million cubic feet to gas
reserves. By 1982, mis figure had dropped
to 135 million cubic feet.

When analysis is restricted to new ex
ploratOlywells, which contain d1e highest
probability of finding new reselVes, this
pattern is repeated. A28 percent jump in
d1e number ofexploratorygas wells dlilled
between 1979 and 1982 conu'asted wim a
7 percent decline in the amount of re
serves found in those fields. Only 16 of
the new fields were estimated to hold
more than 6 billion cubic feet or more in
reserves, compared with 28 such fields in
1979 and 61 in 1978.

These figures indicate dut, despite tl1e
drilling records set each year from 1973
d1rough 1982, ch'illing productivity is de
clining. More wells must be drilled than
in the past just to find the same amount
of gas. The more than doubling of well
head prices that has OCCUlTed under the
Natural Gas PolicyAct has not led to com
mensurate increases in gas supplies.
Furd1ermore, the indefinite delay of tl1e

Alaskan National Gas Pipeline has sig
nificantly reduced expected available fu
ture gas supplies.

As a result, we cannot expect nan'
gas to replace significant amounts of (;,
crude oil in the long run. Also, as me
supply sUlplus is eroded, we can only
expect natural gas prices to rise along
with crude oil price increases, as they did
in the 1970's.

Minnesota traditionaljueldemand
prqjected to grow by 16percent;
alternatives expected to supply 4
percent ofstate's energy needs
in 2000

How vulnerable will Minnesota be to the
energy price increases, potential supply
disruptions and environmental problems
that al'e expected in tl1e 1980's? Between
1980 and 1982, Minnesota energy demand
declined more than had been predicted,
due to both the unexpectedly poor eco
nomyand significant conservation effOlts.
As a result, demand for u'aditional nlels in
Minnesota is lower in 1983 than was pre
dicted in previous biennial repOlts. How
ever, current projections for growtl1 in
u-aditional nlel demand between 1983 and
2000 are higher than the projections in
the 1982 biennial report.31 Thus, tl1e w~t
and current projections for traditional!
demand in the year 2000 are virtually the
same. (See Figure 35.) Under current

30 op. cit., Fesharaki and Isaak, pp. 31-51.
31 1982 Energy Policy and Conservation Biennial

Repoll, "Rapid Transition Scenario," Ivlinnesota
Department of Energy, Planning and Develop
ment, pp. 28-35.
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Figure 35
Comparison of Energy Division's
1982 and 1984 Traditional Fuel
Forecasts

1400

The recession, relatively warm winters,
and conservation resulting from high
prices caused demand to fall for natural
gas as well as for oil. U.S. natural gas
consumption has declined from 20.24
ttillion cubic feet in 1979 to 16.97 trillion
cubic feet in 1983. As a result, a natural gas
deliverability surplus, or "gas bubble,"
has developed. Estimated by d1eAmelican
Gas Association at between 1.9 and 2.7
trillion cubic teet in 1982, the bubble
grew to 2.5 to 2.7 trillion cubic feet in
1983, excluding nearly 1 trillion cubic feet
of Canadian gas under contract but not
purchased. A survey by the Oil and Gas
journal in late 1983 yielded responses
from 63 producers who collectively re
ported shutting in over 48 percent of
their productive capacity. This decline in
demand coupled with softening petro-'
leum prices has resulted in the cessation
of the natural gas price increases experi
enced over the past few years. However,
repOlts of the imminent deflation of the
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recession. The increase itself, pmticularly
in the industrial sector, is a consequence
of the economic recovely. The slow de
crease in consumption through 2000 re
flects continued conselvation, the can
cellation of the Alaskan natmal gas pipe
line project, the assumption that uncon
ventional gas technologies will not prove
to be economically feasible, and lower
supplies from conventional sources.

Electricity demand is projected to climb
by a remm"kable 42 percent, the highest
growth rate for any fuel. This increase in
demand will be met primarily with coal
generated electricity. Based on these pro
jections, environmental side effects of
coal use, as discussed em"lier, cm1 only be
expected to increase over the coming
years. The growtl1 in electricity use can
be largely attributed to growth in popula
tion and economic activity coupled with
stable real prices.

Alternative energy use is predicted to
grow substantially over the 17-year fore
cast period. (See Figure 38.) However, it
is lower than had been projected in the
1982 biennial report, due to lower prices
for traditional filelS and continuing bar-
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during the past decade, Minnesota de
mand for fuel oil is projected to grow by
30 percent over the next 17 years. In
2000, demand for filel oil, including both
residual and middle distillate filelS, is ex
pected to total 1.48 billion gallons. LPG
use is projected to increase by 8 percent
from 1983 use, to 382 million gallons per
year by 2000. For both LPG and filel oil,
economic expansion in the state is a pri
mmy factor contributing to tl1e projected
growth in demand.

Based on these projections, Minne
sota's dependence on crude oil, our most
vuh1erable energy source, will be much
greater than previously expected. In fact,
by 1990 cmrent forecasts indicate that
Minnesota will consume 17 percent more
petroleum than had been projected in
the 1982 biennial report. (See Figure 37.)

Natural gas demand is projected to rise
through the mid-1980's and then decline
slowlyover the rest of the forecast period,
reaching a level of 248 billion cubic feet
in 2000, which is identical to 1983 con
sumption, Supplies to fuel this short term
rise m"e available as a result of lowered
sales in the early 1980's caused by the

Figure 36
Comparison of Energy Division's
1982 and 1984 Alternative Energy
Forecasts (excluding fiber fuels)

140

projections, Minnesota demand for tradi
tional fuels is expected to grow by 16
percent over the 17-year forecast period;
"'': 1982 biennial repOlt projected growth

only 8 percent. Furthermore, in the
1982 report, alternatives (excluding fiber
fuels) were expected to supply approxi
mately 10 percent of our total energy
needs by 2000, but cmrent forecasts pro
ject that solar, wind, district heating and
methanol will supply only 4 percent of
Minnesota's total energy needs by 2000.
(See Figme 36.)

The single most important factor con
tributing to this higher projected rate of
growth in .Minnesota demand for tradi
tional fuels and lower growth in alterna
tive energy supplies is the decline in oil
prices (as discussed earlier) that has
occurred over the past two years. The
drop in oil prices has not only led to
lower prices for petroleum products like
gasoline and fuel oil, but also has acted to
cap the growth in prices for natmal gas.

This stabilization, or decline, of energy
prices will slow investment in conselva
tion and alternatives, relative to past fore
casts. The first signs of the impact of
lower prices have already been evident.
In the last few months of 1983, demand
for gasoline and fuel oil in Minnesota was

,1-' -11er than in the previous year, revers
\ a three-year decline in demand for
petroleum products.

Thus, while the improvements in ef
ficiency and alternative energy use de
scribed earlier have vastly improved Min
nesota's energy picture, these improve
ments are not predicted to continue as
rapidly as previously estimated. The
specific fuel and sector forecasts are de
scribed in detail below: The forecasts in
corporate "expected" satmation of con
selvation improvements and penetration
of alternative energy technologies. The
expected rate ofpenetration is that which
occun-ed in tl1e past wid1 od1er new energy
technologies, specifically in the shift from
oil to natmal gas.

Petroleum products remain Minnesota's
most important energy source, providing
an estimated 37 percent of the state's
primmy energy in 1983. Use ofgasoline is
projected to decline steadily, after rising
slightly in 1984. By d1e end ofthe centUlY,
gasoline demm1d is projected to have de
clined by nem-ly 15 percent, from 2.01
billion gallons per year in 1983 to 1.71
billion gallons per year in 2000. This trend
ie : marily due to continued penetration
L ,ore fuel efficient cars and substitu- .
tion of alternative fuels.

In contrast, both fuel oil and LPG use
are projected to growsteadily over d1e 17
yem" forecast pedod. After declining shmply
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Figure 37
Projected Minnesota Energy
Consumption by Fuel Type,
1983-2000

Figure 38
Projected Alternative Energy
Consumption by Source,
1983-2000

riel'S to development. By the year 2000,
solar energy is projected to grow 19-fold,
to 4.8 trillion Btu per year. Wind energy is
projected to grow even more rapidly, from
25 billion Btu per year to 8.2 trillion Btu
per year in 2000. Energy provided by
district heating systems is projected to
nearly double by 2000, to 11.5 ttillion Btu
per year. In total, however, these alterna
tives will continue to provide only a small
pa1t of Minnesota's energy needs; ap
proximately 2 percent by 2000.

As in the 1982 biennial report, fiber
fuels are projected to provide the largest
share of Minnesota's alternative energy
demand. Ethanol produced from biomaSs
is projected to grow from 39 billion Btu
per year in 1983 to 21.7 u'illion Btu per
year in 2000. Biogas is projected to begin
commercial penetration in the late 1980's
and grow to 16 trillion Btu per year in
2000. Fiber fuels used in solid form (such
as wood and peat), will continue to be
Minnesota's single largest source of alter
native fuel. By 2000, use of solid fiber
fuels is projected to double to more than
46 trillion Btu per year. Yet fiber fuels will
still represent only 4 percent of Minne
sota's total energy needs in 2000.

Residential demand climbs by 6
percent in 1990, then declines by 3
percent in 2000
Demand for energy in the residential
sector is expected to climb steadily through
1990, and then graduallybegin to decline.
(See Figure 39.) This trend reflects in
creasing efficiency in new and existing
houses along with a projected decrease
in additions to the housing stock after
1990.

Use of fuel oil and LPG for home heat
ing is projected to continue its 10-year
decline. Residential fuel oil use in Minne
sota is projected to decline by an addi
tional 54 percent over the next 17 years.
This will occur largely as home owners
shift to less expensive substitute fuels
such as natural gas. Reflecting this, natural
gas demand in Minnesota's residential
sector is expected to grow by 6 percent
from 1983 to its projected peak in 1989.
After 1990, efficiency improvements and
slowed population growth will lead to a
projected decline of 9 percent in natural
gas use between 1990 and 2000.

Electricity demand in the residential
sector is projected to growsteadily through
out d1e forecast petiod from 44.2 trillion
Btu in 1983 to 57.9 trillion Btu in 2000; a
31 percent increase. This will occur largely
because electricityptices are projected to
be stable in real terms through the end of
me centUly. Thus, the price of electricity
is declining relative to other fuels.
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Figure 39
Projected Residential Energy
Consumption by Fuel Type,
1983-2000
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Figure 40
Projected Commercial/Institutional
Energy Consumption by Fuel Type,
1983-2000

Commercial/institutional demand
rises by59percent
Energy demand by the commercial/insti
tutional sector is projected to rise steeply

,rough the end of the century. Total
commercial/institutional demand is fore
casted to grow by 59 percent between
1983 and 2000. (See Figure 40.) The cur
rent forecast for commercial/institutional
energy demand is 13 percent higher in
1990 than was projected in the 1982 bi
ennial report. By 2000, the current de
mand forecast for this sector is 23 percent
higher than was projected in the previous
report. This projected trend is due to
both lower energy prices and higher
growth in economic activity than was
previously forecasted.

This growth in energy demand will be
met primarily by growth in fuel oil use.
Fuel oil demand is projected to grow to
317 million gallons by 2000, up more than
72 percent from 1983. Coal also is pro
jected to display steep growth, up nearly
400 percent to 2.2 million tons per year
by 2000.

Natural gas use, after increasing in the
mid-1980's, is projected to decline to its
1983 level by 2000. As in the residential
sector, electricity demand in Minnesota's
commercial/institutional sector is pro
'acted to rise steadily throughout the fore-

;t period, to a peak of 55.8 trillion Btu
1112000.

Industrial demand increases by 49
percent
Energy use in the industrial sector is also
projected to rise steeply through the end
of the century. Total energy demand in
this sector is forecasted to grow by 49
percent by 2000. (See Figure 41.) As with
commercial/institutional demand, these
new forecasts for industrial energy de
mand are significantly higher than fore
casted in the 1982 biennial report. By
2000, the current forecast for industrial
demand is 24 percent higher than pro
jected in the previous report.

The industrial sector's demand for elec
u-icity, fuel oil and coal are all projected to
rise significantly over the next 17years. As
in other sectors, stable real electricity
prices coupled with continued economic
growth are projected to stimulate a 51
percent increase in electricity demand by
tl1e end of the century. Fuel oil and coal
demand are projected to rise even more
steeply; 100 percent and 74 percent, re
spectively, by 2000. These sharp increases

It from both continued economic
I5'JMh and a shift away from natural gas
use in this sector. Although gas consump
tion rises during this period, its share of
total indusu'ial use falls from about one
half to one-third.
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Figure 41
Projected Ind ustrial Energy
Consumption by Fuel Type,
1983-2000

Figure 42
Projected Agricultural Energy
Consumption by Fuel Type,
1983-2000

Agriculturaldemand declines by 20
percent
Energy demand in the agricultural sector
is projected to decline steadily through
out the century. Continued efficiency im
provements and a decline in the number
of acres farmed are expected to result in a
20 percent drop in agricultural fuel use by
2000. (See Figure 42.) However, these
forecasts are still 5 percent higher in the
year 2000 than had been forecasted pre
viously.

A decline in gasoline use accounts for
the drop in agricultural demand. From
144 million gallons in 1983, gasoline de
mand is expected to decline to less than.
50 million gallons by 2000. Continuing
d1e trend of recent years, the shift from
gasoline to diesel fuel will result in a
steady demand for fuel oil of approxi
mately 160 million gallons peryear dl1-ough
out the remainder of the century. Simi
larly, demand for LPG is projected to re
main constant at approximately 90 mil
lion gallons per year.

Transportation demand increases
by 10percent
Energy use in Minnesota's transp011ation
sector is projected to increase by 10 per
cent between 1983 and 2000. (See Figure
43.) Projections for transportation de
mand in this biennial report are more
than 22 percent higher by 2000 than had
been forecasted in the 1982 repOt1, again
retlecting the impact of the drop in world
oil prices that occurred over the past two
years.

The projected increase in transporta
tion demand over the coming years is
primarily C/ccounted for by an increase in
demand for diesel fuel and use ofalterna
tive fuels such as med1anol for fuel addi
tives. Diesel fuel demand is projected to
grow by 47 percent by the end of the
centuty to more than 740 million gallons
per year. Use of alternative energy fuels is
projected to increase to over 300 million
gallons by 2000. In contrast, use of gaso
line is projected to decline significantly.
From 1.87 billion gallons per year in 1983,
gasoline demand is projected to drop to
1.66 billion gallons per year in 2000.

Clearly, the effects of the current short
term decline in energy prices are likely to
have profound long term effects on Min
nesota's energy use. Current forecasts for
energy use in Minnesota show that the
state will remain extremely dependent
on unstable, environmentally hazardous
fuels tll1-oughout the centuty. In the com
mercial/institutional, indusuial, and u-ans
portation sectors particularly, traditional
fuel demand forecasts are significantly
higher than projected in the 1982 biennial
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Issues of the coming decade

As Santayana warned, unless we are to
relive our experience of the seventies
including a stagnant economy, spiraling
inflation and energy supply disruptions
Minnesota must address and solve the
problems impeding full investment in
cost effective conservation and alterna
tive energy technologies. By moving away
from dependence on higher cost tradi
tional fuels, Minnesota can:
• minimize the effects ofpotential future
price shocks and supply disruptions
• reduce the burden on low income
households
II foster economic growth and securityby

ducing energy expenditures and pro
llloting development ofalternative energy
and conservation indusllies within Min
nesota
• protect the environment by reducing
pollution from traditional fuel combustion

The following sections identify the key
issues that must be addressed in the
coming decade in order to continue to
progress toward these goals, and presents
the most important actions that must be
taken by Minnesota government to en
sure and facilitate that progress.

Residential sector needs answers,
rating system, continued low
income assistance, efficiency
standardsfor rental housing

Perhaps more than any other sector in
the Minnesota economy, the residential
sector has been the major focus ofefforts
to improve energy efficiency. The federal
and state governments have spent over
$100 million in grants to weatherize the
houses oflow income homeowners. The
Minnesota Housing Finance Agency has
,,"'rwided well over $100 million in re-

ilition loans, a significant pOltion be
ing spent to add insulation and to pur
chase such items as new furnaces and
storm windows. Conventional lenders
have provided even greater sums in the

form of loans to homeowners for energy
efficiency improvements.

The challenge of the coming decade
will be to continue the level of invest
ment that has occurred in recent years.
This section will discuss and identify the
issues that must be addressed in order
for residential energy use to show con
tinued improvement.

Retrofit does notalways achieve
predictedsavings- why?
As discussed earlier, the tremendous surge
of conservation activities in the 1970's
and early 1980's has resulted in signifi
cant reductions in consumption. How
ever, we are just beginning to realize that
conselvation actions have side effects
that were never anticipated. These side
effects, both technical and structural in
nature, are critical to the future of con
servation and there must be efforts to
better understand them ifwe are to con
tinue to improve the efficient use of
energy in Minnesota's homes.

One major issue that confronts policy
makers (and homeowners.as well) is the
uncertainty about how much energy is
actually saved by the installation of dif
ferent conservation measures like foun
dation insulation or new, more efficient
furnaces. While calculation procedures to
predict energy savings do exist (generally
in the form of energy audits.), these
measurements are estimates and are not
based on actual empirical evidence of the
performance ofthe conservation improve
ments. PreliminalY reSeal"d1 indicates sig
nificant discrepancies between the pre
dicted and actual level of energy savings.

There al'e several possible causes for
these discrepancies. One possibility is
known as "behavior backlash." For ex
ample, a homeowner may add wall and
foundation insulation to reduce tl1e amount
of heat lost tl1rough these areas of the
house. These actions will increase tl1e

home's comfort level and will significantly
reduce energy consumption and save
money. As a result of these savings, how
ever, the homeowner may conclude that
it is now affordable to keep the house
Wal'mer, and turn up the thermostat to a
higher setting. UnfOltunately, this action
will decrease the dollar savings gained by
the conselvation actions and the home
owner may improperly conclude that the
insulation work was notwOlth the invest
ment. Sufficient research has not been
done to evaluate the extent to which
residents change their behavior after im
proving the energy efficiency of their
homes, which may have a detrimental
impact on their energy savings.

A second factor tl1at may cause the
predicted energy savings to be signifi
cantly different from the actual savings is
the quality of the installation work. If the
homeowner or contractor improperly in
stalls the energy conservation measures,
theywill not save as much as they should.
Studies around the counlly, for example,
have shown that contractors frequently
do not completely fill all of the cavities of
walls with insulation. Ifthere are sufficient
numbers ofvoids, the energy savings will
not be as great as predicted. However,
the homeowner rarely has the informa
tion necessalY to determine if the work
was done properly, al1d instead assumes
tl1at the energy saving predictions were
inflated. Research is needed to determine
if this is a problem in Minnesota, and if it
is, state standal'ds for conselvation con
tractors may be necessaty.

A third factor leading to differences
between predicted energy savings and
actual savings may be the calculation pro
cedures themselves. Because there is a
sCal'city of baseline data and cal'efully
controlled installation experiments, it is
difficult to be entirely sure that the calcu
lation procedures that have been adopted
al'e entirely accurate. Again, more re
search is needed.
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Finally, current retrofit technology may
need further development to achieve
predicted energy savings. In the last few
years it was discovered that a previously
ignored phenomena known as air by
passes, have a significant impact on energy
savings. Bypasses are direct air passages
that occur around penetrations into attics
andwalls that permit the passage ofheated
air directly from the interior to the out
side, completely "bypassing" the recently
installed insulation. Unless these gaps
around pipes, electrical wires and boxes,
and chimneys are plugged, the effective
ness of the insulation is minimized. Care
ful engineering assessments are needed
to locate common bypasses and deter
mine the impact they have.

These factors-changes in behavior,
quality of the insulation work, accuracy of
the calculation procedures, and changes
in technology-all affect the energy sav
ings homeowners realize when they im
prove the efficiency of their homes. Be
cause these variables m-e not taken into
account, savings may be significantly dif
ferent from what was expected. Residents
are rightfully upset when their invest
ments fail to generate the expected sav
ings, which may lead to a lesser propensity
to make other energy consetvation im
provements. Resem-ch is needed to en
able these factors to be taken into account.

Tightening the houseyet avoiding
indoor air quality and moisture
problems- how?
Another major issue confronting residents
is the impact that increased insulation

Figure 44
Public Sector Providers of
Conservation Programs
(1983 estimates)

levels and decreased infiltration (through
caulking and weatherstripping) have on
indoor air quality and moisture levels.
Many homeowners and tenants who have
weathersuipped their windows and doors
frequently discover that during cold
weather they have moisture condensing
on their windows, with water running
down onto sashes and other woodwork
In severe cases, moisture condenses on
some areas of the walls, especially in
corners, and occasionally mold and mil
dew results.

This relatively recent phenomenon is
tl1e direct result of sealing the residence
to limit cold drafts and to reduce heat
loss. However, because humidity levels
are higher indoors tl1an out, better seal
ing of the home limits the exchange of
cold dty air with the warm moist air in
side. Moisture levels build up and even
tually may condense on colder exterior
walls. These effects may cause significant
damage to the home, causing deteriora
tion ofwalls and woodwork.

A second consequence of reducing in
filU"ation is the potential build up of pol
lutants inside the residence. With fewer
exchanges of air due to better sealing of
the building envelope, higher levels of
cm-bon monoxide and carbon dioxide
may result. Other pollutants such as for
maldehyde, nitrogen dioxide and radon
also may accumulate vvithout proper ven
tilation.

The increase of moisture levels and
other indoor air pollutants is a problem
that must be resolved in the coming
decade as we make homes more and

more energy efficient. While air exchange
rates in older homes may be as much as
six changes per hour, and three per hour
in new homes, exchange rates in super
insulated homes are less than one <.
even one-half change per hour. Builders
ofsuperinsulated homes are cognizant of
d1e need for mechanical ventilation (often
heat recovery) to alleviate moisture and
air quality problems. However, this need
is not so clearly recognized for newer
homes or for tightly sealed retrofits of
existing homes. Changes in technology
must lead to changes in consu"uction
practices to avoid creating air quality
problems.

More engineering evaluation is needed
to determine rates of mechanical ventila
tion that are needed to maintain safe
indoor air quality levels. In addition, dif
ferent ways ofproviding ventilation need
to be evaluated for effectiveness and cost.
As energy costs continue to rise, people
will want to make their homes more
energy efficient by reducing heat loss
through the building envelope and by
reducing air infilu"ation. Resem-ch to de
velop minimum air exchange rates and
control methods for healthful living is
critical.

Conservation services- who shoukl
provide? who shouldfund?
Consetvation setvices are now fundea
and delivered by a multiplicity ofgroups.
(See Figure 44.) As most of these groups
have been operating for a number of
years, it is now appropriate to evaluate
their performance and ask several basic

Dept. of
Economic
Security

Minnesota
Housing
Finance

Community
Action
Agencies

Neighborhood Municipalities
Groups

Utilities

Low Income
Weatherization
Grants $13,000,000a

Fuel Assistance $75,000,000

Low Interest
Loans

Energy Audits

Furnace Retrofits

$8,700,000

$ 500,000a
(950 installations)

$3,900,000

(10,000
Audits)

$800,000

(27,000
Auditsb)

aThe money for this program is passed through the Minnesota Department of Economic Security.
bSome of this money is used to fund energy audits done by neighborhood groups.
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policy questions regarding the funding
and delivelY of conservation services.
These questions include:

vho should deliver which services?
who should fund which services?

• how effective have various programs
been?

To date, federal law has placed the pri
maty responsibility for funding and de
livering energy audits on the large gas
and electric utilities. The federal law re
quiring utilities to offer audits to their
residential customers expires at the end
of this yeat'. However, a new law gives
them responsibility for commercial and
apat1ment energy audits beginning this'
yeat'. A basic question facing the state is
whether the utilities at'e the most effec
tive and appropriate group to provide
these audit selVices. There are several
reasons to question the utilities' role:
• Utilities have an apparent conflict of
interest in promoting conservation be
cause it can directly reduce their reve
nues. This disincentive to promote con
selvation may result in less effective de
livery of energy audit progran1s.
• Utilities nationwide and in Minnesota
are increasing efforts to market their
product. There is considerable potential
for abuse of conselvation programs by

19 them to promote energy consump
uJn rather than energy conselvation. It
may be an unwise public policy to have
the same institution promoting saving
energy that may also be promoting its
use.
• In the past seven years since Congress
placed conselvation responsibilities on
the utilities, other public and private
sector entities have emerged to deliver
conselvati'on selvices. The ability of utili
ties to offer subsidized audits, Patticu
lat'ly to commercial and industrial custo
mers, may actually hat'm small businesses
that have emerged to meet this need.
Communitybased organizations that pro
vide energy services are also undermined
by utility audit programs in their neigh
borhoods.
• Utility delivery of conselvation services
may be economically inefficient. A com
parison of audit costs and effectiveness
suggests that community based organiza
tions can deliver audit selvices more
cheaply and with greater effectiveness
than utilities. It is likely that private engi
neering firms would also deliver audit
services more efficiently than utilities to

'11ercial and industrial customers.
...it summary, the state faces what might

be termed an "issue ofgovernance" with
regard to audit selvices and for conserva
tion selvices in general. The utilities have
been empowered, and indeed required,

to offer audit services. But it must be
assessed whether this is the appropriate
institution to provide audit selvices; i.e.,
whether the state should pursue a com
munity and private sector based strategy
or a utility based strategy.

Funding for conservation comes from
a vat'iety of sources through a variety of
programs. The sheer number of these
programs, each with its own rules, greatly
complicates delivery of services and in
troduces inefficiencies. Different sectors
of society often have significantly differ
ent access to selvices, particularly financ
ing. For example, income guidelines for
lilel assistance do not coincide with those
for weatherization grants. Thus, a house
hold may be receiving lilel assistance but
cannot afford to weatherize, and yet is
not eligible to receive a grant for weatheri
zation. Renters have historically been at a
serious disadvantage in obtainingweath
erization financing.

The state must undertake a compre
hensive review of tl1e delively and fInanc
ing of conservation to determine gaps
and inequities, and to identify oppor
tunities to improve the efficiency of de
lively. Options such as the use of con
sistent auditing techniques need to be
considered. Organizational options, such
as the consolidation of all state residen
tial conservation financing and delively
programs, should be considered. Again,
a cleat' delineation needs to be made
regarding the role of the utilities.

On this latter issue, state law now re
quires larger regulated utilities to make
significant investments in conselvation.
The law is based on the premise that it is
in ratepayers' interest to improve energy
efficiency in order to avoid expensive
new power plants or natural gas. Cost
effective utility conservation investments
represent sound energy policy. Care must
be taken to maximize cost effective utility
conselVation investments without ex
pending ratepayers' money beyond the
point where it is economically efficient.

Finally, it maybe necessary to distinguish
between the utilities as a lil11ding source
for conservation and a delivery source.
Where economics dictate that the utili
ties should spend ratepayers' money to
save energy, other policy considerations
mentioned earlier may suggest that non
utility groups should deliver conserva
tion selvices in order to avoid conflict of
interest and anti-competitive effects, and
to ma.,'\:imize cost effectiveness.

Home ene'rgy efficiency rating
system needed
During the 10 years since the 1973 oil
embargo, real energy prices increased an

average of 150 percent. With such dra
matic increases in a relatively short time,
it would be expected that consumers
would consider energy costs in their pur
chase ofproducts that consume energy.

In many areas, that has been the case.
Perhaps the best example is the sticker
on each new car showing the estimated
miles per gallon that the owner can ex
pect. \'Vhen oil prices were low, gasoline
consumption efficiency was simply not a
major variable in the purchase decision.
Similarly, major appliances like refriger
ators, freezers and water heaters now have
labels telling purchasers of expected an
nual electricity or gas costs. Consumers
can then make better decisions when
they purchase these goods.

Unfortunately, similat, information is
not available to buyers of the largest single
commodity they will purchase in their
lifetime - their house. Energy costs to
heat a home, to provide hot water, and to
operate appliances are now a major com
ponent of a monthly budget. However,
these costs are rarely. taken into account
when compat'ing different homes orwhen
calculating affordabili ty.

In contrast to the early 1970's, energy
costs to operate a home are now a sig
nificant burden. \X1hen lenders review the
monthly financial obligation of purchas
ing a home they generally consider the
principal, interest, ta.,'(es and insurance
(PITI). However, energy costs to operate
tl1e residence frequently exceed taxes and
insurance. Thus, lenders may be over
looldng a major factor as they evaluate
whether a buyer of a home can actually
afford it.

Many home buyers look at the fuel bills
of any house they are considering buy
ing, as well as asldng the realtor about
insulation levels and the age of the fur
nace. Such information is helpful in gain
ing a rough gauge about the efficiency of
the home. However, knowing the fuel
bills for a year does not indicate how
efficiently the heating system used that
lilel, how well insulated the house was to
keep the heat inside, howwarm tl1e house
was kept, or how mild or severe the winter
was. Anyone of those factors can have a
ciramatic effect on the final bill.

For example, research has found that
ditTerent families living in viltually identi
cal houses can experience lilel bills that
differ by up to 50 percent. Basic lifestyle
and behavior patterns can have a signifi
cant impact on consumption that cannot
be accounted for by reviewing lilel bills.

To help homebuyers cope with this
major variable in their home purchase
decision, a rating system similar to the
"miles per gallon" rating for cars is needed.
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Such a rating should provide an unbiased
and accurate estimate of what a home
owner can expect to pay for energy.

Minnesota experimented with a pro
gram to provide unbiased information
about the energy use characteristics to
potential homebuyers. Under the Home
Energy Disclosure program, home sellers
were required to obtain an energy audit
disclosing how efficient d1eir homeswere,
and to provide that information to the
buyers. Unfortunately, the program was
not well publicized or supported by the
major groups involved in the real estate
transaction process, and it was rescinded
by the legislature in 1983. .

The experience provided several les
sons that are essential if a labeling system
is to be workable. In order for a home
energy efficiency rating to work, the fol
lowing components are needed:
• The label must be universal. That is, it
must be available for each home in the
market to enable comparisons.
• The label must be simple and under
standable. Preferably, one single number
should be used to summarize all of the
factors that affect consumption.
• The label information must be able to
be integrated into the procedures used
by financial institutions to calculate
affordability.

In addition to providing potential home
buyers with better information wid1 which
to make their decisions, a labeling system
also permits lenders to include that infor
mation in the loan undelwriting process.
A more energy efficient home may cost
somewhat more than a conventional one,
which results in a higher monthly mort
gage cost. But the more efficient home
will also have lower energy bills, allowing
the buyer to be able to spend more on
d1e monthly m01tgage payments. Alabel
ing system will provide the energy factor
(E) that can be added to the PITI + E
calculation to evaluate the tradeoff of a
more expensive but energy efficient home
against a less efficient home that has
higher utility bills.

It is critical that Minnesota develop and
adopt a labeling system d1at permits buyers
to make better decisions about d1e homes
they purchase. Just as important, a label
ing system is essential to enable more
energy efficient homes to be credited for
their lower fuel bills in d1e financial under
writing process.

Low income household...ft must have
assistance; existingprograms can
do betterjob oftargeting
While the rapidly rising energy prices
since 1973 have fundamentally changed
all of our lives, they have had the greatest
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impact on the poor. In 1973, low income
households spent approximately 7 per
cent of their income for energy needs,
but by 1981, almost 13 percent of their
income was required to meet those same
needs; nearly an 86 percent increase. In
comparison, median income households
spent approximately 4 percent of their
income in 1973 and 5 percent in 1981 for
energy.

Because low income households have
less discretionary income, they have been
less able to withstand d1e shocks ofhigher
utility bills. Many of these households
frequently have to make critical choices
between heating and other needs such as
food or clothing. Without the federal fuel
assistance program, which provides grants
to low income households to help pay
fuel bills, the situation of many Minne
sotans would be desperate.

Unfortunately, the federal assistance
program is in a precarious state. First,
funding levels for the nation have to be
set each year by Congress. Delays in tak
ing action and changes in allocation for
mulas have made the fuel assistance pro
gram a very difficult one for states, in
cluding Minnesota, to implement. Second,
funding for that program is derived from
the Windfall Profits Tel"'\: on Oil Companies,
which is slated to end in 1990. Because
energy costs are so high, there are large
numbers of households that are very de
pendent on this form of assistance. If the
program were to end in 1990, one conse
quence might be that many thousands of
households would be cut offby the utili
ties for non-payment ofbills.

Finally, while it is essential that the pub
lic sector provide assistance to house
holds in meeting their energy needs, fuel
assistance is not a permanent solution.
Unless consumption of energy is reduced
to a level where low income households
can afford to pay their own bills, long
term reliance on assistance results. Min
nesota (and other states) needs to take
action to improve the energy efficiency
of these residences to limit future reliance
on the fuel assistance program. While
weatherization programs provide perma
nent relief by making improvements to
reduce demand for energy, fuel assistance
essentially sends money up the chimney.
Each dollar spent on weatherization re
duces future need for fuel assistance.

There are numerous programs that cur
rendy exist to assist low income residents.
The FederalWeatherization Program, Min
nesota Housing Finance Agency Deferred
Loan Programs, Federal Community De
velopment Block Grant Funds, and others
all exist to help low income families im
prove and increase the energy efficiency

of their homes. However, because the
programs are provided by different agen
cies with widely vatying eligibility rules,
coordination of programs is difficult
best. Frequently, a homeowner will 1

ceive assistat1ce that results in only a patt
of the total weatherization work being
completed. Either funding for individual
projects or programs is too limited, or
rules regulating the program are so nat-
row that all necessaty repairs cannot be
made. If Minnesota is committed to re
ducing its reliance on precat-ious federally
funded fuel assistance, it must review its
existing programs and work to improve
both coordination and funding levels.

In addition to programs specifically de
signed to assist low income families,
there at-e several others that could do a
better job of tat-geting assistance to this
sector. For example, major gas and elec
tric utilities at-e required to provide energy
audits and related services to their resi
dential customers. However, studies have
found that the majority of Patticipants in
this informational progran1 at-e moderate
to high income households. Although
such audits indicate savings from installing
a range of energy conservation measures
(many of which may be unaffordable by
low income households) they also in
clude a lat-ge number of low cost at1d
cost recommendations to reduce ene.l
use. If properly mat-keted, the energ}T
audit program could be a great benefit
for low income homeowners.

One utility, Northern States Power, is
currently implementing a pilot prograt11
to more aggressively attract low income
households to the program. Eff01ts in
clude waiving the $10 fee that is normally
chat-ged; offering the audit through other
progran1s in which low income fan1ilies
patticipate; providing incentives such as
shower flow restrictors, water heater
blat1kets, and small weatherization kits;
at1d emphasizing low cost/no cost im
provements. This eff01t should be adopted
by other regulated utilities, as well as
municipal utilities and rural electric co
operatives.

Utilities have also been increasingly in
volved in other conservation programs,
including financing. Under the Pilot Utility
Conservation Investment Program, for
example, NSP offered deferred loans to a
randomly selected sample of their resi
dential customers. Because deferred loans
are an ideal mechanism for finat1cing im
provements for low income homeow
(there are no monthly payments on

,10at1; instead, it is repaid when the home
is sold) the progratTI should have been
tat-geted to them. However, the pilot pro
gram was generally unsuccessful in reach-
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ing this group, partially because it was
not properly marketed. These kinds of
programs shouldbe continued, but directed
~t those who need financing the most.

It is clear that rapidly rising energy
prices have had a detrimental impact on
those who can least afford it. While a
number of programs exist to assist them,
d1ere is a lack ofcoordination, insufficient
funding, and a lack of marketing to the
appropliate client groups. Minnesota needs
to review these programs in the broadest
context to develop a cohesive and inte
grated system to help low income resi
dents in the coming decade.

Energy efficiencystandardsforrenm1
residences needed
Most conservation programs in the 1970's
were designed to help homeowners cope
with rapidly rising energy prices. Energy
audit progran1s, information/education
campaigns, and the majority of the loan
and grant programs have been directed
to owner-occupants.

For a number of reasons, rental hous
ing has been virtually ignored. To begin
with, dealing with the tremendous bar
riers that face owners and tenants of ren
tal housing is an al1110St impossible task.
For example, in rental units where the
tenant is directly responsible for paying

e energybills, d1e propelty owner realizes
~"O direct financial benefit from improv
ing the energy efficiency of the building.
In rental units where the owner is re
sponsible for paying for utilities, the costs
are deductible as operating expenses for
income tax purposes. To a great eA1:ent,
landlords are shielded fi'om facing tl1e true
energy costs ofoperating their buildings.

Other barriers to improving the energy
efficiency of rental buildings include:
-lack of tax incentives for making im
provements (although tl1ey are available
for homeowners)
- concern that if energy conselvation im
provements are made the property will
be reassessed, which will result in higher
propelty taxes
-lack of accurate, reliable, and unbiased
information for landlords about the most
cost effective retrofits available
- lack of financing from conventional
lending institutions to install energy con
servation measures
- traditional distrust between landlords
and tenants that must be overcome, since
conselving energy frequently requires
cooperative actions

fhese barriers are so formidable that it
is not surprising that little has been done
to improve the efficiency of multi-family
housing. Unf01tunately, to the extent mat
we ignore rental housing, we also ignore

the needs of low and moderate income
households. Minnesota's (and most other
states') focus on homeowners has un
intentionally ignored the needs of some
of those least able to afford the tremen
dous increases in fuel costs over the last
10 years.

Unlike other states, however, Minne
sota has attempted to deal with multi
family housing. In 1977, the legislature
established authority for the adoption of
minimum mandatory energy efficiency
standards for existing rental housing units.
These standards, the first of their kind in
the country, require that approximately
400,000 units meet minimum standards
regarding caulking; weatherstripping; at
tic, wall, rim joist, and foundation insula
tion; and storm windows and doors.

Unfoltunately, the progran1 has suffered
fi'om rather fundamental flaws. First, a
loophole was discovered in tl1e insula
tion standards that permitted owners of
rental property to get around the require
ments for attic and wall insulation. Second,
the Energy Division has never been pro
vided with the resources to adequately
publicize the standards. Third, the Divi
sion has never had staff to implement
compliance activities against owners who
do not complywith the standards. Fourtl1,
the enforcement process is so cumber
some and the legal mechanism so pro
tracted that it is viltually impossible to
effectively enforce the standards against
recalcitrant owners.

Finally, it is difficult for a standards pro
gram to exist in a vacuum. To be success
ful, a standards program has to be inte
grated with information and energy audit
programs so that owners can be aware of
which standards apply to them. In addi
tion, there has to be a generally available
source offinancing for owners who need
loans to make d1e required improvements.

A standards program is essential to im
proving the general efficiency of rental
housing. While audit programs and financ
ing can certainly exist independent of
standards, tl1eywillnot necessarily change
die status quo. Aggressive and knowledge
able landlords will seek out information
and locate financing because they are
aware of the benefits of conservation.
However, for tl1e remaining owners, a set
of minimum standards with an effective
compliance program is needed to entice
them to take action.

However, major issues need to be re
solved to make the standards effective.
The loopholes in the standards need to
be closed, more extensive publicity ef
f01ts need to be undeltaken to inform
propelty owners ofboth the existence of
the standards and the availability of infor-

mation and financing programs, and an
effective enforcement mechanism needs
to be devised and adopted to encourage
tl1e highest rate ofcompliance possible.

Commercial/institutionaland
industrialsectors need incentives to
make efficiency improvements in
bUildings and operations

Efficiency has significantly improved in
Minnesota's commercial/institutional
sector; however, much remains to be
done. Although there is insufficient re
search on energy use and conselvation in
commercial buildings, detailed engineer
ing audits of 270 buildings at 41 state
institutions do give some indication of
the conselvation potential ofMinnesota's
commercial buildings. The buildings that
were audited - hospitals, office buildings,
transportation facilities, and college build
ings - are similar in a number of respects
to commercial buildings.

Implementing all ofd1e individual energy
conservation recommendations identified
in the audits would cut energy use by
71,000 Btu per square foot annually, which
is equivalent to 32 percent ofthe baseline
energy use ofthese buildings. The cost of
implementing all d1ese measures is roughly
$1.90 per square foot with an average
payback of less than 8 years using 1978
fuel prices.

Among the 270 buildings audited, 7
were office buildings. These seven build
ings have an average energy intensitywell
below the U.S. average, yet they can be
retr'ofitted for about $1 per square foot.
Their fossil fuel use can be reduced by an
estimated 50 percent and electric use by
27 percent. The conservation cost of $1.22
per million Btu of conselved energy is
well below 1981 commercial energy plices:
$4 per million Btu for natural gas, $8.19
per million Btu for fuel oil, and $13.93 per
million Btu for electricity. This large gap
betvveen the conservation cost and the
price paid for energy indicates a sizeable
savings potential fi'om retrofit investments
in commercial buildings.

In schools and od1er publicly supp01ted
institutions, there also remains a large
potential for additional cost effective in
vestments to Ruther reduce energy ex
penditures. A cost benefit analysis of
audit data from 200 elementaty and sec
ondaty schools was recently completed
to determine optimal levels of energy
conselvation investments in tl1ese schools.
TI1is study found at1 optimum cost effec
tive investment of$70,000 per elementaty
school building and $176,600 per secon
daty school building. The annual energy
cost savings resulting fi'om these levels of
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investments would be approximately
$10,000 and $32,000 perbuilding, respec
tively. These represent reductions in an
nual energy use by 33.5 percent for ele
mentaty schools and by 35.2 percent for
secondaly schools. Equivalently, these
trat1slate into an annual energy cost sav
ings of 29.6 percent at1d 31.1 percent for
elementaty and secondaty schools, re
spectively.

In both the commercial and industrial
sectors, the greatest potential for savings
in electrical use is in the at'ea of improve
ments in lighting and motor efficiency.
Of NSP's electric deliveries (41,263,455
MWh) to these sectors, 81.6 percent is
used for lighting, process motors and
HVAC motors. Engineers estimate that
efficienc'Y improvements in lighting at1d
motors could easily achieve 10 percent
annual savings. These savings would re
sult in 1,735,000 MWh less electricity,
which is compat'able to 38.1 percent of
Sherco III annual production.

As discussed earlier, the Energy Divi
sion has made only modest efforts in the
past to promote cost effective energy
conservation efforts in the commercial
sector dudng the past seven years. Because
business has a clear profit motive and
better access to information than do home
owners, the Division's work has focused
on the residential sector, leaving business
decisions to business decisionmakers.
However, it has become increasingly evi
dent that many of the impediments to
energy efficiency in the residential sector
also exist in d1e commercial at1d industdal
sectors. For example, many commercial
users are also renters and, as such, face
all the disincentives to conservation in
vestments that residential renters face.
Issues that must be addressed to improve
efficiency in this sector over the coming
decade me discussed in detail below.

Information, efficiency standards,
andfinancing incentives needed to
overcome distorted market signals
Commercial and industrial energy use
and conservation investments at'e dist011
ed by at least three factors that mute the
effect of price and cost signals in the
building market and, thereby, inhibit
full incorporation of efficiency into the
mat'ketplace.

First, many industrial and commercial
businesses rent their property. Thus, as
in the residential sector, the building
owner realizes no direct financial benefit
from improving the energy efficiency of
d1e building ifd1e renter is direcdy respon
sible for paying the energy bills. In the
case where the owner is responsible for
paying the utilities, energy costs at'e de-
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ductible as operating expenses for income
tCL'>: purposes, thus shielding the building
owner from the full costs of energy con
sumption. As a result, there is no incen
tive for either the renter or the owner to
reduce energy expenses through capital
improvements. Fut1hermore, renters have
only limited ability to incorporate energy
costs into their rent cost calculations.
An examination of previous energy bills
offers only extremely rough guidance,
because energy use is sensitive to vat'ia
tions in both the weather and the way in
which the previous occupants used the
building. In order to achieve the full
potential for cost effective improvements
in the commercial sector, d1is mat'ket dis
tortion must be addressed.

In addition, high real interest rates
have also discouraged capital intensive
energy conservation investments. High
real interest rates act to reduce the pre
sent value of future cost savings from
reduced energy bills, thereby reducing
d1e net benefits of the investment.

Another problem may result from the
fact d1at developers frequendy design and
construct new buildings that at'e sold to
business owners. This requires the build
ing buyer to calculate the value of the
conservation investment and incorporate
it into d1e price of d1e building. Although
high energyplices ce11ainly have increased
buyers' awat'eness that energy bills at'e a
concern, their ability to accurately value
the energy savings from a specific con
servation investn1ent may be limited. This
limitation prevents conservation from
being fully capitalized into the value of
d1e buildings and, in turn, discourages de
velopers from making these investments.

In the coming decade, these impedi
ments to full implementation of cost
effective conservation technologies will
continue to inhibit the energy efficiency
of the commercial and industrial sectors
unless remedies are actively pursued.
Approaches to these problems include
delivery of information to commercial
building buyers and renters, or develop
ment of an institutionalized information
system so they can accurately assess the
value of building energy efficiency. A
regulat01Y approach to these problems,
which establishes higher efficiency stan
dat'ds for new building construction, may
also be needed. Finally, finat1cing incen
tives that act to reduce the real interest
rate would also stimulate more investment
in conservation, thereby moving tl1e sec
tor to an improved level of efficiency.

Energy effzcient building operations
could be encouraged through
training and education,

technological advances, energy
accounting systems, shared savings
Once a builder or owner has decided
to install energy efficient conservatio'
measures in a commercial or industrL
building, it is sometimes difficult to
achieve the expected savings. There at'e
two plimaty reasons. First, d1ere at'e natural
tradeoffs between the energy efficiency
and operational functioning of a building.
For example, the less outside air vented
into the building, the less energy will be
required. However, reduced outside air
intake also reduces inside air quality. It
is difficult to achieve an optimal tradeoff
between energy cost and human resource
performance. Other similat, tradeoffs in
clude all-over lighting vs. task lighting,
and constant room temperature vs. bat1d
temperature control.

In pat't, these problems result when
ever people at'e expected to change their
traditional standat'ds for the office en
vironment. Education and demonstration
may be the most effective way to over
come these biases. However, technologi
cal advances at'e also needed, pat1iculmly
in the area of indoor air quality. For
example, a technology to cleat1 indoor
air so that air quality may be maintained
without intaking outdoor air has yet to
be developed. Government developmet;
of uniform standat'ds for air quality, lighl
ing and heating may also resolve some
of these problems.

Building operators generally make the
decisions about how to resolve the trade
off between efficiency and comf011 and,
as a result, at'e key to this issue. Building
operators receive complaints from occu
pants about such issues as building tem
perature and air quality, yet they at'e not
generally held responsible for building
energy costs. As a result, there is an
institutionalized incentive for operators
to respond more to comfort than to
efficiency concen1S. In addition, operators
may knowvery litde about how to operate
the equipment installed so d1at it performs
most efficiently.

Training and education can address d1e
latter issue. However, it may be difficult
to convince upper management of the
need for training and of the cost effec
tiveness of conservation. One possible
approach to this problem is to institute
energy accounting, wid1 operators receiv
.ing monthly energy cost rep011s. Ashat'ed
savings approach, using third pat'ty con
tracts for energy use control, can als'
provide incentives for more efficienc
operations.

Progress toward providing more cleat'
and direct price incentives for investment
in conservation measures and implement-
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ing building operation techniques that
achieve full efficiency is essential for
continued improvement in these sectors'
'tlergy use. Regardless of the approaches

lected, resolution of these issues is a
critical challenge of the decade al1ead.

Alternative energy development wiU
require infonnation, government
assistance, financing, and technical
assistance

The past decade has taught us that we
must make a transition from non-renew
able energy supplies (oil, gas and coal)
to renewable energy sources. For states
with no traditional energy resources, such
as Minnesota, beginning this transition'
immediately has many advantages:
• stemming dollar losses due to import
ing fuels
• creating new businesses and jobs
• establishing Minnesota as a leader in
what will be a major worldwide growth
industly in the coming decades
• helping stabilize the state economy by
buffering the state from price and supply
fluctuations

• reducing environmental damage, there
by aiding the tourism industry, and reduc
ing crop loss and damage to human heald1

Minnesota has the opportunity to be-
Jme one of the leading states in the

nation in alternative energy technologies,
and possibly a worldwide exporter. Cap
tuling d1is opportunity, however, will take
commitment and investment, and this
investment is not wid10ut risk One of ilie
major barriers to development is simply
d1e level ofsubsidies traditional fuels have
received and continue to receive. Arecent
study by the N0l1heast-Midwest Institute
estimates that between 1950 and 1977,
traditional fuels received $202 billion in
incentives to stimulate development. The
federal government does not seem will
ing to make the same level of investment
to develop alternative energy resources.
If Minnesota is to develop its own re
sources, offsetting incentives will have
to be provided to achieve market parity
with traditional fuels.

Traditional fuels also receive many hid
den subsidies which have yet to appear
on anyone's cost accounting sheet. These
subsidies include the unpaid (even un
estimated) costs of damage from acid
rain and the rising CO~ levels that cause
damage to human health, and plant and
'11imal life. These damages are paid for
lrough our medical system or in higher

food prices. The benefit to society from
reducing these negative externalities is
one of the major economic advantages
resulting from using renewable energy

resources. Yet our current pricing system
incorporates few, if any, of these into
renewable energy prices, and vit1ually no
effort is being made to do so. With the
large direct and indirect subsidies that
traditional fuels receive, it is understand
able why alternative energy technologies
are often found to be "not cost effective."

Several other general issues confront
alternative energy development. One is
d1e lack of consistent, accurate data. Data
are currently collected on some indige
nous energy uses such as wood, hydro,
electricity and ethanol, but it is collected
by different agencies in different formats.
This information is critical if decision
makers, both public and private, are to
understand tl1e effects ofvarious policies
and programs or to identifY unmet needs.
Information is particularly needed in the
early stages of development of this in
dustry because a quick response to chang
ing circumstances may be needed and
progress toward grovvth must be closely
monitored.

Anod1er general need facing alternative
energy development is that of monitor
ing and evaluating alternative energy
systems that are now being installed
throughout the state. These systems in
clude boiler conversion to wood and fiber
fuels, fiber fuel gasification plants, wind
conversion systems, meilianol production
systems, and other similar resource con
version or use systems. For exan1ple, a
recent survey on wood use in the state,
conducted by the Department of Natural
Resources, rep0l1s that 50 schools and 23
public institutions have converted or are
converting their facilities to use wood.
However, there has been no systematic
evaluation of the cost effectiveness of
such conversions, or of other factors that
influence their effectiveness. Such an
evaluation might show when conversions
should and should not be recommended,
and what types of problems are being
encountered that could be remedied. It
might also provide a basis for more ac
curately projecting the ultimate market
potential for such wood use. Other alter
native energy applications also remain
unexamined, leaving policy makers with
little information as to whether current
developments are beneficial or not. Resi
dential solar water heating is the only
application that has been evaluated suf
ficiently to know that it is a technology
that works in Minnesota and ought to be
promoted. If alternative energy is to be
come a significant portion of the state's
energy supply, there must be on-going
evaluation of the effectiveness of tech
nology applications so that the industly
can continually in1prove itself.

Product development, technology de
velopment and market development are
all areas that will need continuing eff011s.
A key issue will be the degree to which
government assists in iliese activities. For
example, state government could pro
mote resource development by convert
ing state facilities to use alternatives.
Increased funds could be appropriated
for research, development and demon
strations. Efforts could be made to in
crease marketing, information dissem
ination and education. Issues involved in
all of these efforts are the level of public
expenditure that is necessaty or appro
priate for development of this industl)T,
ilie need for a comprehensive investment
at1d development plan and the coordina
tion of state government activities. No
overall development plan exists, nor is
tl1ere much hard information on tl1e com
mercialization paths or potential batTiers
to development, although the Energy
Division is studying the latter at'ea.

There is also considerable fragmenta
tion of responsibility among state agen
cies. The Depattment of Agriculture is
lat'gely responsible for alcohol fuels de
velopment; the Department of Natural
Resources is primarily responsible for
peat, wood and hydro development; the
Energy Division is responsible for district
heating, solar, wind, fiber fuels at1d small
power production; at1d the Public Utilities
Commission at1d Pollution ControlAgency
both have regulatOly oversight in a num
ber of critical areas that influence the
development of alternative energy re
sources. Most financial assistance pro
gratns for alternative energyat'e admin
istered by the Minnesota Energy and Eco
nomic Development Authority, although
the Minnesota Housing Finance Agency
funds passive solat, homes at1d tl1e Depat1
ment ofEconomic Security has provided
substat1tial funds in the past for alternative
energy business development.

Finat1cing alternative energy develop
ment is another impo11ant issue. No com
prehensive assessment has been done to
identify the types of finat1cing needs the
vat'ious segments of the alternative energy
business community have. For example,
many ofthese businesses will be stat1-ups,
and may require venture capital. However,
the Minnesota Energy and Economic De
velopment Authority (MEEDA) has no
venture capital fund.

Furthermore, although MEEDA has the
power to make working capital loans, it
has not developed a working capital pro
gram, which often is needed in the eat'ly
yeat'S of a business.

Although the Energy Division is cur
rently developing information to permit
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decisionmakers to establish investment
priorities for alternative energy, no frame
work exists in which to make these de
cisions. A long range, strategic develop
ment plan is needed.

Finally, a general need exists for on-site
technical assistance, information, and
training to accelerate development issues
that need to be s011ed out, including the
proper role of government in providing
such technical assistance. If government
has a role, it should be one that enhances
the opportunities for technical service
providers such as engineering firms. Less
clear is the role of the utilities in pro
viding information and technical assist~

ance when n1any of the recipients will be
direct competitors in providing energy.

The following discusses the key issues
that relate to specific energy sources.

Fiberfuels (peat and renewable
biomass) issues includefuel
variability, supply uncertainty,
information/data needs,
envircmmental questions
Fiber fuels (peat and renewable biomass)
are the largest potential source of indig
enous energy in the state. Energy from
renewable biomass sources alone could
ultimately exceed CLUTent total· state energy
consumption. Yet there are only 26 fiber
fuel producers and distributors in the
state, and production capacity greatly ex
ceeds demand.

As with all the alte111ative energy sources,
a variety of obstacles stand in the way of
industry gro"Vvth. One such obstacle is the
absence of standardized fuel specifica
tions. Potential fuel purchasers are faced
with fuels that may vary in terms of mois
ture, heating value, ash content, durability,
and other important factors. Equipment

designers also have difficulty designing
equipment for varying fuel types. The
Fiber Fuels Institute is working to address
tl1is problem in conjunction with several
state agencies.

A second, less tractable concern is the
perception by many potential purchasers
of the uncertainty ofsupply. In this young
industty, all companies that start up may
not succeed, leaving users who have spent
substantial amounts conve11ing their facil
ities to fiber fuels with no supply. The
Energy Dfvision recently received a grant
from the Great Lakes Regional Biomass
Center to explore the possibility of cre
ating a producers' cooperative to guar
antee supplies.

The development of a stronger market
also remains an urgent need for this in
dustty. Fuel variability and supply uncer
tainty combine with other factors such as
the capital cost of conversion, lack of
readily available information on operation
and maintenance of fiber fuel furnaces,
and a general lack ofawareness ofproject
economies, to create a significant mar
keting problem. One issue is the role of
the state in aiding in the marketing of
fiber fuels. This issue is complicated by
the conflict it may create vis-a-vis other
fuels or efficiency improvements; i.e., how
does the state allocate its resources in
promoting competing energy sources or
investments?

A further barrier to market growth has
been the lack of detailed, objective data
on the installations that have been made.
Some information exists on local suc
cesses, but no se110us evaluation has been
done ofthe cost/benefit ofconversion to
fiber fuels; operations, maintenance or
design problems; and similar information
necessary to improve the technology and
accelerate information u'ansfer. Some spe-

cific technological improvements are
known (such as the potential for suspen
sion burners), but demonstrations of this
technology and efforts to promote its ur

need to be made.
Some environmental questions also

need to be addressed. It is not known
whether substantial use of fiber fuels will
add significantly to air pollution (pat1icu
lat'ly suspended pat1iculates) as it has in
several other states. If so, what S011 of
pollution abatement strategies will be the
most effective? In the at'ea ofpeat develop
ment, considerable information exists on
the potential consequences of develop
ment. It is now necessaty to obtain em
pirical data from actual development in
Minnesota.

Special attention should be given to
programs and policies that would aid
penetration of fiber fuels used in the
commercial/institutional and industrial
sectors. As noted eat'lier in this rep011,
these two sectors at'e expected to exper
ience dramatic growth in energy demand;
59 percent and 49 percent, respectively.
In the commercial/institutional sector,
fuel oil use is expected to increase 72 per
cent and coal use, 400 percent. In the
industrial sector, fuel oil use is forecast
ed to increase 100 percent and coal use,
74 percent. Aggressive efforts now cou l

.

shift these projected increases of impol
ed, non-renewable fuels to indigenous,
renewable bioenergy.

Figure 45 illustrates that almost all
biomass fuels, as priced neat' the supply
areas, have positive dollat, advantages over
the traditional fuels. By the end of this
decade, however, the opp011unity to pre
vent this significat1t increase in fossil fuel
use willlat'gelybe lost because new plants
at1d equipment using u'aditional fuels will
have been purchased and installed.

Figure 45
1984 Commercial Fuel Price
Differentials per Delivered Million
Btu at Different Unit Prices of
Biomass Fuels

Fuel Oil Kerosene #5 Natural Electricity
Residual Gas

Wood ($60/cord) 2.36 2.73 -0.76 .17 9.32

Chips ($16/ton) 6.56 6.93 3.44 4.37 13.52

Pellets ($55/ton) 4.66 5.02 1.54 2.47 11.62

Wood ($129/cord) -5.48 -5.11 -8.60 -7.67 1.48

Chips ($37 .50/ton) 3.04 3.41 - .08 .85 10.00

Pellets ($1 28/ton) -1.34 - .97 -4.46 -3.53 5.62

Source: Minnesota Department of Energy and Economic Development.
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Wind energy developmentfaces
issue ofbuy-back rates; accurate
data and marketdevelopment also
-"eeded

md is a particularly impOltant source
of alternative energy in Minnesota. Like
solar energy, it is pollution liee and renew
able. Because wind energy can be easily
converted to electricity, it has substan
tial potential to reduce acid rain and
other pollution from coal fired electric
generating plants. These plants burned
87.3 percent of all coal used in Minnesota
last year.

Wind energy is also important because
it presents Minnesota with the potential
for becoming a worldwide equipment
producer. Minnesota ah'eady has seven
wind energy conversion equipment man
ufacturers, second only to California. This
situation is not likely to continue, how
ever, unless Minnesota acts quickly to
encourage "vind development in the state.
Manufacturers may easily move to Cali
fornia or some other state to make a signi
ficant commitment to wind development.

At iss~Je is the type and level of incen
tives the state could make to encourage
wind development. Considerable work
has been done in the last three years to
establish rules (issued by the Public Util
.'des Commission) for interconnecting
lith the utility grid and to establish buy

back rates for small power producers. The
rules, however, still leave buy-back rates
too low to make large scale wind develop
ment commercially feasible. Key issues
in determining these rates are the proper
accounting of social, environmental and
economic benefits the state as a whole
receives in using wind energy; the type
of power displaced (i.e., base, inter
mediate or peak load); and the specific
facility that is displaced (e.g., a future
"representative plant" or a plant currently
under construction). These issues need
to be resolved if wind and other power
production from indigenous sources is
to occur.

Even if true "full avoided costs" are set
for the small power producer, investment
is not likely to take place without addi
tional incentives. California, for example,
offers a 25 percent investment tax credit
for wind development in combination
with the 25 percent federal credit. If
Minnesota is to encourage both wind
installations and the location of equip
ment manufacturers in the state, it will
"ave to compete directly witl1 other states
i1 terms of incentives. This opportunity

will exist for one to tl1ree years before ma
jor locational decisions have been made.

Another barrier to significant wind de
velopment in the state is the lack of ac-

curate data regarding the wind resource.
Present knowledge of Minnesota's wind
resource is large~r based on research done
for DOE by Battelle-Pacific Northwest
Laboratory in 1980-81. Battelle's prelim
inary assessment indicates that the west
ern and southern parts of the state have
palticularly good potential, with average
al1nual wind speeds of between 5.6 and
6.0 meters per second, or 12.6-13.4 mph.
However, the Battelle reseal'ch was oflow
to intermediate accuracy for 56 percent
of the lal1d al'ea in Minnesota. For the
entire state, Battelle only had five data
points with long term data. Also, ane
mometer height varied from 4 to 20
meters, which is too low to be very useful
for current siting needs.

The Energy Division is undertaking a
wind resource assessment program to
attempt to fill this gap. Initially, it involves
tl1e placement of 15 anemometers loaned
to the Division by the WesternArea Power
Administration. Without additional fund
ing, the program will not be able to cover
the whole state.

One of the first major users of wind is
likely to be the fmmer. A 5 percent pene
tration of this market would result in the
installation of approximately 2,200 wind
turbines for a total investment of ahnost
$70 million. If this mmket opportunity is
to be realized, a significant outreach and
promotional effort will have to be made.

Hydropower development
constrained by competing use and
aesthetic concerns
Electricity can also be produced by energy
from falling water or generated in con
junction with the production of heat
in industrial processes. Recent studies
funded by the LCNIR indicate that approx
imately 800 MW of electricity generation
could be displaced using industrial co
generation and 163 NIW produced from
hydro power by refurbishing existing
dams. The same barriers slowing wind
development also affect these technol
ogies. In addition, individual businesses
face other factors regmding their physical
plant and potential for cogeneration.

Hydropower development faces a vm
iety ofissues and constraints largely revolv
ing al'Ol.U1d the use of the water for com
peting activities. Most hydro development
is constrained to "run of river" conditions
where holding back the water and releas
ing it during peak electric times, when
prices are high, is prohibited. Asignifical1t
recent issue is the aesthetics of the flow
ingwater itself, as in the proposed devel
opment of the Upper St. Anthony Falls
Dam in Minneapolis. Additional balTiers
al'e caused by antiquated and complex

federal rules, confusing jurisdictions and
competing interests.

Solid waste issuesfocus on needfor
market development, supply
assurances, financing
The desirability of recovering energy
from municipal waste has been recog
nized in Minnesota for some time. How
ever, until now the landfill problem has
not been severe enough to provide the
needed stimulus for development. In 35
ofMinnesota's 87 counties, present landfill
capacity will be adequate for less than
5 yeal's. New landfills must be sited or
existing sites expanded. New environ
mental protection standmds require clay
liners and leachate collection systems on
all expanded or new landfill sites. This will
mean that fees charged to refuse haulers
will double or triple. Higher lal1dfill costs
are likely to significantly improve the
economic feasibility of proposed waste
to-energy facilities in the eighties.

The total municipal solid waste pro
duced in the state is about 10,000 tons
per day. About one-halfof tl1is comes from
Hennepin and Ramsey counties. Exten
sive efforts to plan waste-to-energy sys
tems are currently ui1delway in both
counties. About 16 communities outside
the metro area are in the early stages
of considering waste-to-energy systems,
and most have already completed waste
management assessments. If all of the
waste-to-energy facilities presently in the
planning stage were built, the total capa
city would be about 3,000 tons per day.

Reliable technologies al'e necessary to
minimize investment risk by reducing
potential revenue loss from equipment
downtime. Given tl1e track record ofsolid
waste systems in Minnesota, more demon
stration and reseal'ch is needed in the
eighties to increase the reliability of this
technology.

Technical and economic feasibility
studies for proposed waste-to-energy
systems indicate that revenues from both
energy production and dumping fees al'e
needed. Normally, the steam produced is
priced near its market value and commit
ted to a single customer. The fee charged
for refuse is adjusted to meet the costs
needed for economic operation. This re
quires fees about double that of present
landfills. Most of the facilities that have
been considered are in the 50 to 100 tons
per day size range.

There al'e tvvo major requirements in
designing an economically feasible solid
w2lSte-to-enermr project: finding a market
for a lal'ge fraction of the steam that will
be produced and obtaining firm commit
ments for a supply of solid waste. In most
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cases, it has been difficult to locate an
industrial customer that can use all the
steam that can be produced. Food process
ing industries such as dairy or cheese
plants are considered good candidates.
Steam disu'ict heating systems with a base
load demand that might be large enough
to accommodate a waste-to-energy plant
are also a potential market. Several feasi
bility studies have considered a large
space heating load as the market for
steam sales.

Development of markets for solid waste
heat will be a major challenge in order
for this technology to reach its potential.
Locating industries near planned waste-,
to-energy facilities could be an improved
method ofmeeting this challenge. Includ
ing electric generation in the project to
reduce some of the fluctuations in steam
demand (thereby increasing potential
protltability) could also be used as a
method ofexpanding markets. Both these
options need to be explored and their
viability assessed in the coming decade.

For a project to be economically viable,
a waste strean1 must be assured for at
least the term of the debt financing. With
out an assured supply of waste, no guar
antee can be provided to customers for
delivery of steam or electricity produced
by the facility. One method ofwaste sup
ply control is to set prices and conU'ac
tual fees at the facility below the market
cost of other alternatives, thus attracting
sufficient suppliers to assure a supply.
However, the current economics of most
projects indicate that fees higher than the
market cost of landfills will be required.
As discussed earlier, increased need for
landfills in the coming decade may force
landfill fees above those necessaty to make
solid waste-to-energy projects profitable.

Long term conU'acts may be established
with waste haulers. Where governmental
autholities haul at1d dispose ofsolid waste,
these negotiations at'e simplified. In cases
where several small private haulers will
be involved, long term contracts may not
be feasible, thus signiticantly slowing
penetration of this technology.

Another at'ea involved in supply assur
at1ce is the state's flow conu'ol ordinances.
These statutes have proven complex and
difficult to comply with. Areexamination
of the statutes may be watTanted in light
of recent attempts to comply with them
in order to assure waste stream supplies.

Project financing has also proven to be
a constraint on development. Federal and
state finat1cing prograt11s tend to be cate
gorical in nature, capable of funding only
specitic aspects of a project. A developer
is faced with developing multiple propo
sals; i.e., tlying to tailor the project to the
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funding constraints, rather than the fund
ing to the project needs. The availability
of financing for multi-faceted waste-to
energy projects should be reviewed to
assure that projects at'e not unduly con
su'ained by financing criteria. Modifica
tion of the state's district heating loan
program statutes by the 1984 Legislature
to allow a much broader range of pro
jects should help alleviate some of these
constraints.

AlcoholjUelsface investment risk
and market development issues
While there are many types of alcohol,
two are most often considered for fuel
use. Ethat101, or ethyl alcohol, is made by
a biological fermentation process from
sugat'S or stat'ches. It can also be made
from cellulose through a more compli
cated process not yet commercialized.
Methanol, or methyl alcohol, is made
through a thermochemical process from
coal, peat, any type of biomass or, as is
currently most common, natural gas. Most
fuel ethat101 is currently made in lat'ge
wet milling corn processing plants cen
tered in Illinois. There are five small
commercial ethanol plants in Minnesota
using dry milled corn at1d cheese whey.
Most fuel methat101 is now made in lat'ge
chemical plants from natural gas. There
is one operating coal methat101 plat1t in
Tennessee and a peat methanol plant
under development in North Carolina.
No methat101 is currently produced in
Minnesota.

Fuel ethanol at1d methanol are most
commonly used as gasoline octat1e boost
ers. Both may be used straight in modi
fied spark ignition engines. Future uses
may include fuel cells for electricity.

Two significant problems are now
inhibiting development of an extensive
alcohol fuels industry in Minnesota. First,
although the technology for producing
methanol and grain ethanol is well devel
oped, it is very capital intensive. Income
stl'eat11s from this resource are also un
celtain because the price of oil, its plimaty
competing fuel, has fluctuated widely in
the recent past and is likely to do so
again in the future. Thus, the risk of
investment in methanol and non-grain
ethanol plat1ts is very high.

FLllthem10re, tl1e use ofgrain for etl1at101
competes directly with the use of grain
for food. Total grain stocks at'e small when
compared to the nation's demand for
liquid fuel. Thus, the cost of grain for
feedstock would be driven up if signifi
Cat1t production of ethanol developed,
tl1ereby increasing the unceltainty ofcost
estimates. This situation makes grain
etl1at101 production at1 even greater risk

than methanol production.
The other major batTier for develop

ment of at1 alcohol fuels industry is t11e
current lack of a market for the produs-:t
Methanol and ethanol at'e currently us
as additives for gasoline. However, Cat'S
maybe run on sU'aight etl1at101 or met11anol
with celtain modifications. Specifically,
cars that operate on methanol must have
stainless steel or plastic tanks and must
have cat'buretors adjusted for the new fuel.
Currently, auto makers at'e not designing
cars with these modifications, thereby
limiting the mat'ket for these fuels.

In the coming decade the issues of
investment risk and mat'ket development
for alcohol fuels must be addressed in
order for significant progress to be made.
Risk may be reduced by offering price or
financing incentives, or by conducting
demonstration projects to retlne tech
nologies. Development of mat'kets may
also be facilitated by demonstrating
adaptations of the technology at1d com
municating the advantages of the fuels
to potential users.

Solar energy specifics still
unfamiliar to most- information
needed
Though all renewable energy sources
derive their energy from the sun, "sol?'
energy" refers to the conversion of SlL

light directly into a more useable form of
energy. The two common technologies
are solar thermal energy conversion
for heating applications, and solat· elec
tric energy conversion for generating
electricity.

Solat, thermal development is one of
the most mature of the alternative energy
indusu'ies in tl1e state. Approximately 200
businesses in the state do all or patt of
their business in solat· energy. Yet despite
its prevalence, the commercialization of
solar thermal applications still faces a
number ofproblems.

First, the use of solat' energy is still
unfamiliar to most people, particularly
regat'ding specific applications. Consu
mers at'e not familiat, with initial costs,
operation at1d maintenat1Ce requirements,
expected performance, at1d dollat' savings.
Information received from solat' dealers
at1d others is often conu'adictOly. There
continues to be a need for accurate,
objective information regarding solar,
specific on-site evaluations for potential
applications, and marketing similar to
that needed for other alternative eneq;r
technologies.

The need for customer aSSurat1ce on
quality of equipment at1d installation also
continues to restrain development. This
is being addressed by the implementa-



tion ofa state solar certification program,
which requires that solar collectors must
be certified by the State of Minnesota in
~j"der to be eligible for the 20 percent

lte ta,'( credit. In addition, the Minnesota
Solar Guild (the industry association) is
developing an installer training and cer
tification program that will enable consu
mers to hire industry approved installers,

Most solar applications in Minnesota
have been in residential buildings, with
some commercial applications, However,
a significant potential exists for industrial
process applications where high heat
loads exist; e,g., paper and food process
ing, Demonstration and promotion of
these applications will most likely be
needed to stimulate industly awareness_
of this solar use,

An emerging solar application with
enormous future potential is the direct
conversion of sunlight into electricity
using photovoltaic cells_ TI1e cost ofphoto
voltaic equipment has dropped dramati
cally in recent years, from $35 per peak
watt to a current cost range of $5 to $7
per peak watt. Lower costs are projected
in the near future,

Although photovoltaic applications in
Minnesota may be limited for some years
becausebf costs, this high-tech growth
''1duStlY would be an attractive candi-

lte for development in Minnesota, Like
wind electric conversion equipment,
photovoltaic equipment has aworldwide
market. Despite its cost, decentralized
photovoltaic conversion may be am-active
to developing countr'ies that have areas
where no electricity generation or distri
bution infi:astrLlcture exists. The issue for
Minnesota will be if, how, and to what
extent it wishes to encourage the develop
ment of a photovoltaic industry here,

Ten Years After the Oil Crisis: Lessons for the Coming Decade
Issues of the coming decade
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Conclusion

Obviously, the state must address many
issues in the coming decade to ensure
the development of alternatives and
continuing energy efficiency in the resi
dential, commercial/institutional and
industrial sectors. To recap,
• we must foster and protect our infant
alternative energy industries in order to
offset 20 years of subsidies to traditional
fuels and to gain the economic benefits
of developing comparative advantage in
these industries;
• we must ensure clear and direct price
incentives for conservation investments
in the commercial/institutional and in
rlusuial sectors by incOlporating the value

o conselvation improvements into the
value ofbuildings and rents; and
• we must ensure the performance of
conservation investments and improve
rental property efficiency in the residen
tial sector by developing and expanding
research, information and regulatOlY
effol1s.

It is not yet clear if we have learned
from the experience of the Arab oil
embargo and following decade of con
sequences, or if the temporary glut of oil
and gas has lured us into complacency.
If we confront the impediments to full
investment in conservation and alterna
tive energy technologies, the future can
hold significant opportunity for energy
cost savings, growth in employment, and
economic development. Ifwe ignore the
problems, we are left to face an uncertain
future fraught with the dangers of energy
disruptions, environmental pollution,
and price escalation.

No one institution can make the deci
sion to embrace or reject the lessons of
the past decade. Rather, it will be made
through the actions of literally millions

f groups and individuals. The Energy
Jivision urges all Minnesotans to review,

discuss, debate, and- most importantly
to act on the data, analysis and recom
mendations presented in this repol1.
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Comment

The biennial report should include a dis
cussion of the transportation and agricul-

'al sectors in the Recommendations
u.:ction, and in the Issues of the coming
decade chapter of the section, Ten Years
After the Oil Crises: Lessons for the Com
ing Decade.

Response

The Energy Division agrees with com
mentors that these sectors are vitally im
p01tant to Minnesota's current and future
energy use, as noted in the discussion of
these sectors in the chapter, Historic
Minnesota consumption trends. Reflect
ing this policy, the Department provided
more than $400,000 in oil overcharge
funds to programs targeted toward these
sectors in 1984.

Historically, the Depclltment ofTrcll1spor
tation and the Department ofAgriculture
(the two state agencies with substantive
responsibility for these sectors) have
maintained information about cll1d deliv
ered progrculls promoting energy efficiency
in these sectors.

These two Departments, in conjunc
tion with the Federal Depcu1ment ofTrculs
portation cu1d the Agricultural Extension

"Nice of the University of Minnesota,
"ave conducted the following major pro

grams and initiatives to promote energy
efficiency in the transportation and agri
cultural sectors:
• mandat01Y automobile fuel efficiency
standards
• the 55 mph speed limit
• Minnesota Rideshare program
• promotion of conservation tillage
The Energy Division has supported these
efforts in the past cu1d will continue to
support such programs in the future.

Question

What is the Division's position on the use
of compressed natural gas (CNG) as a
substitute for petroleum products in the
trcu1sportation sector?

Answer

The Division does not oppose the use of
CNG as a substitute for gasoline or diesel
fuels for fleet vehicles. CNG appears to
be a cost effective substitute for gasoline
in some fleet applications. The Division
finds that if all Minnesota fleet vehicles

'ere to convert immediately to CNG, they
vVould consume CU1 additional 22.2 billion
cubic feet per yecu-, increasing the state's
1983 gas consumption by 9.3 percent. (It
is unlikely that all fleets would be appro-

priate for conversion. Since there cu-e few
pumps outside dle metro cu-ea, fleets travel
ing beyond the Twin Cities on a regulcu
basis would have to rely on gaso~ne or
diesel fuel, thus reducing the cost effec
tiveness of the conversion.) Since the
utilities expect a market penetration of
only 5 percent per yecu-, the consumption
increases would be negligible. In d1e Sh011
to-medium run, with both utilities and
Northern Natural operating well below
capacity, increased d1roughput will reduce
th~ fixed cost-per-unit to all customers.

However, the Division does not believe
there is need for government to actively
promote these conversions. Ultimately,
natural gas is a depletable natural resource.
Proven reserves of natural gas would last
only 11 years at current rates of produc
tion. This is very similar to the level of
crude oil reserves, which would be deplet
ed in9 yecu-s at current rates ofproduction.
Furthermore, as discussed on page 46,
domestic natural gas reserves cu-e declining.
Increased natural gas demand simply de
pletes those reserves more quickly, leading
to more dependence on expensive and
uncel1ain foreign imp011s ofeither natural
gas or petroleum products.

While CNG conversions may be cost
effective for individual fleets, they do little
to stimulate the overall economy because
natural gas, like petroleum, is imported
into Minnesota. As a result, government
support ofsuch conversions CCUl1l0t be jus
tified for economic development pUlposes.

Thus, use of natural gas as a substitute
transportation fuel does not markedly
improve the security of.iVli111lesota's energy
supply or meet tlle state's lcu-ger economic
development goals. Therefore, it is the
position of the Division that decisions to
convert to CNG as a transportation fuel
should be left to the mcu-ketplace.

Question

Are fiber fuels being measured with the
same environmental ymdstick as tradi
tional fuels?

Answer

Yes. CWTent regulations governing emis
sions me the same regardless offuel type.
Environmental issues associated widllcu-ge
size facilities (Le., air quality impacts, col
lection and disposal ofash, and pollution
control equipment) CCU1 be adequately
addressed through the existing permit
review process and in some cases, the
environmental review process. However,
in many cases fiber fuels will be utilized
in smaller facilities that are not large
enough to require a permit.

_ .._-

Public Comments

The EnergyDivision has initiated studies
to determine whether emissions from
these smaller facilities might become an
environmental concern. Work in this cu'ea
includes a project to test emissions from
medium sized boilers in schools, a peat
burn test at Virginia, cu1d a project to
establish fiber fuels standcu-ds, incuding
ash and sulphur content analysis. . ,

If the test results indicate a possible
need for emission abatement, the Divi
sion will work with the industry and ap
propriate state agencies to assure that the
use of fiber fuels is consistent with the
state's standcu-ds for envir0111llental quality.

Question

How much has the federal government
subsidized development of traditional
fuels and why?

Answer

Government has been deeply involved in
stimulating the development ofnew energy
sources since ecu-ly in this centUly. For the
period 1918 to 1977, the federal govern
ment expended $217.4 billion tlu-ough a
variety of incentives to encourage energy
development. (See Figure 46.) Oil has re
ceived d1e lcu'gest shcu-e ofsubsidies; almost
halfofall those provided. Electricity ranks
second, with roughly one-fourth of all
subsidies.

There were two primaly reasons for the
subsidies:
• First, to enhance reliability of supply.
This occurred palticulmly with regal-d to
oil where subsidies were viewed as neces
SalY to maintain a domestic production
capacity in case of supply disruptions.
• Second, to serve as CU1 economic de
velopment tool. Heavy subsidies to hy
dropower and the distribution of elec
tricity to rural al-eas were instituted pri
mcuily to stimulate econon1ic development.

These subsidies have not been distri
buted evenly tll1-oughout the nation. States
in the Northeast al1d Midwest have not
received a proportionate shal-e. Federal
taxes from these states go in pmt to sub
sidize energy development of traditional
fuels, which in turn al-e given a severCU1Ce
tax when they leave the producing state
that the energy "have not" states must
pay again.

Energy conservation and renewable
energy sources must often compete with
out subsidy against traditional fuels. This
is viewed as the "free mal'ket" condition.
New energy sources, however, al-e placed
at ,a severe economic disadvantage be
cause of the massive subsidies to tradi
tional fuels, A free mmket does not cur-
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Figure 46
An Estimate of the Cost of Incentives
Used to Stimulate Energy Production

Nuclear Hydro Coal Oil Gas Elec- Total Percent of
tricity Total Incentives

Taxation 1.80 4.03 50.4 16.04 31.37 103.64 47.7%
Disbursements 1.1 1.10 0.5%
Requirements 1.1 .03 .67 41.9 .06 43.76 20.1 %
Traditional services 2.31 6.0 .48 8.79 4.0%
Nontraditional services 15.1 2.68 1.5 .30 19.58 9.0%
Market activity 1.8 13.50a .02 .4 .10 24.73a 40.55 18.7%

Totals 18.0 15.33 9.71 101.3 16.50 56.58 217.42 100.0%

Percent of total
incentives 8.3% 7.0% 4.5% 46.6% 7.6% 26.0% 100%

aThis value based on incentive definition 1 (Federal money outstanding).
Source: An Analysis of Federal Incentives Used to Stimulate Energy Production, Executive Summary, U.S. Department of Energy, December 1978.

rently exist with respect to energy, to the
extent that true costs are not being re
flected in the market. Unless this situation
is corrected, traditional resources will be
used inefficiently, and conservation and
renewable sources of energy will remain
underdeveloped.
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Analysis ofthe Future ofCanadian
Natural Gas Exports (Comments
submitted to the Economic Regulato1J!
--'-'~nmission) August 1980)

l..anadian exports of natural gas will be a
secure source of supply for American
pipelines in the future. The reason is that
such exports are in the best interests
of the Government of Canada and the
Canadian energy industly.

First, export sales provide both the
government and the industry with reve
nues needed for a number of energy
related tasks. Since domestic oil produc
tion will be declining, oil imports will
rise and revenues will be needed to pay
for them. Export revenues have also been
an important source of funds for drilling
programs. Finally, revenues willbe needed
to finance Canada's future energy "mega
projects," including gas delivelY projects
from Canada's arctic areas and synthetic
fuel plants.

Regarding future supplies, Canada's gas
reserves are large and growing; the coun
try's reserve/production ratio is about four
times that of the United States. Additional
supplies present in fi-ontler areas in Canada's
arctic region will be added to reserves as
new pipelines are built.

Canadian forecasts of future domestic
mand have been lowered in recent

years. In particular, the government's
forecasts ofdemand from areas in eastern
Canada, where natural gas pipelines have
not yet been eA1:ended, are too high.
Heavy fuel oil will retard penetration of
gas in the industrial sector. The eastern
provinces do not have the financial stl-engd1
to subsidize gas prices as Alberta did in
order to stimulate demand. The tl-at1sition
to gas is likely to be more gradual than
projected by the government, thereby in
creasing potential supplies for export.

Assessment ofIndustrial
Cogeneration Potential
in Minnesota

The goal of this study was to estimate the
potential for electric cogeneration by
..iVlinnesota industly. The study consisted
of two phases. In Phase I, cogeneration
potentialwas estimated for possible tech
nologies with and without regat-d for eco
nomic factors. In Phase II, a detailed sur
vey of the best 31 sites in Minnesota was
conducted.

Estimates of industrial cogeneration
itential were made by determining the
d10unt of electl-icity that could be pro-

duced by each of several technologies,
given the amount and characteristics of
thermal energy used by Minnesota indus
u-ial plants. Standard Industrial Classifica-

tions and Minnesota Development Re
gions were used to estimate the potential
electricity that could be generated by co
generators at1d the number of possible
cogeneration sites. In addition, incre
mental industrial fuel use, net fuel sav
ings, and capital costs were estimated for
several cogeneration scenarios.

In Phase II of the study, 31 industl-ial
sites in Minnesota were surveyed for cur
rent and potential electric cogeneration
potential. The plants surveyed were sepa
rated into the following categories: food,
paper, at1d all other industries. This al
lowed boiler size, age, electric require
ments, anticipated energy use, and finan
cial decision criteria to be compared. The
sites were evaluated using a heat balance
model for a steam turbine cogenerator
system. Capital and fuel costs were esti
mated, and with the aid of a computer
model, investment potentialwas analyzed
for each facili ty.

An in-depth preliminaty feasibility study
of a refined gas turbine cogeneration
cycle was conducted as an example of
new technology that could be applied to
Minnesota industry. The site selected for
the at1alysis was the Duluth campus of
the University ofMinnesota.

The major conclusions drawn from the
flndings are:
• Existing cogeneration facilities repre
sent the largest source of additional co
generated electricity in Minnesota. Dur
ing the survey year, an additional 706,832
megawatt hours of electricity could have
been produced with existing turbine
capacity, representing approximately 2
percent of electricity sales in Minnesota.
• The potential for electrical generation
from steat11 turbine cogeneration systems
by currently non-cogenerating sites was
estimated to be 263,800 megawatt hours
annually, which represents less than 1
percent ofsales of elecu-icity in Minnesota.
• The development of low cost sources
offinat1cing will make cogeneration more
attractive at undeveloped sites.

Bioenergy in Minnesota: FiberFuel
Development andFuelResource
Survey (December 1982)

TI1is report examines tl1e production and
use of flber fuels as a source of energy in
the Taconite Relief Area of northeastern
Minnesota.

A market proflle examines three vat-i
abIes associated with a building's heating
or energy system: the type and cost of
fuel currently used, the annual fuel con
sumption, and the age of the fuel user's
existing heating system. From tl1is exat11i
nation, an indication of the fuel user's
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potential interest to utilize fiber fuels can
be determined. Segments of the mat-ket
from which tl1is information was collected
includeschools, municipally owned build
ings at1d commercial/industrial establish
ments. The data is presented for 85 per
cent of the schools in the Taconite Relief
Area. A total of 20 of these schools have
been chosen to be considered for con
version to a fiber fuel. Data collected from
municipal buildings and commercial/in
dustrial establishments was incomplete. A
more comprehensive survey is needed
from these sectors to determine their im
pact on the fiber fuel market.

The production proflle of this report
shows that wood and peat have potential
for providing the area with a low cost
flber fuel. The annual supply ofwood for
fuel use is estimated to be an amount
equivalent to 145 million gallons of distil
late fuel oil per yeat-. This wood is avail
able from the residues generated from
forest lat1ds at1d from the wood processing
industry. The development and utiliza
tion of peat is in the eat-Iy stages of de
velopment. The available resource will
depend on the miningtechnologies used
and on additional environmental, eco
nomical and sociological considerations.
Fiber fuels at-e densifled in order to ob
tain a fuel that is compatible with conven
tional combustion equipment. The final
product is a uniformly sized fuel contain
ing about 10 percent moisture. Currently,
two densiflcation plants in the Taconite
Relief Area are together capable of pro
ducing 100,000 tons of flber fuel annually.
Selling price for this fuel is $41 to $52
per ton.

The flber fuel user is usually faced with
higher capital investment costs and oper
ating costs when compared to a natural
gas or fuel oil user. Therefore, the fiber
fuel must be made available at a low cost
per unit of energy compared to the other
two fuels so that the higher investment
at1d operating costs can be economically
justified. At this time, the capital invest
ment required for an installed flber fuel
system designed for at1 average size school
can range from $40,000 to over $300,000.
The lower cost is possible when existing
combustion equipment is retrofltted to
burn fiber fuels. The higher investment
would be typical of a system designed to
burn a non-uniform fiber fuel that con
tains over 50 percent moisture. Densified
fiber fuels can be substituted for coal in
existing coal fired boilers with a mini
mum of equipment modifications and
cost.

Od1er factors tl1at influence d1e decision
to use flber fuels at-e the requirements for
handling, storage and transportation of
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the fuel, space limitations and the mini
mum acceptable return on investments.

Bioenergy in Minnesota: The Peat
SpecialEnergy Project (Final Report
to tbeL~June 1983)

This report summarizes the development
of the Bioenergy Research Project and
the status of the Virginia Peat Test Burn
Project. In 1981 the Legislative Commis
sion on Minnesota Resources (LCMR) al
located $56,300 to the Energy Division to
revise a proposal for research relating to
the use of peatlands and other wetlands
for energy production. Some of these
monies, $10,000, were eventually used 'to
partially fund the Virginia Peat Test Burn
Project.

Development oftlle BioenergyResearch
Project began inJuly 1981 with a revision
of the original proposal. The proposal
was subjected to a series of reviews by
tlle Interagency Peat Task Force (IPTF),
which resulted in the final proposal that
was presented to the LCMR inJune 1982.
Other activities included in the develop
ment efforts were a media campaign to
promote the bioenergy awareness in
nS)lthern Minnesota, a public awareness
survey, a series ofpublic input meetings,
and a project to map available peatlands
(conducted by tlle Depattment ofNatural
Resources). Major project objectives in
clude: continuing reseat'ch on produc
tion ofemergent aquatic and woody bio
mass, development of a cattail haivester,
and the economic evaluation of produc
tion systems. The final proposalwas funded
for $300,000 by the LCMR. The work out
lined will occur over the next biennium
(1983-1985 ).

The Virginia Peat Test Burn Project was
initiated in late 1981. Field testing began
in late 1982 and will be completed in late
1983. The major objective of this project
is to evaluate the performance of peat
relative to coal when used as a boiler fuel.
This objective will be achieved through
determination of 1) maximum steanling
capacity, 2) boiler efficiency, 3) furnace
emissions (gases and patticulates), and
4) other operational chmacteristics, such
as those relating to fuel and ash handling,
storage, etc. Preliminaty results indicate
that particulate emissions at'e similm for
both coal and peat. Efficiencies for both
fuel types at'e compat'able, although coal
does achieve higher steaming capacities.

Cold Climate Solar Design

In 1978, the Energy Division sponsored a
housing design competition and offered
awmds totaling $85,000. The purpose of
the competition was to encourage the
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design and construction of energy effici
ent homes. The entrants were challenged
to develop a system that achieved a bal
ance between the dwelling at1d the en
vironment to produce a model of energy
efficiency. The goals for each residence
were to use a minimum anlount ofenergy,
rely on natural and renewable sources for
tl1is energy, and use ali energy as efficiently
as possible. Entrants were to illustrate
innovative energy conserving ideas that
synthesized the natural energy available
in the environment (such as heat from
the sun atld the cooling effects of the
eatth) with the energy needs and fuel
using systems in the dwelling.

This book is a compilation of the 25
first-phase winning designs. It shows
floorplans and energy calculations, and
explains the analytical approach taken by
the entrants to develop their energy ef
ficient systems. The book also provides a
historical look at the evolution of energy
efficient housing design that appeat'ed in
the late 1970's.

The Cost Effectiveness ofthe
Minnesota Weatherization
Assistance Program

This study uses data collected by the engi
neering firm of Bakke, Kopp, Balion and
McFarlin, Inc. on 306 houses weatherized
bythe .MinnesotaWeatl1elizationAssistance
Program (WAP). All 306 houseswere heated
by natural gas to assure accurate measure
ment of energy consumption.

The study found that post-weatheriza
tion consumption was 14.5 percent lower
than pre-weatherization consumption.
The cost of materials for the average
house was $371 and total cost was $1,060.
Using these cost and savings estimates,
tl1e total sample yielded an internal rate
of return (IRR) of 13.8 percent and a net
present value (NPV) of $920 per unit
weatherized. (Savings for the total sample
was estimated using the weighted aver
age price of fuels for all WAP assisted
homes.)

Weadlelization of multi-family dwellings
yielded tl1e highest return per dollat, in
vested ofthe three housing types, achiev
ing an NPVof $1,706 per unit at1d an IRR
of24.l percent. In contrast, mobile homes
had an NPV of only $215 per unit and an
IRR of 6.3 percent. With the weatheriza
tion techniques used at the time of the
study, investment in mobile homes was
not as cost effective as other weatheriza
tion investments. Cost effectiveness for
vat'ious levels of investment in materials
was also calculated. Higher levels of in
vestment yielded lower rates of return,
declining from an IRR of 19.s percent for
weatherization with materials costs of

less than $200 to only 4.9 percent for
weatherization with materials costs of
greater than $600.

In general, the cost effectiveness ir
cators for natural gas heated homes y{,
l~wer, because natural gas is less expen
Sive than other home heating fuels. This
group had atl IRR for weatherization of
8.4 percent and an NPV of $432 per unit.
The IRR for mobile homes was less than
3 percent and the NPV was negative. This
indicates tl1at weadlerizing mobile homes
heated with natural gas is not cost effec
tive. The IRR and NPV for material costs of
more than $600 indicate that such levels
ofinvestment in natural gas heated homes
were also not cost effective.

Development ofa Wind Resource
AssessmentProgram

This report presents results ofwind speed
monitoring to date in Minnesota out
lines a Wind Resource Assessmen~ Pro
granl (WRAP), and discusses the potential
mat'ket for wind generators in the agri
cultural sector.

Average wind speed is reported by
month for 1982 and early 1983 from ten
sites, nine of which at'e in southeastern
Minnesota. The best site was dle Rochester
airport, which had monthly averages
high as 17.8 mph and an annual avera
of 14.0 mph. Eight Anemometer Lo~n
Progranl sites were mat'ginal, with monthly
averages ranging from 5.3 to' 10.0 mph at
a height of 30 feet. These averaaes are
better when the power law is l~sed to
extrapolate up to a height of 80 feet;
however, reliability of the power law is
questionable. The tenth anemometer was
60 feet above a tailings pile at Calumet.
Mondllywind speed averages dlere ranged
from 8.0 to 11.1 with a 13 month mean of
9.9 mph.

The proposed Minnesota WRAP would
be a cooperative effort involving Western
Area Power Administration, Western's
customer utilities, and the Energy Divi
sion. In order to avoid using question
able height extrapolation techniques,
anemometers in this progranl would be
mounted at the 100 foot level on utility
owned microwave towers. Fifteen-minute
wind speed averages would be recorded
on tapes that at'e changed and "read" on
a monthly basis. This proposal includes
using information from UPA and NSP
wind programs as well as WRAP to build a
Minnesota Wind Data Base.

The agricultural market penetratiG.
,scenat'io looks briefly at economic im
pacts in terms of wind industry sales,
resultant economic output, and repre
sentative energy revenue for 5,10,25,40,



and 60 percent penetration. A 10 percent
marketpenetration could mean $134,490,000
in sales to the wind industry, a resultant

'onomic output of $313,360,000, and
1,655,800 in representative energy reve

nue from annual wind produced electric
energy.

An Economic Short-run Equilibrium
Model ofInvestments in Energy
Conservation

This report studies the economic value of
making investments to conserve energy.
The report presents an economic model
to provide theoretical support to the as-,
se11ion that: An investment in an improve
ment in energy efficiency is cost effective
if the total money saved in energy costs
during the life of the improvement ex
ceeds the total investment cost. The model
assumes a perfectly competitive, short
run equilibrium for an item that uses
energy as an input. The model also as
sumes a change in the effkiency level of
the energy input. A comparative static
analysis of the market equilibrium of the
energy using item is then conducted to
determine the derived demand for energy
and to assess the impact of the improve
ment in energy efficiency on energy use.

The report reveals that, all other factors
'naining tl1e same, an increase in energy

•dciency reduces the price of an energy
using item. In this case, the percentage
increase in the quantity demanded of the
item should be less than the percentage
decrease in its price in order for an in
crease in energy efficiency to reduce the
demand for energy. However, the only
guarantee realized from meeting this re
quirement is that the improvement in
energy et1kienqT will result in Servings in
energy and energy costs. Therefore, the
requirement that the percentage increase
in the quantity demanded for an energy
using item should be less than the per
centage decrease in its price is a neces
sary but insufficient condition on which
to base investments in improvements in
energyeffkienqT.

An economic formula is derived to cal
culate energy savings from improvements
in energy effkienqT. This formula takes
into account the variability ofdemand for
the energy using item. This formula also
provides a basis to use to adjust engi
neering estimates ofenergy savings, given
that those estimates implicitly assume
tl1at the demand variability is zero. Finally,

-: analysis provides formulas to deter
_~"111e alternative cost effectiveness indi
cators such as real and nominal internal
rates of return, true and simple paybacks,
benefitlcost ratios, and the annualized
investment cost per unit of energy saved.

These indicators may be used to ascer
tain whether a specific energy conserva
tion measure will yield an energy cost
savings that, over its life, exceeds its in
vestment cost.

The Economics ofAlternative
Energy Resources and Technologies
in Minnesota

Aseries offive reports (discussed below)
were written for the Legislative Commis
sion on Minnesota Resources as separate
reports, but have been published as a
single package. The macro-economic im
pacts report, presented first, represents
the culmination of the series and the
statement of broad, economy-wide im
pacts. The incentives report is presented
next as a review of possible programs
that state government could implement
to realize the beneficial impacts of alter
native energy development. The incen
tives report includes an evaluation of the
effectiveness of some alternative energy
incentives. The final three reports pre
sented are the residential, commercial/
industrial, and utilities reports. These re
p0l1S provide background information for
the macro-economic impacts paper, as
well as reference information on alterna
tive energy resources and technologies
in ~/linnesota .

1. Economic ImpactofAfternative
Energy Development in Minnesota
This report describes, for a set of three
scenarios, the potential economic impact
ofalternative energy development on the
Ivlinnesota economy. In the most opti
mistic scenario, alternative energy devel
opment could result in an additional $4.5
billion in gross state product, $3.7 billion
in personal income, $200 million in state
tCL,( revenues, and 151,000 jobs in the year
2000. All monetary amounts are in 1983
dollars. To realize all or part of this poten
tial, the substantial barriers to alternative
energy development would have to be
reduced or eliminated.

2. The Effectiveness ofGovernnzent
Incentives to Alternative Energy
Development
This report presents a rationale for gov
ernment incentives to alternative energy
development and relates that rationale to
five types of incentives available to gov
ernment: targeted incentives, direct regu
lation, incentives based on energy saved,
non-targeted incentives, and conventional
fuel tCL'(es. The effectiveness of the major
incentives now in use by state govern
ments is tested by using active solar resi
dential hot water installations data that is
available from Ivlinnesota and other states.
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The results suggest that state income tCL,(
credits, sales tCL'( exemptions, and grant
or loan programs are effective. Increases
in conventional fuel (i.e., natural gas)
prices through tCL'(ation or other means
also appear to be effective incentives.

3. Costs andBenefits ofResidential
Alternative Energy Conversion
This report describes the costs and bene
tits of residential alternative energy re
sources and technologies. Residences that
use fuel oil or electricity as heating fuels
are more likely to tind alternative energy
technologies that are cost effective than
are customers with natural gas heating.
Generally, the most cost effective alterna
tive energy technologies are passive solari
superinsulation, direct burning of free
wood or biomass, and manure digestion
on large feedlots. These are followed by
active solar, direct burning of wood or
biomass pellets that cost $2 to $4 per
million Btu, and wind energy in some
parts of the state. Liquefaction to ethanol
does not appear to be cost effective, but
may be feasible for individuals who can
te1ke advantage of te'L,( benefits and subsidies.

4. Costs andBenefits ofCommercialI
IndustrialAlternative Energy
Conversion
This rep011 identities several cost effec
tive alternative energy technologies for
commercial and industrial applications.
Conversion of solar energy for commer
cial/industrial applications appears to be
cost et1ective compared with kerosene,
#2 fuel oil, LPG (propane) and electricity.
Conversion of wind energy to electricity
can be cost effective compared with con
ventionally available electricity. Direct
burning of biomass can be cost effective
compared with all conventional fuels ex
cept coal. On-site gasitlcation ofbiomass
for businesses and industries already
owning gas or oil burning equipment is
cost et1ective compared with natural gas,
LPG, #2 fuel oil and residual oil. Biomass
liquef~lction to methanol can be cost ef
fective compared with gasoline, and with
#2 fuel oil and kerosene. Liquebction to
ethanol does not appear to be cost et1ec
tive at this time.

5. Costs andBenefits ofAlternative
Energy Conversion by Electric and
Natural Gas Utilities
This report assesses the costs and bene
tits of alternative energy conversion by
electric and natural gas utilities in Minne
sota. Hydropower at specifk existing
darns and wood residue combustion at
existing coal-fll'ed electric power plants
are identifIed as cost et1ective based on
direct costs alone. A major economic dis-
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advantage of utilities relative to other
businesses involved in alternative energy
conversion is that utilities are not eligible
for energy investment tax credits. In addi
tion, utilities compare the cost of alterna
tive energy with the production cost of
conventional energy, while utility custo
mers compare alternative energy costs
with end-use conventional energy costs,
which are greater. A comparison of this
report with other reports in this series
reveals many more alternative energyop
tions for utility customers than for utili
ties themselves.

Electric Capacity Situation
in Minnesota

111is paper addresses concerns abotlt ex
cess generating capacity and the faltering
taconite industry in Minnesota. The Mid
Continent Area Power Pool (NlAPP) re
gion currently (as of the date of the re
port) has over 40 percent reserves, com
pared to a 15 percent minimum reserves
required by the electric utility industlY.

The present analysis leads to three
main conclusions. First, reasonable future
performance levels of the taconite indus
try will not affect the statewide electric
capacity situation nearly as much as the
uncertainty in future levels of demand.
Unceltainty about filture economic growth,
conservation improvements, and substi
tution effects will affect filture load grmvth
to a much greater magnitude. Since Nlin
nesota Power and Light Company pro
vides electric service to the taconite in
dustly, the utility will experience excess
capacity in tl1e 1980's. This excess capacity
situation could be intensified further
when Sherco 3 comes online in the late
1980's and by lm,ver growth in electric
requirements by the electric cooperatives.

The second conclusion is that Minne
sota will not experience excessive reli
ance on expensive oil and gas fired gener
ating capacity in this century, thus bene
riting the state's electric consumers. The
present ample capacity situation, lmv
groV\rth rates in demand, and anticipated
capacity additions all contribute to avoid
undesirable reliance on oil.

In order to address the question of
whetl1er present or planned capacity levels
are costly to consumers, the state's gener
ation mix must be considered. Increas
ing reserve margins may be appropriate if
the addition ofgenerating capacity bene
fits elecuic customers (and society) d1rough
displacement of expensive generating
capacity or through decreases in environ
mental degradation.

The third conclusion is that Minnesota
will continue to have sufficient electric
capacity up to the late 1990s. It is probable
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that electric imports from Canada will
continue beyond 1993 and that additional
hydro capacity in Canada would be made
available to serve Minnesota and neigh
boring states.

Electric Utility Forecasts 1977-1981:
A Report on the Effects ofReduced
Forecasts ofDemand onMinnesota's
Needfor New Power Plants

This report documents electric utilities'
annual peak demand and sales forecasts
and shows how these forecasts have been
substantially reduced. It correlates the re
duction in peak demand forecasts to a
large decrease in anticipated need for
newpower plants and compares the utili
ties' forecasts with those of the Energy
Division.

Since 1977, electric utilities serving
Minnesota have made 14 one-year fore
casts for summer and winter peak ofelec
uical demand. DUling d1e five years studied,
the most significant characteristic of the
utilities' projections has been a consistent
year-to-year reduction in forecasted de
mand. Minnesota utilities projected a
need for 6,472 megawatts less capacity in
1981 than projected in 1977.

Energy Code Comparison Paper
The 1984 Minnesota Energy Code
Compared to the 1978 Code

This paper is a point-by-point compari
son of the new 1984 Energy Code with
the now outdated code that was in place
since 1978. The paper has been written in
language more "readable" than the code
rules. All parties who order copies of the
Minnesota Energy Code from the State
Documents Center will also receive a
copy of this comparison paper.

The Energy EfficientBUildings
Program Needs Assessment

111e Energy Division conducted this needs
assessment in 1981 to provide a better
understanding of the decisions that de
termine the energy eff1ciency of new
buildings and of how those decisions
may be influenced. People from 11 target
groups were questioned to determine:
.. present practices in new building de
sign and construction to achieve energy
eff1ciency
.. the barriers that prevent increased use
of energy efficient design and construc
tion techniques
.. the types of information needed to ad
VcU1ce d1e use of energy efficient techniques
.. the most effective delivery mechanism
that could be used to provide that infor
mation to the different audience groups

The 11 target groups surveyed were:

architects, HVAC engineers, insulation
conu'actors, lumbelyard estimators, general
contractors, residential developers, com
mercial developers ofproperty for salt;
lease, commercial developers ofprope,
for self-occupancy, residential owners of
new homes, commercial lighting de
signers, and building code officials.

Evaluation ofthe Minnesota
Mini-audit Program

111is studywas prepared by Lynn B. Olsson,
FE., and Tom Schubbe, in May 1982. It is a
study of institutions that had mini-audits
performed to determine the quality of
the original audit, the level of implemen
tation on the part of the institution and
the result of that audit, and perceptions
and attitudes of the institutional staff re
garding the original audit.

A mini-audit is a brief walk-through
energy survey by a certified auditor and
maintenance staffof the facility to identifY
low and no cost changes in the operation
and maintenance procedures at the build
ing to save energy.

The researchers analyzed 110 previously
audited buildings, each randomly chosen
from Energy Division files. The sample
consisted of 39 school, 30 hospital, and
41 local goVel11111ent buildings - all auditerl
during the fiscal year July 1979 to Ju
1980. Energy use at each was examineu
for the fiscal year before and after the
audit to confirm the savings due to im
plementing energy conservation mea
sures. As a part of the study, each building
was reaudited by a mechanical engineer
using standard engineering procedures
and calculations to establish an optimal
or benchmark audit. This was used to
evaluate the original audit and to verifY
the implementation of action recom
mended in the original audit. The engi
neer also administered a brief survey to a
staff member at each site to assess atti
tudes toward the original audit process.

The table below shows the percentage
of measures in the benchmark audit that
the mini-auditor recommended in the
original audit - a measure of the quality
of the original draft. The table also shows
the percent to which institutional staff
implemented measures recon1111ended in
the original audit.

Building Audit Level of
Type Quality Implementatic

Schools 59.1% 50.0%
Hospitals 63.3% 45.9%
Local
Governments 52.4% 38.5%



particular, deregulating "old gas" (gas
fi'om wells drilled beforeApril 1977) could
add hundreds of millions of dollars to
Minnesota's gas bill with no appreciable
offsetting gain.

The Energy Division's own analysis of
the effects of accelerated decontrol show
a significant redistribution of income
from labor and non-gas-related capital
sectors to gas-related capital. In addition,
both inflation and unemployment would
be higher than under the NGPA scenario.
Gas supplies, after increasing for the first
three years after accelerated decontrol,
would be lower than under the NGPA for
the next twelve years.

111e results ofthe questionnaire showed
80 percent of the respondents were satis
fied with the original audit, 42 percent

iicated energy conservation actions
Jderately increased as a result of the

audit, and 15 percent said the audit re-
sulted in signitlcant increases. Lastly, the
study showed that these actions resulted
in measurable reductions in the energy
consumption at the facilities.

The following table shows the annual
energy consumption (adjusted for the
effects of weather) before the audit and
the average reduction in energy use as a
result of conservation actions in the
buildings.

Building Type

Schools

Hospitals

Local Governments

Energy Consumption
Before Audit
(1978-79)
MBtu per ft2

116.0

298.4

141.7

Energy ConsUlnption
After Audit
(1980-81)
MBtuperft2

104.4

273.6

131.4

Percent
Reduction

9.9%

8.3%

7.2%
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In reaction to these problems, d1e Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC),
the agency chcu'ged with regulating gas
mcu'kets, has abdicated its statutory re
sponsibility to protect natural gas con
sumers fi'om unreasonably high gas prices.
In pcuticulcu', FERC's intelpretation of the
"fraud and abuse" standcu'd ofthe Natural
Gas Policy Act is so nCUTOW as to virtually
assure pipelines that all gas purchase costs
will be passed through to consumers.

The FERC has the statutory authority to
deal with these questions. One way of
curbing gas purchase abuses would be to
make the pipelines' rate of return de
pendent on its avoidance of load loss
(due to the purchase of expensive gas
which makes its average supply cost un
cori1petitive). Such a mcu'ket based mecha
nism would give pipelines a strong in
centive to reduce their gas costs while
permitting them flexibility to determine
exactly how this can be accomplished.

Measured Thermal Performance
and the Cost ofConservationfor a
Group ofEnergy Efficient
Minnesota Homes

Field Study ofThirty-flve Houses in
4-J,e Minnesota Weatherization
rogram

Afield studywas conducted of35 wead1er
ized houses in which energy use before
and after retrofit had previously been
analyzed. 111e study included blower door
testing, infrared scans, and occupant ques
tionnaires. Results of the study indicate
that: 1) attic bypasses are a frequent prob
lem, 2) although the quality of insulation
in houses wead1elized under d1e Wead1eli
zation Program was not always perfect,
fewer voids were found than in houses
insulated by private contractors, and 3)
d1e infiltration rate of a house may be a
factor in the temperature at which the
occupants set their thermostat. Analysis
ofthe appcu'ent high cu1d low energy savers
indicates that these cases cu'e frequently a
result of factors other than weatheriza
tion, such as extended periods away from
the home or changes in applicu1Ces.

Impact ofthe Natural Gas Policy Act
on Current andProjected Natural
Gas Markets (Comments submitted
to the Federal Energy RegulatolJl
COlnmission) August 1982)

~ i.ccelerating the decontrol ofgas prices at
the we1ll1ead in advance of theJanuary 1,
1985, date set by the Natural Gas Policy
Act (NGPA) will have a severe negative
impact on Minnesota and the nation. In

Accelerated decontrol is not needed to
avoid a large price "spike" in 1985. Gas
prices have risen faster under the NGPA
than had been anticipated. Conversely,
oil prices (the deregulated gas price is
assumed to be about 70 percent of the
cost of crude oil) have fallen drastically.
There is very little "gap" to be closed.

Finally, proponents of accelerated de
control cite the possibility that, with old
gas prices remaining under controls, pipe
lines with lcu'ge amounts of old gas, and
hence lower average costs, will bid higher
prices for decontrolled gas, thereby de
nying those supplies to pipelines with a
smaller old gas "cushion." Evidence based
on current purchases of deregulated gas,
however, do not becu' out this theory. Less
deregulated gas has been purchased, and
at a lower price, by pipelines with large
old gas cushions.

Inquiry into Purchasing Practices
ofInterstate Pipelines (C017l1nents
submitted to the Federal Energy
RegulatolJ) C017unmission) june 1983)

Natural gas mcu'kets cu'e in obvious dis
equilibrium. There is a glut of gas sup
plies cu1d demcu1d has dropped, yet prices
have not fallen. Pipeline companies cu'e
ttying to modi~T the terms of past con
tt'acts, unilaterally or through negotiations
with producers, because they cannot sell
the gas at contt'acted prices.

In 1980, the Minnesota Housing Finance
Agency (MHFA) implemented a major
housing program to demonstrate to the
building community and to the public
that energy efficient housing was within
the reach of available technology. Under
the program, 144 housing units were
constructed by 23 builders throughout
Minnesota. The designs for these were
selected on the basis of their predicted
energy performance, simplicity of opera
tion, integration of solar domestic hot
water system, aesthetic qualities, appcu'ent
cost ef1ectiveness, and marketability.

This paper reports the preliminary re
sults of energy use, blower door tests,
cost analysis, and construction problem
information. The flndings include:
o The average Thermal Integrity Factor
(TIF) ofall houses measured so far is 2.66
Btu per square foot per degree day (Btu/
ft2/DD), which is below the program goal
of 3.0 Btu/ft2/DD. A typical new Minne
sota house would have a TIF of between
6 and 8.
0111e builders that spent more dun $7,000
used 20 percent more energy than the
builders that spent less than $7,000.
o It appecu's that for an extra cost of about
$5.00/ft2, a house can be built that will
save about 5 Btu/ft2/DD compared to
conventional constt1.lction, or about 40,000
Btu/ft2 per year. If we assume a space
heating cost of $10.00 per million Btu cu1d
a present worth factor of 18, the energy
saved by the $5.00/ft2 investment has a
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present worth of $7.20. The simple pay
back for this investment would be 12.5
years.
• In attempting to apply construction
techniques that would reduce the air
change rate, builders found their greatest
problem was training the work crews to
properly handle and install air vapor bar
riers.
• The problems that arose during the pro
gram were caused by 1) lack of develop
ment in building techniques, building
material, and equipment; and 2) insuf
tkient knowledge and experience with
the design and construction of energy
efficient housing.

Minnesota Energy Code Rule
making: Statement ofNeed and
Reasonableness

This serves as the principal proof of the
need and reasonableness ofadopting the
1984 Minnesota Energy Code, It provides
infcJrmation on the authority for the rule
making activity, compliancewid1 d1e State's
legal rule-making procedures, and the
need and reasonableness of each ele
ment of the proposed rules. The process
by which outside opinion was obtained
to f(Jrmulate the rules is explained.Justifi
cation is also given for specific building
requirements such as foundation wall in
sulation and vapor barriers.

Minnesota~sPosition on Current
AcidRain Legislation

The Energy Division believes that enough
is known about the relationship between
sulfur dioxide (S02) emissions and acid
rain to justify implementation of emis
sions reduction technologies. The Divi
sion favors the development of a "super
fund" through which capital investments
f(.)r S02 emissions would be subsidized.
Such a fund would remove a major ob
stacle - financing problems - to the retro
fit of aging power plants. However, the
Division believes that these funds should
be raised from a teL'\: on S02 emissions
rather than a teL'\: on generation.

An emissions teL'\: would be more equit
able than a generation teL'\: (as proposed
in the Sikorski bill) because it would take
into account past investments on S02
emissions reduction technology. In addi
tion, the cost to polluters would be com
mensurate to their share of S02 emis
sions. An emissions teL'\: would also pro
vide a teL'\: incentive to reduce S02 emis
sions.

The Energy Division fervors the straight
forward proportion method contained in
the .Mitchell bill rather than the formula
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contained in the Sikorski bill. The Mitchell
bill gives better recognition of past in
vestments in S02 emissions control.

A straight emissions teL'\: may be politi
cally unfeasible due to the high costs that
would be borne by the central industrial
states that have high levels of S02 emis
sions. Therefore, it may be necessary to
compromise on the funding sources for
the superfund. Such a compromise could
involve raising half the amount ofa super
fundliom ageneration tax and the other
half from an emissions teL'\:.

OptimalEnergy Conservation
Investmentsfor Elernentary and
Secondary Schools from a Cost
effectiveness Analysis ofEnergy
Conservation Measures in
Minnesota IBGP Maxi-audits

This is a cost/benefit analysis of meL"{i
audit data from 200 elementeuy emd sec
ondary schools in Minnesota to deter
mine optimal levels of energy conserva
tion investments in schools eligible for
funding under the Institutional Building
Grants Program (IBGP). The analytical
fl'amework is based on An Economic
Short-run Equilibrium NJodel of Invest
lnents in Energy Conservation, which is
described in a separate abstract. For the
purposes of the study, an investment in a
specifk measure to improve energy ef
fkiency is cost effective if the present
value of energy cost savings realized dur
ing the life of the improvement exceeds
the investment cost. In turn, the optimal
level of investment is the sum of the
individual costs ofall cost effective energy
conservation measures.

This study found average optimum
levels of cost eftective investments of
$70,000 per building (or $1.60 per square
foot) for elementcuy schools cu1d $176,000
per building ($1.38 per squcu'e foot) for
secondary schools. The annual energy
cost savings resulting from these levels of
investments would be approximately
$10,000 per building ($0.23 per squcu'e
foot) and $32,000 per building ($0.25
per square foot) for elementary and
secondary schools, respectively, using
1982 energy prices. On the average, these
figures represent reductions in annual
energy use by 33.5 percent for elementcuy
schools and by 35.2 percent for secondcuy
schools. These translate into average an
nual energy cost savings by 29.6 percent
cu1d 31.1 percent for elementary and sec
ondary schools, respectively, Notice that
the difference betvveen the percentage
annual energy use reduction and percen
tage annual energy cost savings reflects
the savings of different energy types,

which differ in price, that would result
from the investments to improve energy
eftkiency.

For all cost effective measures, the stuck
found that, on the average, energy co
servation investments have a payback
period of seven years for elementary
schools and sL'\: yecu's for secondcuy schools.
Finally, for every dollcu' of energy conser
vation investment, the present value of
energy cost savings realized over the life
of CU1 investment is $3.60 for elementcuy
schools cu1d $3.80 for secondcuy schools.

Phase IIAnalysis ofEnergy
Conservation Investments
in Minnesota Public Schools

This research project analyzed the Tech
nicalAssistance (meL'(j-audit) and Energy
Conservation grcu1ts awcu'ded under Phase
II of the Federal Institutional Conserva
tion Progrcu11. Data were collected on over
300 public school buildings from more
than 200 public school districts. The data
collected include 1978-79 energy use and
cost, 1981-82 energy use and cost, types
of energy projects implemented, costs of
energy projects implemented, amount of
grants money awarded, district attitudes
about energy conselvation, and the needs
of the public school sector. PreliminalT
cu1alysis has been completed. Final cu1alysL
cu1d publication is scheduled for fall of
1984.

PlanningandZoningforSolar
Access: A GuideforMinnesota
Communities

The purpose of this guide is to provide
information on solar access to planning
and zoning staffand to elected officials to
enable them to: remove barriers to soIai'
energy use, facilitate good solar access in
new areas of development by modifying
zoning and subdivision regulations, cu1d
provide firmer guarantees of solar access
such as solar access permits.

The guidebook includes background
information on solar energy systems and
solar geometry. Basic solar access policy
issues cu'e discussed and sample goal and
policy statements cu'e provided. The chapter
on removing barriers to solar energy use
considers definitions, use designation,
and zoning revisions such as exempting
solar systems fl.-om height and setback
requirements.

The discussion of solar access protec
tion techniques is divided into t\vo chap
ters. One chapter focuses on protection
techniques suitable in areas of existing
development such as easements cu1d solar
access permits. The other chapter covers



techniques to facilitate area-wide solar
access for currently undeveloped areas.
Model language is provided in both

'-lpters.
legetation and solar access concerns

are discussed and model language is pro
vided. Applying solar access protection
techniques in commercial and industrial
zoning districts is briefly considered.

Appendices include discussions of as
sessing solar access potential'in both exist
ing neighborhoods and undeveloped
areas.

Proposalfor Inverted Natural Gas
Rates (Testi1JlOny before tbe JllIinnesota
Public Utilities C01Junission) 1980-1983)

Natural gas is presently priced on an aver
age cost basis. That is, more expensive,
recently discovered gas is averaged in
with cheaper gas contracts signed many
years ago. However, as consumption rises,
it is the newer gas costs that must be
incurred. Conversely, as conservation in
vestments reduce the need for additional
gas purchases, it is these more expensive
gas costs that are avoided. A flat pricing
structure based on average costs thus
gives consumers inaccurate price signals
because it does not present them with
, ~ actual replacement costs (or avoided

sts) of the fuel they are consuming (or
conserving).

An inverted rate structure is designed
to mirror the actual structure of gas costs
by charging a below average rate for con
sumption below a certain amount and a
rate closer to the replacement cost of gas
for units of consumption above a given
level. By constructing the rate so that con
sumers will have some portion of their
consumption in the higher priced "tail
block," we can insure that most con
sumers will be making consumption/
conservation decisions based on the higher
"tailblock price." This mechanism in
creases the incentive to conserve by rais
ing the dollars saved by consumers who
make conservation investments.

Inverted rates do not result in higher
gas bills for all consumers. By manipu
lating the "height" and "width" of the
tvvo consumption blocks, any number of
rate structures can be produced. In the
past, the Energy Division has advocated a
rate that would result in yearly gas bills
identical to those produced under a flat
rate. However, the increased incentive to

'nserve would still be present.
lnverted rates would operate only dur

ing winter months, when the bulk of gas
is consumed for heating purposes. Flat
rates would be instituted durir'lg non
winter months.

Redevelopment ofMinnesota's
HydropowerResources (June 1983)

This report summarizes the efforts that
have occurred during the last two years to
redevelop hydroelectric facilities.

According to the Energy Division's 1982
biennial report, Minnesota realizes ap
proximately half of its hydropower po
tential. Using presently available tech
nology, it may be possible to develop the
remaining half if favorable financing terms
and power prices are attainable. As tech
nological advancements are made, addi
tional sites may become feasible.

With funding from the Legislative Com
mission on Minnesota Resources, the
Energy Division established a Hydro
power Redevelopment Program. This pro
gram has been a cooperative effort be
tween the Energy Division, the Minnesota
Department ofNatural Resources (DNR),
the St. Anthony Falls Hydraulic Laboratory
and the Hydropower Redevelopment Task
Force. The Task Force was formed in
]anuaty 1981 at1d consists ofseveral groups,
including communities interested in re
developing hydro sites, electric utilities
and cooperatives, the St. Anthony Falls
Hydraulic Lab, and various state agencies
with an interest in water resources and
hydropower development. The Task Force
has become a useful mechanism for pro
viding information to communities and
for resolving common problems. The
Energy Division's work has been to pro
vide assistance to communities and co
ordinate local, state and federal govern
ment agencies on hydropower projects.

The Water Division of the Department
of Natural Resources played a major sup
portive role in the hydropower redevel
opment project. Legislation passed dur
ing the 1980 Legislative Session allowed
communities to apply for funds for hydro
feasibility studies using DNR/Dam Safety
funds. During dam safety inspections,
DNR/Dam Safety staff talked to dam own
ers about inCOl1JOrating future hydro de
velopment plans into their dam repair
projects. Stafffrom DNR's Dam Safety unit
played an active role at task force meet
ings by providing status report updates
on feasibility studies and also in explain
ing state regulatory requirements.

The St. Anthony Falls Hydraulic Labora
tory that is attached to the University of
IvIinnesota has been instrumental in the
state's program to redevelop hydropower.
It has conducted two major survey studies
that have identified 65 sites that merit
consideration for development. The
laboratOly has also conducted seven feasi
bility studies for communities and one
for Northern States Power Company. Posi-
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tive recommendations were made for
several of the sites. Many of these com
munities are pursuing redevelopment
with the assistance of the Energy Division
staff. The laboratory is also installing a
turbine testing facility as a part of its pro
gram to become a nationwide center for
hydropower research.

ResidentialEnergy Audits in
Minnesota: A Process Evaluation

An evaluation of Minnesota's Residential
Conservation Service (RCS) program was
conducted after six months ofoperation.
It found that recently audited customers
were significantly more likely to plan
conservation actions than non-audited
customers, despite similar prior conser
vation behavior. The indicators of pro
gram effectiveness that were examined
were participation rates, customer satis
faction, at1d conservation actions intended
and taken. The evaluators found that:
41 The two reasons cited most often for
not requesting an audit were the percep
tion that one's home was already energy
efficient and a lack of awat'eness of the
audi t's availabli ty.
41 Some demographic dif1erences exist
between patticipat1ts and non-patticipat1ts;
however, they are smaller than the dif
ferences that exist betvveen eligible cus
tomers and the entire residential sector.
41 Audited customers were generally satis
fied with the service; they also seemed
more satisfIed with the auditor than with
the written materials they received.
41 The audit had a positive inf1uence in
stimulating overall conservation behavior;
it was more effective in stimulating low
cost, quick payback conservation im
provements.

Solar PerformanceMonitoring
Solar Domestic Hot Water SJ'stems
andPassive Solar Homes

This volume contains tvvo reports (dis
cussed below) that outline the results of
tvvo sol31' performance monitoring proj
ects, which were funded bv and written
for the Legislative Commi;sion on Min
nesota Resources. The flrst report pre
sents the results from a fleld monitoring
study of 14 solar domestic hot water sys
tems in Minnesota. In the second report,
the results of a monitoring study of four
passive solar, energy ef1icient houses are
presented. Indications of the effective
ness of solar energy performance in Min
nesota are provided in both reports.

1. Field Monitoring ofSolar
Domestic Hot Water Systems
in Minnesota
FOluteen SoL'll' Domestic Hot \X1ater (SDHW)
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systems in Minnesota were monitored in
Phase I of this program. This report com
pares predicted solar fractions to actual
solar fractions, predicted performance
per square foot of collector to actual per
formance, and examines auxiliary fuel
consumption, hot water usage, solar pump
energy required, and other variables. The
petiod ofmonitoting ranges Ii-om 5 mond1s
to 2 years on these 14 commercially avail
able systems.

The results of this program demon
strate that SDHW systems can perform
effectively in Minnesota. Four ofthe eight
systems with complete data had moni
tored performances that were within 5
percent of F-chart predictions. Ten of the
fourteen showed favorable economic
performance when compared to electric
water heating.

Phase II of the monitoring program
provided field data on eight batch type
and other innovative water heating sys
tems. The case studies provide a data
base on the performance of these types
of systems. Observations indicate that
both the manufactured and the site built
systems can be cost effective.

2. Performance Monitoring of
Four Energy EfficientResidences
in Minnesota
Four passive solar, energy efficient houses
in Nlinnesota were monitored during the
1982-83 heating season as part of the
Solar Energy Research Institute's National
Passive Performance Evaluation Program.
Site selection, the 24 channel data acqui
sition system, real-time data reduction
med10ds, one-time tests and mond1ly data
are presented.

Passive solar contribution ranged from
34 percent at Northfield to 11 percent at
Esko. Brainerd, with an average solar
contribution of 15 percent, depended on
two trombe walls that appear to have
limited effectiveness, given Nlinnesota's
latitude and cloudy winters. Thermal In
tegrity Factors (TIF) ranged from .56 to
2.47 Btu per square foot per degree day.

A StatisticalAnalysis ofEmergency
Funds Provided by the Low Income
Energy Assistance Program and the
Incidence ofHeatingEquipmentFires

Due to the petroleum price shocks ex
perienced in the 1970's, many Minnesota
homes returned to wood burning as a
means ofreducing fuel costs. As the num
ber of homes heating with wood has in
creased,wood burning equipment has
become the leading cause of fires in one
and two family dwellings in Minnesota.
This problem is many times magnified
when systems used to burn wood or other
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heating fuels are damaged, malfunction,
or are "home-made." The problem of
substandard or malfunctioning equip
l11ent is prevalent among Minnesota's low
income households. This problem has
been addressed by the staff of Minne
sota's Low Income EnergyAssistance Pro
gram (LIEAP). What resulted was the Con
selvation/Repair Program, through which
LIEAP provides funds to eligible house
holds to repair heating equipment when
funds are not available for those repairs
from other programs.

In 1982, as part of the Conservation/
Repair Program, the Energy Analysis Unit
of the Energy Division was asked to initi
ate an ongoing correlation/regression
study to determine whether money pro
vided by this program was an agent in
reducing residential fires. So far the study
has provided inconclusive results in terms
of correlating repair funds to a reduction
in residential home fires. This may be
due to the relatively small amount of re
pair funds provided during the first two
years of the program. However, the study
has shown that Minnesota homes that
burn wood as a major source of heat ex
perience a statistically significant high in
cidence of fire. The analysis is performed
each year as data from the State Fire
Marshal's Office becomes available. Final
results are available in October of each
year.

A StatisticalAnalysis ofPassive Solar
SuperinsulatedHouses inMinnesota

This study used multiple regression
analysis to analyze the space heat per
formance of 46 passive solar superinsu
lated homes whose construction was
financed by d1e Minnesota Housing Finance
Agency (MHFA). The results suggest that
houses with more south facing glass rela
tive to floor area may not perform as
predicted. In the houses with less south
facing glass, the passive solar components
appeared to perform as predicted.

Superinsulated Housing
Demonstration Project
Construction Reports

In 1981, the Minnesota Legislature pro
vided funding for a Superinsulated Hous
ing Demonstration Project. A major part
of this project was the construction
throughout the state of superinsulated
homes, including new and remodeled
houses. Twenty new and six remodeled
home projects were completed in 1982
and 1983.

This report reviews the construction
problems and costs reported in written
and oral communication with the project

leaders, and highlights the solutions and
suggestions project leaders had regard
ing supednsulation C011SU1.lction techniques.

Virginia, Minnesota Peat Test Bu,":
Project: FinalReportUune 1984)

This report presents the results ofa series
of eight boiler tests conducted at the
municipal power plant in Virginia, Min
nesota. The purpose of these tests was to
document the relative performance of
the boiler using various blends of peat,
coal and wood for fuel. In addition to
general operating characteristics, items
of specific interest were the determina
tion ofboiler capacity, efficie11(_)T and emis
sions. The test boiler was a 60,000 pound
per hour (pph) unit using a spreader
stoker feeding onto a traveling grate. Tests
were conducted during the 1982-83 and
1983-84 heating seasons, using the stand
ard methodologies of the ASME and EPA.

Results of the testing indicate no sig
nificant technical problems to the use of
peat as a fuel in this particular furnace.
M3..L'Cimum steaming capacity, when burn
ing an eastern bituminous coal, is in ex
cess of 60,000 pph. Blends of peat and
westem subbituminous coal cause capacity
to steadily decrease; a maximum of33,000
pph was realized using 75 percent peat
and 25 percent western subbituminou'
coal. Boiler efficiencies varied betweel
69 and 82 percent, with most values in
the upper 70 percent range. There was
no strong correlation between efficiency
and fuel type. Particulate emissions varied
substantially, but again there was no cor
relation between pal1iculate levels and
fuel type. There was a weak correlation
between increasing sulfur content and
increasing SOz levels. However, the low
sulfur in the fuels used brought all levels
below EPA standal'ds. There was a strong
correlation betvveen increasing nitrogen
content and increasing NOx emissions.
Although there are presently no limits for
NOx on the test boiler, this is of concern
because peat is a higher nitrogen fuel
than coal. There were no other opera
tional problems noted. Therefore, it ap
pears that the use of peat is primarily an
economic question rather than a techni
cal qllestion.

ZoningforEarth Sheltered
Construction: A Guidefor
Minnesota Communities

Local zoning ordinances may contaip
provisions that inhibit or prohibit eal11
sheltered buildings. These provisions al'e
typically not intentional barriers, but indi
cate zoning language that was written
before earth sheltering became a viable



construction option. The purpose of this
guide is to provide information on earth
sheltered buildings and related zoning
issues to enable planning and zoning staff
and elected otIicials to remove barriers to
this construction technique.

The gUide provides background infor
mation that explains what earth shelter
ing is and why zoning can be a barrier to
this construction technique. Model zon
ing language to eliminate prohibitions
and barriers to earth sheltering are in
cluded and fully discussed. Model regu
lations to ensure that earth sheltered
buildings are safe and as compatible as
possible with adjacent structures are'also
considered. Model planning goals and
policies concerning earth sheltered build
ings are provided, Model subdivision
regulations to facilitate earth sheltered
buildings in areas of new development
are also included.

Zoningfor Wind Machines: A Guide
for Minnesota Communities

Local zoning ordinances typically do not
contain any specific references to wind
energy cbnversion systems. Trying to ap
ply existing zoning provisions, like height
regulations, to wind machines can be
difficult and may represent an unreason
able restriction to wind machine installa
tions in areas under zoning jurisdiction.
The purpose of this guidebook is to pro
vide information on wind machines and
related zoning issues to enable planning
and zoning staff and elected officials to
make informed decisions on how small
wind machines can be addressed in com
munity plans and zoning. Commercial
wind farms and large wind machines
(greater than 50-foot rotor diameter) are
not considered in the guide.

The guide provides background infor
mation on wind machines. Zoning and
elected officials need some basic knowl
edge about wind machines to develop
reasonable regulations, Model zoning
language with full discussions explaining
the model provisions comprise the bulk
of the gUide. Zoningconcerns addressed
include definitions, use designation, size
regulations, safety of installation and de
sign, siting regulations, noise, and com
munications interference. Model planning
goals and policies on use designation
and wind access are provided, Model
subdivision regulations on facilitating sit
ing of wind machines in areas of new
development are also included.
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Table 1
U.S. Economic and Demographic Data, 1960-1982 and Projections through 2000

Gross Personal Employment Population
National Income (Millions) (Millions)
Product (1981
(1981 Billion
Billion Dollars)
Dollars)

1960 1438.9 1143.2 65.8 180;7
1961 1476.5 1175.9 65.7 183.7
1962 1561.6 1226.1 66.7 186.5
1963 1624.6 1269.3 67.8 189.2
1964 1710.1 1338.7 69.3 191.9
1965 1813.2 1418.5 71 .1 194.3
1966 1921.7 1494.9 72.9 196.5
1967 1973.3 1554.8 74.4 198.7
1968 2064.8 1632.6 75.9 200.7
1969 2122.3 1696.5 77.9 20.2.7
1970 2118.4 1730.9 78.7 205.1
1971 2190.4 1765.2 79.4 207.6
1972 2314.4 1856.8 82.1 209.9
1973 2449.0 1967.0 85.1 211.9
1974 2431.7 1981 .4 86.8 213.9
1975 2403.0 1962.2 85.8 216.0
1976 2533.9 2052.1 88.8 218.1
1977 2671.7 2145.5 92.0 220.3
1978 2807.6 2248.2 96.0 222.6
1979 2887.3 2321.5 98.8 225.1
1980 2879.3 2361.8 99.3 227.6
g81 2954.1 2426.9 100.4 229.8

82 2898.5 2425.6 99.5 232.0

Projected

1983 2988.1 2481.6 100.7 234.2
1984 3132.7 2592.2 103.8 236.4
1985 3244.5 2688.2 106.2 238.7
1986 3344.2 2771.4 108.4 240.9
1987 3455.7 2846.6 110.6 243.2
1988 3562.0 2905.9 112.7 245.4
1989 3668.3 2975.7 114.4 247.6
1990 3783.3 3050.8 116.0 249.7
1991 3895.6 3126.1 117.4 251.8
1992 4001.5 3200.8 118.7 253.9
1993 4102.0 3273.4 119.9 255.9
1994 4206.2 3348.6 121 .1 257.8
1995 4312.8 3555.5 122.3 259.6
1996 4506.6 3592.1 123.6 261.4
1997 4633.4 3687.5 124.7 263.1
1998 4762.0 3784.7 125.7 264.8
1999 4895.3 3885.1 126.7 266.4
2000 5031.3 3985.6 127.9 268.0

Source: Data Resources Inc., U.S. Long Term Review, Summer 1983 and Spring 1983 CTrendlong 0683 and Trendlong 2008A), Lexington, Mass.
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Table 2
Minnesota Economic and Demographic Data, 1960-1982

Gross Personal Employment Population
State Income (Thousands) (Thousands)
Product (1981
(1981 Million
Million Dollars)
Dollars)

1960 26293 20365 1282 3414
1961 26955 21107 1286 3470
1962 27872 21850 1304 3513
1963 28897 22837 1309 3531
1964 29670 23382 1323 3558
1965 32094 25356 1358 3592
1966 33983 26673 1401 3617
1967 35222 27786 1433 3659
1968 36721 29246 1464 3703
1969 38276 30720 1513 3758
1970 38431 31692 1556 3806
1971 39331 31988 1591 3860
1972 40915 33461 1629 3877
1973 45934 37613 1685 3890
1974 44425 36576 1690 3904
1975 44168 35793 1683 3921
1976 46268 36893 1739 3954
1977 50090 39780 1809 3980
1978 53345 41407 1903 4024
1979 54642 42912 1953 4060
1980 54009 43275 1984 4076
1981 54868 43938 2034 4101
1982 52888 43562 1997 4133

Projected

1983 53634 42244 1997 4164
1984 55774 44174 2038 4193
1985 57454 45561 2071 4222
1986 59016 46828 2102 4252
1987 60912 48382 2140 4282
1988 62932 50027 2182 4312
1989 64979 51688 2223 4341
1990 67245 53538 2269 4371
1991 69456 55409 2316 4397
1992 71774 57216 2359 4423
1993 73982 59013 2402 4450
1994 76215 60834 2444 4476
1995 78545 62742 2487 4502
1996 80762 64549 2528 4522
1997 82847 66245 2564 4541
1998 84986 67989 2600 4561
1999 87215 69811 2638 4581
2000 89571 71741 2677 4600
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Sources:

Historic Data:

Gross State Product: Minnesota Department of Economic Development,"Minnesota Statistical Profile," 1981, St. Paul. Minnesota Department of
~rgy and Economic Development, "Gross State Product by Sector 1949-1982," St. Paul, Sept. 29, 1983.

I c::rsonallncome: U,S. Department of Commerce, "Survey of Current Business" (April issues), Washington, D.C.

Employment: Minnesota Department of Economic Security Minnesota Work Force Data, Jan. 1960-Dec. 1975, St. Paul. "Review of Labor and
Economic Conditions" (Quarterly), St. Paul.

Projections:

GSP, Personal Income: Minnesota Department of Energy and Economic Development "MINTOM Energy-Economic Forecasts" (Computer printout
of Model Forecasts, April 13, 1984) St. Paul.

Population: Minnesota Office of the State Demographer,
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Table 3
Minnesota Energy Consumption, 1960-1982 (Trillion Btua)

Natural Coal Nuclear Total Propane Gasoline Total Hydro
Gas Power Fuel Gilb Petroleum Power

Products

1960 180.0 135.8 0 153.9 17.4 171.9 343.2 9.3
1961 193.0 132.5 0 149.2 17.2 171.9 338.3 7.7
1962 214.0 133.5 0 160.0 17.9 174.8 352.6 10.1
1963 219.0 141.6 .01 155.2 19.8 180.4 355.4 8.8
1964 237.0 157.6 .6 157.5 19.2 183.2 359.9 9.9
1965 249.3 160.9 1.6 166.5 22.2 190.2 379.0 11.5
1966 266.0 170.3 1.4 173.6 24.9 200.0 398.5 12.4
1967 284.2 161.0 1.5 168.3 26.8 204.3 399.4 9.1
1968 308.9 150.3 .2 173.7 29.6 215.7 419.0 10.6
1969 319.4 187.7 0 199.7 33.7 229.8 463.2 10.5
1970 334.6 176.0 0 205.4 28.9 238.4 472.7 9.2
1971 242.8 151.7 15.2 215.4 31.0 251.0 497.4 10.1
1972 345.2 158.8 38.8 239.9 34.3 263.7 538.0 10.8
1973 353.8 174.2 35.7 231.6 37.7 269.4 538.7 10.9
1974 339.5 183.9 47.6 208.1 35.6 256.5 500.2 9.4
1975 316.6 183.6 106.4 195.6 35.3 261.2 492.1 9.4
1976 299.5 223.3 108.1 219.4 33.7 271.6 524.8 6.0
1977 268.9 263.9 121.8 205.8 33.9 278.5 518:2 6.9
1978 279.5 256.2 126.5 214.9 31.6 290.4 536.9 11.7
1979 298.4 230.2 125.5 216.3 37.2 277.7 531.2 9.9
1980 282.6 250.5 109.4 173.4 27.2 254.3 454.9 8.3
1981 266.7 255.4 111 .1 143.8 25.8 241.2 410.8 10.0
1982 262.9 220.3 111.2 154.0 27.6 241.4 423.0 11 .0

aBtu figures based on unrounded physical unit numbers.

bTotal fuel oil represents the sum of distillate, jet fuel and residual fuel oils.

cNet import or export of electricity is the difference between the amount of energy in electricity sold within a state (including associated losses) and the
energy inputatthe electric utilities within the state. A positive number indicates that more electricity came into the state than went out ofthe state during
the year; conversely, a negative number indicates that more electricity went out of the state than came in. A net import of electricity is represented by a
positive number, while a net export is represented by a negative number. The Btu value represents the primary energy used in the generation of the net
import or export of electricity.

dElectric consumption in Minnesota is generated from the earlier listed primary energy sources (or is imported). It is separately listed here jn the last
column and is not included in determining total energy use in Minnesota. The Btu value represents the heating value ofthe kWh delivery to the ultimate
consumer.

Note:
Due to independent rounding, individual fuel sums may not add to total.

Sources:

All Fuels
1960-64: State Energy Data Report, July 1982, U.S. DOE/EIA, Washington, D.C.

Natural Gas, Electricity
1965-82: Policy Analysis Division, Minnesota Department of Energy and Economic Development.

Residual
1965-81: State Energy Data Report, July 1982, U.S. DOE/EIA, Washington, D.C

1982: Petroleum Supply Annual 1982, Volume 1, June 1983, U.S. DOE/EIA, Washington, D.C.

Propane
1965-75: State Energy Data Report, July 1982, U.S. DOE/EIA, Washington, D.C.
1976-82: Policy Analysis Division, Minnesota Department of Energy and Economic Development.

Jet Fuel, Distillate, Gasoline
1965-82: Minnesota Department of Revenue (Petroleum Division) "Product Receipts, Collections, Refunds & Distribution," (Monthly), St. Paul,
Minnesota.

Coal
1965-75: State Energy Data Report, June 1982, U.S. DOE/EIA, Washington D.C.
1976-82: Policy Analysis Division, Minnesota Department of Energy and Economic Development.

Nuclear, Hydro
1965-75: State Energy Data Report, July 1982, U.S. DOE/EIA, Washington, D.C.
1976-82: Policy Analysis Division, Minnesota Department of Energy and Economic Development.
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'otal Net Total Purchased
Primary Import! Energy Electricityd
Energy Export of Consumed
Consumed Electricityc

668.3 - 6.5 661.9 30.4
671.5 - 4.9 666.6 32.7
710.3 - 8.3 702.0 35.3
724.9 -10.2 714.7 38.1
765.1 -10.3 754.8 41.1
802.2 - 1.2 801.0 44.1
848.8 - .03 848.7 48.6
855.2 17.5 872.7 52.9
888.9 21.0 909.9 59.4
980.8 26.2 1007.0 65.4
992.5 41.8 1034.3 71 .1

1017.2 70.4 1087.6 75.2
1091.5 46.1 1137.6 81.9
1113.2 52.9 1166.0 87.4
1080.7 56.8 1137.5 88.0
1108.1 31.1 1139.2 91.7
1161.7 18.2 1179.9 98.4
1179.7 -25.9 1153.8 100.4
1210.7 15.6 1226.3 111 .4
1195.3 56.6 1251 .9 117.9
1105.7 47.3 1153.0 116.5
1054.0 47.6 1101.6 117.6
1028.4 76.4 1104.8 115.9

Master Tables
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Table 4
Minnesota Energy Consumption by Sector, 1982 (trillion Btu)

Natural Coal Nuclear Total Propane Gasoline Total Hydro
Gas Power Fuel Oil Petroleum Power

Products

Residential 114.8 .2 0 33.1 10.8 0 43.9 0
Commercial 75.9 3.6 0 6.3 4.6 0 10.9 0
Industrial 61.4 26.1 0 15.0 3.4 0 18.4 2.1
Agricultural 0 0 0 21.9 7.8 17.9 47.6 0
Transpor-
tation 7.4 0 0 77.1 1.0 223.6 301.7 0
Total End
Use 259.5 29.9 0 153.5 27.6 241.4 422.5 2.1
Elec Utility 3.4 190.3 111 .2 .5 0 0 .5 8.9
Total
Primary
Energy Use 262.9 220.3 111.2 154.0 27.6 241.4 423.0 11.0

aDoes not include industrial self-generation of electricity.

bThis represents total energy use. The difference between total end use consumption and total energy use represents the amount of energy lost in the
process of electric generation and transmission. Sector totals under the total energy use column include the associated electric losses attributable to
that category's electric energy consumption.

Note:
• Btu values are based on unrounded physical units.
• Due to independent rounding, individual categorical detail may not add to total.

Source: Policy Analysis Division, Minnesota Department of Energy and Economic Development.

Table 5
Projected Minnesota Energy Consumption, 1983-2000 (trillion Btu)

Hydro Nuclear Natural Fuel Propane Gas Coal Alternative
Power Gas Oil Energya

1983 11.8 128.2 247.4 158.6 30.2 251.2 238.6 38.0
1984 9.8 101.7 293.3 133.8 28.6 252.1 236.8 41.1
1985 9.8 121.8 293.5 137.0 28.9 249.3 245.5 45.0
1986 9.8 121.8 295.0 139.4 29.1 243.8 252.5 47.9
1987 9.8 121.8 290.8 145.3 29.4 239.4 260.a 52.7
1988 9.8 122.2 281.3 154.7 29.8 236.6 318.5 57.5
1989 9.8 121.8 274.1 163.0 30.3 233.9 324.3 61.3
1990 9.8 121.8 273.9 166.9 30.5 231.8 329.5 66.1
1991 9.8 121.8 265.3 176.5 31.1 229.9 336.9 70.8
1992 9.8 122.2 262.2 181.7 31.2 228.3 342.0 74.8
1993 9.8 121.8 262.4 183.2 31.2 226.7 345.8 79.2
1994 9.8 121.8 260.5 189.0 31.5 224.8 350.2 83.2
1995 9.8 121.8 261.0 191.4 31.6 224.3 353.8 87.7
1996 9.8 122.2 259.3 193.9 31.7 222.3 357.5 91.4
1997 9.8 121.8 256.5 197.2 31.8 220.1 360.7 95.9
1998 9.8 121.8 252.9 201.6 32.1 218.0 364.0 101.0
1999 9.8 121.8 250.9 203.2 32.3 215.8 367.0 105.1
2000 9.8 121.8 248.0 206.7 32.7 213.9 370.4 110.3

alncludes wind, solar, district heating and all biomass fuels.

Source: Policy Analysis Division, Minnesota Department of Energy and Economic Development.
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Total Purchased Total Net Total
Primary Electricitya End Use Losses Energy
Energy Energy Use

158.9 36.9 195.8 87.6 283.5
90.5 41.5 132.0 98.6 230.6

108.0 30,5 138.5 72.4 210.9
47.6 6,9 54.5 16.3 70.8

309.0 0 309.0 0 309.0

714.0 115.9 829.8 275.0 1104.8b
314.5

1028.4

Total

1104.0
1097.2
1130.8
1139.3
1150.0
1210.4
1218.5
1230.3
1242.1
1252.2
1260.1
1270.8
1281.4
1288.1
1293.8
1301.2
1305.9
1313.6

Purchased
Electricity

120,9
128.0
133.3
136.8
140.7
144.3
147.6
150.9
153.2
155.7
157.9
160.2
162.3
164.5
166.3
168.1
169.8
171.4
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Table 6
Projected Minnesota Residential Energy Consumption, 1983-2000 (trillion Btu)

Natural Fuel Propane Biomass Other Total Electricity
Gas Oil Alter- Alter-

nativesa nativesb

1983 125.6 30.4 15.5 18.7 .2 190.4 44.2
1984 129.6 29.2 15.5 19.2 .3 193.8 45.7
1985 132.0 28.1 15.5 19.8 .4 195.8 47.2
1986 133.4 27.0 15.4 20.4 .4 196.6 48.5
1987 1~3.5 25.8 15.3 21.7 .5 196.8 49.9
1988 133.5 24.5 15.1 23.1 .6 196.8 51.2
1989 133.5 23.1 15.0 24.6 .8 197.0 52.6
1990 133.4 21.5 14.8 26.1 .9 196.7 54.1
1991 132.1 20.6 14.6 27.2 1.0 195.5 54.7
1992 131 .1 20.0 14.4 28.2 1.1 194.8 55.4
1993 129.8 19.1 14.2 29.3 1.2 193.6 55.9
1994 128.6 18.3 14.0 30.3 1.4 192.6 56.5
1995 127.2 17.6 13.8 31.4 1.5 191.5 56.8
1996 125.9 16.8 13.6 32.4 1.6 190.3 57.3
1997 124.6 16.1 13.4 33.4 1.8 189.3 57.5
1998 123.3 15.4 13.2 34.4 2.0 188.3 57.7
1999 122.1 14.8 13.1 35.3 2.1 187.4 57.7
2000 120.8 14.1 12.8 36.3 2.3 186.3 57.6

alncludes solid fuels and fuels derived from biomass.
blncludes wind and solar technologies.

Source: Policy Analysis Division, Minnesota Department of Energy and Economic Development.

Table 7
Projected Minnesota Commercial/Institutional Energy Consumption, 1983-2000 (trillion Btu)

Natural Fuel Coal Propane Biomass Other Total Electricity
Gas Oil Alter- Alter-

nativesa nativesb

1983 58.0 25.7 8.6 4.4 .2 6.9 103.8 38.2
1984 80.2 3.7 10.4 4.5 .3 6.9 106.0 40.4
1985 79.2 5.0 12.4 4.7 .4 7.0 108.7 42.8
1986 80.1 6.1 14.3 4.8 .5 7.1 112.9 44.1
1987 77.8 9.4 16.2 5.0 .9 7.1 116.4 45.6
1988 72.4 16.6 18.1 5.2 1.4 7.3 121.0 47.0
1989 68.6 21.5 20.1 5.4 1.8 7.4 124.8 47.8
1990 68.2 24.7 22.1 5.6 2.3 7.4 130.3 48.7
1991 64.0 30.7 24.0 5.8 2.7 7.7 134.9 49.4
1992 63.0 33.4 26.0 6.0 3.2 7.8 139.4 50.3
1993 63.8 34.1 27.9 6.2 3.7 8.0 143.7 51.0
1994 63.1 36.2 29.9 6.3 4.0 8.1 147.6 51.7
1995 63.8 36.6 31.9 6.5 4.6 8.3 151.7 52.6
1996 63.5 37.9 33.9 6.7 5.1 8.5 155.6 53.3
1997 62.6 39.5 35.9 6.8 5.5 8.8 159.1 53.9
1998 61.0 41.5 37.9 6.9 6.0 9.1 162.4 54.5
1999 60.1 42.5 39.9 7.1 6.5 9.4 165.5 55.2
2000 58.6 44.2 41.8 7.2 7.0 9.7 168.5 55.8

alncludes solid fuels and fuels derived from biomass.
blncludes solar and district heating technologies.

Source: Policy Analysis Division, Minnesota Department of Energy and Economic Development
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Table 8
Projected Minnesota Industrial Energy Consumption, 1983-2000 (trillion Btu)

Natural Fuel Coal Propane Biomass Other Total Electricity
Gas Oil Alter- Alter-

nativesa nativesb

1983 60.9 9.4 50.9 1.8 9.7 2.3 135.0 38.5
1984 80.7 6.2 40.6 .1 10.3 2.5 140.4 41.9
1985 79.7 6.6 44.0 .1 11 .1 2.8 144.3 43.3
1986 79.1 6.8 46.1 .1 11.3 2.9 146.5 44.2
1987 77.2 7.4 49.4 .2 12.2 3.1 150.1 45.2
1988 73.3 8.8 54.5 .5 12.9 3.2 153.2 46.1
1989 70.1 10.1 58.7 .7 12.1 3.4 155.1 47.2
1990 70.5 10.7 62.4 .8 12.9 3.6 160.9 48.1
1991 67.4 12.3 68.3 1.3 13.7 3.7 166.7 49.1
1992 66.5 12.9 72.0 1.3 14.3 3.9 170.9 50.0
1993 67.3 13.4 74.3 1.3 15.1 4.1 175.5 51.0
1994 67.5 15.0 77.2 1.6 16.0 4.2 181.5 52.0
1995 68.7 15.5 79.3 1.6 17.0 4.3 186.4 52.9
1996 68.6 15.9 81.4 1.6 17.2 4.6 189.3 53.9
1997 68.1 16.5 83.2 1.8 18.2 4.8 192.6 54.9
1998 67.4 17.3 85.0 2.2 19.5 5.0 196.4 55.9
1999 67.6 17.8 86.7 2.4 20.0 5.1 199.7 56.9
2000 67.4 18.7 88.7 2.9 21.2 5.3 204.2 58.0

alncludes solid fuels and fuels derived from biomass
blncludes solar and district heating technologies.

Source: Policy Analysis Division, Minnesota Department of Energy and Economic Development

'-able 9
l.Jrojected Minnesota Agricultural Energy Consumption, 1983-2000 (trillion Btu)

Fuel Propane Gasoline Alternative Total
Oil Energya

1983 22.5 7.7 18.0 0 48.2
1984 22.7 7.8 17.2 .1 47.8
1985 22.9 7.9 16.4 .2 47.4
1986 23.0 8.0 15.6 .3 46.9
1987 23.1 8.1 14.8 .5 46.5
1988 23.3 8.2 14.1 .6 46.2
1989 23.5 8.2 13.3 .7 45.7
1990 23.6 8.3 12.6 .7 45.2
1991 23.8 8.4 12.0 .8 45.0
1992 23.8 8.5 11.3 .8 44.4
1993 23.9 8.5 10.6 .7 43.7
1994 23.9 8.5 10.0 .7 43.1
1995 23.9 8.6 9.4 .6 42.5
1996 23.9 8.6 8.8 .5 41.8
1997 23.8 8.6 8.2 .4 41.0
1998 23.7 8.6 7.5 .3 40.1
1999 23.6 8.6 6.8 .3 39.3
2000 23.5 8.6 6.1 .3 38.5

alncludes fuels derived from biomass.

Source: Policy Analysis Division, Minnesota Department of Energy and Economic Development.
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Table 10
Projected Minnesota Transportation Energy Consumption, 1983-2000 (trillion Btu)

Fuel Propane Gasoline Alternative Total
Oil Energya

1983 70.2 .8 233.2 0 304.2
1984 70.8 .8 234.9 1.5 308.0
1985 73.1 .8 232.9 3.0 309.8
1986 74.9 .9 228.2 4.4 308.4
1987 77.8 .9 224.6 5.8 309.1
1988 79,7 ,9 222.6 7.2 310.4
1989 83,1 .9 220.6 8.5 313.1
1990 84,7 1,0 219.2 9.8 314.7
1991 87.4 1.0 217.9 11 .1 317.4
1992 89,9 1,0 217.0 12.2 320.1
1993 92,3 1.1 216,0 13.3 322.7
1994 95,2 1.1 214.8 14.2 325.3
1995 97.4 1.1 214.9 15.2 328,6
1996 99.1 1.1 213.5 16.2 329.9
1997 101.0 1.2 212.0 17,2 331.4
1998 103,3 1.2 210,5 18.4 333.4
1999 104.0 1,2 209.0 19.5 333.7
2000 105.7 1.2 207.8 20.7 335.4

alncludes fuels derived from biomass.

Source: Policy Analysis Division, Minnesota Department of Energy and Economic Development.

Table 11
Projected Energy Consumption for Electricity Generated within Minnesota, 1983-2000 (trillion Btu)

Natural Fuel Coal Hydro Nuclear Alternative Total
Gas Oil Power Energy

1983 2.9 .4 179.1 11,8 128.2 0 322.4
1984 2.8 1,2 185,9 9.8 101.7 0 301.4
1985 2.6 1.3 189.0 9,8 121,8 .3 324.8
1986 2.4 1.5 192.1 9,8 121.8 .6 328.2
1987 2.3 1.7 195.3 9.8 121.8 .9 331.8
1988 2.1 1,7 245,9 9.8 122.2 1.2 382.9
1989 2.0 1.7 245.4 9.8 121.8 2.0 382.7
1990 1.9 1.7 245.0 9.8 121.8 2.4 382.6
1991 1.7 1.7 244.5 9.8 121.8 2.9 382.4
1992 1.6 1.7 244.1 9.8 122.2 3.3 382.7
1993 1.5 .4 243.6 9.8 121.8 3.8 380,9
1994 1.4 .4 243.1 9.8 121.8 4.3 380.8
1995 1.3 .4 242.6 9.8 121.8 4.8 380.7
1996 1.3 .4 242.1 9.8 122.2 5.3 381.1
1997 1.2 .4 241.5 9.8 121.8 5.8 380.5
1998 1.2 .4 241.0 9.8 121.8 6.3 380.5
1999 1.2 .4 240.4 9.8 121.8 6.9 380.5
2000 1.2 .4 239.8 9.8 121.8 7.5 380.5

Source: Policy Analysis Division, Minnesota Department of Energy and Economic Development.
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Table 12
Energy Prices by Sector, 1960-1982 (1981 dollars)

esidential

Natural Gas Distillate Kerosene Propane Electricity Coal
($/Mcf) ($/Gal) ($/Gal) ($/Gal) (If/kWh) ($/Ton)

1960 3.28 .40 .45 .28 8.14 43.97
1961 3.22 .42 .48 .28 7.98 43.72
1962 3.03 .41 .47 .25 7.54 43.24
1963 3.01 .41 .46 .24 7.37 42.95
1964 2.88 .37 .45 .27 6.99 41.98
1965 2.77 .37 .42 .24 6.53 41.05
1966 2.63 .38 .43 .25 6.20 40.06
1967 2.53 .37 .42 .25 5.87 38.83
1968 2.42 .38 .42 .21 5.60 37.36
1969 2.39 .36 .43 .18 5.35 33.99
1970 2.34 .36 .42 .23 5.03 33.85
1971 2.39 .36 .42 .22 4.92 37.63
1972 2.39 .35 .41 .21 4.95 35.23
1973 2.39 .37 .37 .26 4.69 39.36
1974 2.38 .57 .52 .34 4.70 101.28
1975 2.43 .56 .57 .34 4.78 77.89
1976 2.57 .57 .65 .57 4.91 81.98
1977 2.96 .63 .69 .58 5.15 76.75
1978 2.86 .58 .65 .53 5.27 92.94
1979 3.25 .95 1.01 .61 5.36 75.79
1980 3.54 1.05 1.11 .71 5.24 70.54
1981 4.02 1.15 1.20 .71 5.57 72.20
1982 4.78 1.05 1.11 .69 5.61 73.30

Commercial

Natural Gas Distillate Residual Kerosene Electricity Propane Coal
($/Mcf) ($/Gal) ($/Gal) ($/Gal) (If/kWh) ($/Gal) ($/Ton)

1960 2.29 .37 .28 .42 9.16 .25 18.21
1961 2.38 .36 .25 .45 7.79 .25 18.21
1962 1.82 .36 .25 .41 7.76 .22 18.19
1963 1.65 .38 .24 .43 7.45 .22 18.27
1964 2.19 .35 .24 .43 7.15 .21 17.66
1965 2.14 .34 .24 .39 6.76 .21 17.23
1966 1.87 .33 .23 .38 6.45 .23 16.74
1967 1.50 .34 .22 .37 6.19 .22 16.42
1968 1.48 .33 .24 .38 5.93 .19 15.92
1969 1.50 .34 .22 .38 5.62 .16 13.56
1970 1.49 .32 .21 .38 5.29 .21 14.56
1971 1.54 .30 .26 .38 5.14 .20 18.60
1972 1.61 .29 .23 .37 5.13 .19 13.14
1973 1.56 .35 .31 .33 4.87 .24 12.59
1974 1.66 .54 .56 .49 4.95 .32 16.91
1975 1.79 .53 .56 .54 5.06 .32 18.54
1976 2.22 .54 .50 .62 5.17 .54 22.93
1977 2.54 .60 .54 .67 5.19 .56 23.88
1978 2.76 .57 .52 .62 4.92 .50 25.49
1979 3.19 .94 .64 .99 4.75 .58 19.45
1980 3.50 1.05 .68 1.08 4.89 .69 22.85
1981 3.83 1.13 .83 1.18 4.56 .65 23.39

982 4.59 1.03 .76 1.09 4.68 .63 23.85

Master Tables
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Agricultural

Distillate Residual Propane Motor Electricity
($/Gal) ($/Gal) ($/Gal) Gasoline (<:/kWh)

($/Gal)

1960 .37 .28 .25 .70 9.16
1961 .36 .25 .25 .70 7.79
1962 .36 .25 .22 .66 7.76
1963 .38 .24 .22 .65 7.45
1964 .35 .24 .21 .58 7.15
1965 .34 .24 .21 .62 6.76
1966 .33 .23 .23 .65 6.45
1967 .34 .22 .22 .71 6.19
1968 .33 .24 .19 .66 5.93
1969 .34 .22 .16 .65 5.62
1970 .32 .21 .21 .63 5.29
1971 .30 .26 .20 .60 5.14
1972 .29 .23 .19 .58 5.13
1973 .35 .31 .24 .58 4.87
1974 .54 .56 .32 .76 4.95
1975 .53 .56 .32 .77 5.06
1976 .54 .50 .54 .69 5.17
1977 .60 .54 .56 .71 5.19
1978 .57 .52 .50 .67 4.92
1979 .94 .64 .58 .93 4.75
1980 1.05 .68 .69 1.19 4.89
1981 1.13 .83 .65 1.19 4.56
1982 1.03 .76 .63 1.07 4.68

Industrial

Natural Gas Distillate Residual Kerosene Propane Electricity Coal
($/Mcf) ($/Gal) ($/Gal) ($/Gal) ($/Gal) (<:/kWh) ($/Ton)

1960 1.10 .37 .28 .42 .25 4.33 18.21
1961 1.01 .36 .25 .45 .25 4.40 18.21
1962 .99 .36 .25 .41 .22 4.32 18.19
1963 .98 .38 .24 .43 .22 4.04 18.27
1964 1.12 .35 .24 .40 .21 3.84 17.66
1965 1.10 .34 .24 .39 .21 3.68 17.23
1966 1.04 .33 .23 .38 .23 3.49 16.74
1967 .96 .34 .22 .37 .22 3.29 16.42
1968 .87 .33 .24 .38 .19 3.08 15.92
1969 .90 .31 .22 .38 .16 2.93 13.56
1970 .89 .32 .21 .38 .21 2.82 14.56
1971 .91 .30 .26 .38 .20 2.83 18.60
1972 .93 .29 .23 .37 .19 2.85 13.14
1973 .99 .33 .31 .33 .24 2.74 12.59
1974 1.08 .54 .56 .49 .32 2.94 16.91
1975 1.30 .53 .54 .54 .32 3.29 18.54
1976 1.66 .50 .38 .69 .54 3.31 22.93
1977 1.56 .56 .42 .67 .56 4.11 23.88
1978 1.60 .52 .38 .65 .50 3.79 25.49
1979 1.84 .88 .50 .99 .58 3.48 19.45
1980 2.61 .98 .54 1.08 ,69 4.01 22,85
1981 3.22 1.06 .64 1.18 .65 3.92 23.39
1982 3.98 .96 .59 1.09 .63 4.37 23.85
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Transportation

Distillate Jet Fuel Residual Propane Motor Coal
($/Gal) ($/Gal) ($/Gal) ($/Gal) Gasoline ($/Ton)

($/Gal)

1960 .37 .42 .28 .25 .85 18.21
1961 .36 .45 .25 .25 .84 18.21
1962 .36 .41 .25 .22 .80 18.19
1963 .38 .43 .24 .22 .79 18.27
1964 .35 .43 .24 .21 .75 17.66
1965 .34 .39 .24 .21 .78 17.23
1966 .33 .38 .23 .23 .81 16.74
1967 .34 .37 .22 .22 .86 16.42
1968 .33 .38 .24 .19 .82 15.92
1969 .34 .38 .22 .16 .81 13.56
1970 .32 .38 .21 .21 .79 14.56
1971 .30 .38 .26 .20 .75 18.60
1972 .29 .37 .23 .19 .72 13.14
1973 .35 .33 .31 .24 .72 12.59
1974 .54 .49 .56 .32 .88 16.91
1975 .53 .54 .56 .32 .90 18.54
1976 .54 .62 .50 .54 .82 22.93
1977 .60 .67 .54 .56 .83 23.88
1978 .57 .62 .56 .50 .79 25.49
1979 .94 .99 .64 .58 1.04 19.45
1980 1.05 1.08 .68 .69 1.30 22.85
1981 1.13 1.18 .83 .65 1.32 23.39
1982 1.03 1.09 .76 .63 1.20 23.85

Electric Generation

Natural Gas Fuel Oil Coal
($/Mcf) ($/Gal) ($/Ton)

1960 .68 .28 18.21
1961 .67 .28 18.21
1962 .66 .19 18.19
1963 .73 .22 18.27
1964 .64 .21 17.66
1965 .63 .21 17.23
1966 .63 .20 16.74
1967 .64 .22 16.42
1968 .56 .21 15.92
1969 .56 .18 13.56
1970 .53 .17 14.50
1971 .59 .24 14.55
1972 .62 .21 14.74
1973 .70 .22 13.87
1974 .79 .35 14.91
1975 .88 .43 16.49
1976 1.16 .40 17.98
1977 1.50 .43 17.24
1978 1.75 .41 18.33
1979 2.04 .50 21.35
1980 2.17 .82 20.26
1981 2.82 .82 20.75
1982 3.60 .75 21.09
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Sources:

GNP implicit price deflators were used for calculating 1981 real prices, See end of source listing,

Residential

Natural Gas
1960-75: U.S, DOE/EIA/FEA Consumption Studies Division/Federal Energy Administration, "Energy Price Data Base," Washington, D,C., 1977.
1976-78: U.S, DOE/EIA. "Energy Data Reports, Natural Gas Annual Natural Gas Production and Consumption," Table 7, Revenues Divided by Sales,
Washington, D,C.
1979-82: "State Register, Average Residential Energy Prices in Minnesota," Average of 1978-79 and 1979-80, and 1979-80 and 1980-81, and the
1981-82 and the 1982-83 state heating season prices,

Distillate Fuel Oil
1960-75: U.S. DOE/EIA/FEA Consumption Studies Division/Federal Energy Administration, "Energy Price Data Base," Washington, D,C" 1977.
1976-78: U,S. DOE/EIA, "Heating Oil Prices and Margins, Energy Data Reports" (Monthly), Washington, D.C.
1979-82: "State Register, Average Residential Energy Prices in Minnesota." Average of 1978-79 and 1979-80, and 1979-80 and 1980-81, and the
1980-81 and the 1981-82, and the 1981-82 and the 1982-83 state heating season prices.

Kerosene
1960-75: U.S. DOE/EIA/FEA Consumption Studies Division/Federal Energy Administration, "Energy Price Data Base," Washington, D.C., 1977.
1976-82: "Petroleum Market Data" (Weekly), St Paul, Minnesota, price differential between #2 and #1 are applied to 1976-82 #2 fuel oil prices.

Propane
1960-75: U,S. DOE/EIA/FEA Consumpton Studies Division/Federal Energy Administration, "Energy Price Data Base," Washington, D.C" 1977.
1976-78: "Butane Propane News" (Weekly), Average for each year obtained by using last week wholesale price of each month. Dealer Profit and
Transportation Margin were added (recommended by Dean Nolte of the National LP Gas Association).
1979-82: "State Register, Average Residential Energy Prices in Minnesota." Average of 1978-79 and 1979-80, and 1979-80 and 1980-81, and the
1980-81 and 1981-82, and the 1981-82 and the 1982-83 state heati ng season prices.

Electricity
1960-75: U,S, DOE/EIA/FEA Consumption Studies Division/Federal Energy Administration, "Energy Price Data Base," Washington, D.C., 1977.
1976-79: Edison Electric Institute, "Statistical Yearbook of the Electric Industry," Tables 22S-36S, New York,
1979-80: "State Register, Average Residential Energy Prices in Minnesota." Average of 1978-79 and 1979-80, and 1979-80 and 1980-81 state heating
season prices.
1980-82: Policy Analysis Division, Minnesota Department of Energy and Economic Development.

Coal
1960-70: The 1970 state residential coal price was annually adjusted back to 1960 using the rate of change occuring in the price of coal used in the
electric utility sector in Minnesota.
1970-80: The historic difference between the national residential coal price from the U.S, DOE/EIA "Energy Price and Expenditures Data Report,
1970-80" and the state residential coal price is assumed to be equivalent to the difference between the price of coal for electric generation nationally
and for the State of Minnesota, This difference in percentage form is applied against the national residential price of coal to estimate the Minnesota
residential price. .
1981-82: The 1980 state residential coal price was adjusted up using the annual rate of change occuring in the price of coal for electric generation in
Minnesota,

Commercial

Natural Gas
1960-75: U.S. DOE/EIA/FEA Consumption Studies Division/Federal Energy Administration, "Energy Price Data Base," Washington, D.C., 1977,
1976-79: U.S. DOE/EIA, "Energy Data Reports, Natural Gas Annual, Natural Gas.Production and Consumption," Table 7, Revenues Divided by Sales,
Washington, D,C,
1980-82: Policy Analysis Division, Minnesota Department of Energy and Economic Development.

Distillate Fuel Oil
1960-75: U,S. DOE/EIA/FEA Consumption Studies Division/Federal Energy Administration, "Energy Price Data Base," Washington, D,C" 1977.
1976-1982: Residential prices less historic difference of 1.5 cents,

Residual
1960-75: U.S, DOE/EIA/FEA Consumption Studies Division/Federal Energy Administration, "Energy Price Data Base," Washington, D.C. 1977.
1976-79: U.S, Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, "Annual Survey of Manufacturers: Fuels & Electric Energy Consumed:' Ross Burke,
"Petroleum Product Price," December 11, 1979. Assumed historic trend in price differentialbetween industrial and electric generation residual.
1980-82: Policy Analysis Division, Minnesota Department of Energy and Economic Development.

Kerosene
1960-75: U.S. DOE/EIA/FEA Consumption Studies Division/Federal Energy Administration, "Energy Price Data Base," Washington, D.C" 1977.
1976-82: Estimated commercial based on historic price differential between residential and commercial kerosene and #2 vs. #1 fuel oil (residential).

Propane
1960-75: U.S, DOE/EIA/FEA Consumption Studies Division/Federal Energy Administration, "Energy Price Data Base," Washington, D.C., 1977.
1976-82: "Butane Propane News" (Weekly), Average for year obtained by using last week wholesale price of each month.

Electricity
1960-75: US, DOE/EIA/FEA Consumption Studies Division/Federal Energy Administration, "Energy Price Data Base," Washington, D.C., 1977.
1976-78: Edison Electric Institute, "Statistical Yearbook of the Electric Industry," Tables 22S, 36S, Revenues Divided by Sales, New York,
1979: NSP Company, Rate Department estimate for commercial buildings,
1980-82: Policy Analysis Division, Minnesota Department of Energy and Economic Development.

Coal
1960-82: Used industrial coal prices.
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Industrial

Natural Gas
1960-75: U,S, DOE/EIA/FEA Consumption Studies Division/Federal Energy Administration, "Energy Price Data Base," Washington, D,C" 1977,
1976-79: U,S, DOE/EIA, "Energy Data Reports, Natural Gas Annual, Natural Gas Production and Consumption," Washington, D,C.

-"l0-82: Policy Analysis Division, Minnesota Department of Energy and Economic Development.

_ ,.;tillate Fuel Oil
1960-75: U,S. DOE/EIA/FEA Consumption Studies Division/Federal Energy Administration, "Energy Price Data Base," Washington, D.C., 1977.
1976-82: Based on historical trend differences between commercial and industrial.

Residual
1960-75: U.S. DOE/EIA/FEA Consumption Studies Division/Federal Energy Administration, "Energy Price Data Base," Washington, D.C., 1977.
1976-80: Based on historical trend differences between commercial and industrial.
1980-82: Policy Analysis Division, Minnesota Department of Energy and Economic Development.

Kerosene
1960-75: U.S, DOE/EIA/FEA Consumption Studies Division/Federal Energy Administration, "Energy Price Data Base," Washington, D,C., 1977.
1796-82: Based on historical trend differences between commercial and industrial.

Propane
1960-75: U.S. DOE/EIA/FEA Consumption Studies Division/Federal Energy Administration, "Energy Price Data Base," Washington, D.C., 1977,
1976-82: "Butane Propane News" (Weekly".) Average for year obtained by using last week wholesale price of each month.

Electricity
1960-75: U.S, DOE/EIA/FEA Consumption Studies Division/Federal Energy Administration, "Energy Price Data Base," Washington, D,C., 1977.
1976-79: Edison Electric Institute, "Statistical Yearbook of the Electric Industry," Tables 22S, 36S, Revenues Divided by Sales, New York.
1980-82: Policy Analysis Division, Minnesota Department of Energy and Economic Development.

Coal
1960-70: The 1970 state industrial coal price was adjusted back to 1960 using the rate of change occurring in the price of coal in the electric utility
sector in Minnesota.
1970-80: The historic differences between national industrial coal price from the U.S. DOE/EIA "Energy Price and Expenditures Data Report,
1970-80" and the state industrial price is assumed to be equivalent to the difference between the price of coal for electric generation nationally and for
the State of Minnesota. This difference in percentage form is applied against the national industrial price of coal to estimate the Minnesota Price.
1981-82: The 1980 state industrial price of coal was adjusted up using the rate of change occurring in the price of coal for electric generation in
Minnesota.

Agricultural

Used commercial sector prices for all fuels except motor gasoline. Motor gasoline data represents transportation sector motor gasoline prices less
highway gasoline tax from which agricultural use is exempt.

-·"J.nsportation

."ed com mercial sector prices for all fuels except motor gasoline.

Motor Gasoline
1960-75: U.S. DOE/EIA/FEA Consumption Studies Division/Federal Energy Administration, "Energy Price Data Base," Washington, D.C., 1977.
1976-82: "Petroleum Market Data" (Weekly), St. Paul, Minnesota, yearly average of Twin Cities average regular gasoline price.

Electric Utility

Natural Gas
1960-75: U.S. DOE/EIA/FEA Consumption Studies Division/Federal Energy Administration, "Energy Price Data Base," Washington, D.C" 1977.
1976-77: Bureau of Power, FPC, "Annual Summary of Cost &Quality of Electric Utility Plant Fuels" (Yearly).

1978-82: U,S. DOE/EIA "Energy Data Report Cost and Quality of Fuels for Electric Utility Plants" (Yearly), Washington, D.C.

Fuel Oil
1960-75: U.S. DOE/EIA/FEA Consumption Studies Division/Federal Energy Administration, "Energy Price Data Base," Washington, D.C., 1977.
1976-77: Bureau of Power, FPC, "Annual Summary of Cost & Quality of Electric Utility Plant Fuels" (Yearly).
1978-82: U.S. DOE/EIA "Energy Data Report, Cost and Quality of Fuels for Electric Utility Plants" (Yearly), Washington, D.C.

Coal
1960-75: U.S. DOE/EIA/FEA Consumption Studies Division/Federal Energy Administration, "Energy Price Data Base," Washington, D.C., 1977.
1976-77: Bureau of Power, FPC, "Annual Summary of Cost & Quality of Electric Utility Plant Fuels" (Yearly),
1978-82: U,S. DOE/EIA "Energy Data Report, Cost and Quality of Fuels for Electric Utility Plants" (Yearly), Washington, D.C.

GNP implicit price deflators used for calculating 1981 real prices (1981 = 100):

1960 35.59 1972 51.77
1961 35.91 1973 54.72
1962 36.56 1974 59.48
1963 37.11 1975 64,72
1964 37.66 1976 68.08
1965 38.49 1977 72.03
1966 39.72 1978 77.29
1967 40.92 1979 83.86
'968 42.72 1980 91.41
a69 44,90 1981 100.00

1970 47.32 1982 , 105.90
1971 49.69

Sources: Economic Indicators, June 1982, United States Printing Office, Washington, D,C., 1982. DRI, U.S. Long-Term Review, Lexington,
Massachusetts,Summer 1983 (Trendlong 0683). DRI, Lexington, Massachusetts, Spring 1983 (Trendlong 2008A).
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Table 13
Projected Energy Prices per Unit by Sector, 1981-2000 (1981 dollars)

Residential

Full Self #2 Fuel Kerosene Propane Natural Gas Electricity
Service Service Oil #1 FO (SIGal) (S/Mcf) (~/kWh)

Gas Gas (SIGal) (SIGal)
(SIGal) (SIGal)

1981 1.42 1.27 1.15 1.20 .73 4.02 5.79
1982 1.37 1.13 1.05 1.10 .71 4.78 5.61
1983 1.33 1.04 .93 1.05 .74 5.13 5.44
1984 1.29 .99 .91 1.03 .78 5.02 5.35
1985 1.24 .95 .87 .99 .75 4.90 5.28
1986 1.24 .95 .86 .98 .73 4.77 5.18
1987 1.24 .96 .86 .98 .74 4.74 5.15
1988 1.26 .97 .88 1.00 .75 4.78 5.03
1989 1.28 .99 .89 1.01 .77 4.86 4.93
1990 1.29 1.01 .91 1.03 .79 4.95 4.83
1991 1.31 1.03 .92 1.04 .81 5.03 4.74
1992 1.33 1.05 .94 1.06 .82 5.11 4.66
1993 1.35 1.07 .96 1.08 .84 5.20 4.58
1994 1.37 1.09 .98 1.10 .86 5.28 4.51
1995 1.39 1.11 1.00 1.12 .89 5.36 4.46
1996 1.41 1.13 1.01 1.13 .91 5.44 4.42
1997 1.44 1.15 1.03 1.15 .93 5.53 4.37
1998 1.46 1.17 1.05 1.17 .95 5.63 4.34
1999 1.48 1.19 1.07 1.19 .97 5.73 4.29
2000 1.50 1.22 1.09 1.21 1.00 5.84 4.24

Commercial

Fuel Oil Kerosene #5 Residual Natural Gas Electricity
(SIGal) (SIGal) (SIGal) (S/Mcf) (~/kWh)

1981 1.13 1.18 .83 3.83 4.56
1982 1.03 1.09 .76 4.59 4.91
1983 .91 1.03 .64 4.94 4.74
1984 .89 1.01 .64 4.84 4.65
1985 .85 .97 .61 4.72 4.57
1986 .84 .96 .60 4.59 4.48
1987 .84 .96 .61 4.56 4.40
1988 .86 .98 .62 4.61 4.38
1989 .87 .99 .63 4.69 4.29
1990 .89 1.01 .65 4.78 4.22
1991 .90 1.02 .66 4.86 4.17
1992 .92 1.04 .68 4.95 4.11
1993 .94 1.06 .69 5.04 4.05
1994 .96 1.08 .71 5.12 3.99
1995 .98 1.10 .73 5.20 3.94
1996 .99 1.11 .74 5.28 3.90
1997 1.01 1.13 .76 5.38 3.86
1998 1.03 1.15 .78 5.47 3.82
1999 1.05 1.17 .80 5.58 3.79
2000 1.07 1.19 .82 5.69 3.76
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Industrial

Fuel Oil Kerosene #6 Residual Propane Natural Gas Coal Electricity
($/Gal) ($/Gal) ($/Gal) ($/Gal) ($/Gal) ($/Ton) (~/kWh)

.d81 1.06 1.18 .64 .68 3.22 32.42 3.92
1982 .96 1.09 .59 .66 3.98 32.91 4.39
1983 .84 1.03 .58 .68 4.33 31.74 4.02
1984 .82 1.01 .58 .73 4.22 31.25 3.97
1985 .78 .97 .56 .69 4.10 31.55 3.92
1986 .77 .96 .55 .68 3.97 32.00 3.88
1987 .77 .96 .55 .68 3.94 32.24 3.83
1988 .78 .98 .56 .70 3.98 32.55 3.83
1989 .80 .99 .58 .71 4.06 32.95 3.78
1990 .82 1.01 .59 .73 4.15 33.54 3.75
1991 .83 1.02 .61 .75 4.23 33.98 3.73
1992 .85 1.04 .62 .77 4.31 34.55 3.70
1993 .87 1.06 .64 .79 4.41 35.40 3.67
1994 .89 1.08 .66 .81 4.48 36.00 3.64
1995 .90 1.10 .68 .83 4.56 36.41 3.62
1996 .92 1.11 .69 .85 4.64 36.96 3.60
1997 .94 1.13 .71 .87 4.73 37.37 3.58
1998 .96 1.15 .73 .90 4.83 37.55 3.57
1999 .98 1.17 .75 .92 4.93 37.90 3.55
2000 1.00 1.19 .77 .94 5.04 38.08 3.54

Electric Generation

#20il #6 Residual Natural Gas Phase 1 Coal
($/Gal) ($/Gal) ($/Mcf) Natural Gas ($/Ton)

($/Mcf)

981 1.00 .64 2.82 3.78 20.75
1982 .90 .59 3.60 3.86 21.06
1983 .79 .58 3.97 3.97 20.32
1984 .76 .58 3.88 3.88 20.00
1985 .73 .56 3.77 3.77 20.19
1986 .72 .55 3.65 3.65 20.48
1987 .73 .55 3.64 3.64 20.63
1988 .74 .56 3.70 3.70 20.83
1989 .76 .58 3.80 3.80 21.09
1990 .78 .59 3.90 3.90 21.46
1991 .80 .61 3.99 3.99 21.75
1992 .82 .62 4.09 4.09 22.11
1993 .84 .64 4.20 4.20 22.66
1994 .86 .66 4.28 4.28 23.04
1995 .88 .68 4.37 4.37 23.30
1996 .90 .69 4.46 4.46 23.65
1997 .92 .71 4.57 4.57 23.92
1998 .94 .73 4.68 4.68 24.03
1999 .96 .75 4.79 4.79 24.26
2000 .98 .77 4.90 4.90 24.37

Source: Policy Analysis Division, Minnesota Department of Energy and Economic Development.
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Table 14
Projected Energy Prices per Million Btu by Sector, 1981-2000 (1981 dollars)

Residential

Full Self #2 Fuel Kerosene Propane Natural Electricity
Service Service Oil #1 FO Gas
Gas Gas

1981 11.40 10.15 8.28 8.92 7.99 4.02 16.97
1982 10.92 9.02 7.57 8.18 7.77 4.78 16.44
1983 10.63 8.33 6.72 7.80 8.04 5.13 15.94
1984 10.29 7.90 6.65 7.62 8.54 5.02 15.68
1985 9.93 7.63 6.25 7.31 8.17 4.90 15.47
1986 9.88 7.60 6.19 7.25 8.02 4.77 15.18
1987 9.95 7.66 6.23 7.29 8.07 4.74 15.09
1988 10.06 7.78 6.31 7.38 8.21 4.78 14.74
1989 10.21 7.92 6.42 7.49 8.41 4.86 14.45
1990 10.35 8.07 6.53 7.61 8.60 4.95 14.16
1991 10.51 8.22 6.66 7.74 8.80 5.03 13.89
1992 10.66 8.38 6.78 7.86 9.01 5.11 13.66
1993 10.82 8.54 6.91 8.00 9.23 5.20 13.42
1994 10.99 8.70 7.04 8.13 9.45 5.28 13.22
1995 11.15 8.87 7.17 8.27 9.68 5.36 13.07
1996 11.32 9.03 7.30 8.40 9.91 5.44 12.95
1997 11.49 9.21 7.44 8.54 10.15 5.53 12.81
1998 11.66 9.38 7.57 8.68 10.39 5.63 12.72
1999 11.84 9.55 7.71 8.82 10.64 5.73 12.57
2000 12.02 9.74 7.86 8.97 10.91 5.84 12.43

Commercial

Fuel Oil Kerosene #5 Residual Natural Gas Electricity

1981 8.14 8.77 5.52 3.83 13.36
1982 7.43 8.04 5.06 4.59 14.39
1983 6.58 7.65 4.27 4.94 13.89
1984 6.40 7.47 4.28 4.84 13.63
1985 6.10 7.17 4.07 4.72 13.39
1986 6.04 7.11 4.00 4.59 13.13
1987 6.08 7.15 4.02 4.56 12.90
1988 6.17 7.23 4.10 4.61 12.84
1989 6.28 7.35 4.19 4.69 12.57
1990 6.39 7.46 4.29 4.78 12.37
1991 6.51 7.59 4.39 4.86 -12.22
1992 6.64 7.72 4.50 4.95 12.05
1993 6.77 7.85 4.61 5.04 11.87
1994 6.90 7.98 4.72 5.12 11.69
1995 7.03 8.12 4.83 5.20 11.55
1996' 7.16 8.25 4.95 5.28 11.43
1997 7.30 8.39 5.07 5.38 11 .31
1998 7.43 8.53 5.19 5.47 11.20
1999 7.57 8.68 5.31 5.58 11 .11
2000 7.72 8.83 5.44 5.69 11.02
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Industrial

Fuel Oil Kerosene #6 Residual Propane Natural Gas Coal Electricity

81 7.62 8.77 4.17 7.39 3.22 1.53 11.49
,-:182 6.91 8.04 3.86 7.17 3.98 1.55 12.87
1983 6.06 7.65 3.79 7.44 4.33 1.50 11.78
1984 5.88 7.47 3.80 7.94 4.22 1.47 11.64
1985 5.59 7.17 3.67 7.57 4.10 1.49 11.49
1986 5.53 7.11 3.61 7.43 3.97 1.51 11.37
1987 5.57 7.15 3.63 7.47 3.94 1.52 11.23
1988 5.65 7.23 3.70 7.62 3.98 1.53 11.23
1989 5.76 7.35 3.80 7.81 4.06 1.55 11.08
1990 5.88 7.46 3.90 8.00 4.15 1.58 10.99
1991 6.00 7.59 4.00 8.21 4.23 1.60 10.93
1992 6.12 7.72 4.10 8.42 4.31 1.63 10.84
1993 6.25 7.85 4.21 8.63 4.41 1.67 10.76
1994 6.38 7.98 4.32 8.86 4.48 1.70 10.67
1995 6.51 8.12 4.43 9.09 4.56 1.71 10.61
1996 6.64 8.25 4.55 9.31 4.64 1.74 10.55
1997 6.78 8.39 4.66 9.55 4.73 1.76 10.49
1998 6.92 8.53 4.78 9.79 4.83 1.77 10.46
1999 7.06 8.68 4.91 10.05 4.93 1.79 10.40
2000 7.20 8.83 5.04 10.31 5.04 1.79 10.38

Electric Generation

#20il #6 Residual Natural Phase 1 Coal
Gas Gas

1981 7.19 4.17 2.82 3.78 1.12
982 6.50 3.86 3.60 3.86 1.14

1983 5.67 3.79 3.97 3.97 1.10
1984 5.51 3.80 3.88 3.88 1.08
1985 5.23 3.67 3.77 3.77 1.09
1986 5.19 3.61 3.65 3.65 1.11
1987 5.25 3.63 3.64 3.64 1.12
1988 5.35 3.70 3.70 3.70 1.13
1989 5.47 3.80 3.80 3.80 1.14
1990 5.61 3.90 3.90 3.90 1.16
1991 5.74 4.00 3.99 3.99 1.18
1992 5.88 4.10 4.09 4.09 1.20
1993 6.03 4.21 4.20 4.20 1.22
1994 6.17 4.32 4.28 4.28 1.25
1995 6.31 4.43 4.37 4.37 1.26
1996 6.45 4.55 4.46 4.46 1.28
1997 6.60 4.66 4.57 4.57 1.29
1998 6.75 4.78 4.68 4.68 1.30
1999 6.90 4.91 4.79 4.79 1.31
2000 7.05 5.04 4.90 4.90 1.32

Source: Policy Analysis Division, Minnesota Department of Energy and Economic Development
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Table 15
Conservation Potential under Current Fuel Price Projections and Consumption Trends, 1983-2000
(trillion Btu)

Residential Com- Industrial Agricultural Transpor- Total
mercial/ tation
Institutional

1983 14.1 3.3 5.0 3.5 .3 26.2
1985 16.6 10.1 3.5 6.1 1.8 45.0
1990 27.5 12.4 17.6 12.9 11.8 82.2
1995 33.8 19.5 23.4 20.4 33.6 130.7
2000 38.4 31 .1 30.1 27.9 55.0 182.5

Source: Policy Analysis Division, Minnesota Department of Energy and Economic Development.

Table 16
Alternative Energy Consumption, 1983-2000 (trillion Btu)

Residential Com- Industrial Agricultural Transpor- Electric Total
mercial/ tation Utility
Institutional

1983 18.9 7.1 12.0 0 0 0 38.0
1984 19.5 7.2 12.8 .1 1.5 0 41.1
1985 20.2 7.4 13.9 .2 3.0 .3 45.0
1986 20.8 7.6 14.2 .3 4.4 .6 47.9
1987 22.2 8.0 15.3 .5 5.8 .9 52.7
1988 23.7 8.7 16.1 .6 7.2 1.2 56.5
1989 25.4 9.2 15.5 .7 8.5 2.0 61.3
1990 27.0 9.7 16.5 .7 9.8 2.4 66.1
1991 28.2 10.4 17.4 .8 11 .1 2.9 70.8
1992 29.3 11.0 18.0 .8 12.2 3.3 74.8
1993 30.5 11.7 19.0 .7 13.3 3.8 79.2
1994 31.7 12.1 20.0 .7 14.2 4.3 83.2
1995 32.9 12.9 21.3 .6 15.2 4.8 87.7
1996 34.0 13.6 21.8 .5 16.2 5.3 91.4
1997 35.2 14.3 23'.0 .4 17.2 5.8 95.9
1998 36.4 15.1 24.5 .3 18.4 6.3 101.0
1999 37.4 15.9 25.1 .3 19.5 6.9 105.1
2000 38.6 16.7 26.5 .3 20.7 7.5 110.3

Source: Policy Analysis Division, Minnesota Department of Energy and Economic Development.
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Table 17
Alternative Energy Consumption by Technology, 1983-2000 (trillion Btu)

Solid Biomass Biomass Gas (biogas) Biomass liquid (methanol/ethanol)

Residential Com- Industrial Residential Com- Industrial Residential Com- Industrial Agricultural Transportation
mercial/ mercial/ merciaI
Institutional Institutional Institutional

1983 18664 248 9696 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 41
1984 19226 328 10296 0 0 0 0 0 4 121 1513
1985 19823 405 11062 0 0 0 0 0 7 238 2961
1986 20407 481 10956 0 0 290 0 30 8 348 4381
1987 21031 558 11610 685 329 548 29 61 13 457 5804
1988 21702 635 12094 1385 663 782 57 92 16 560 7197
1989 22431 712 11207 2090 1000 918 82 122 16 655 8489
1990 23241 790 11860 2763 1342 1019 105 153 17 733 9787
1991 23599 868 12285 3451 1687 1370 126 184 20 785 11097
1992 23975 946 12795 4112 2036 1475 144 214 22 786 12232
1993 24345 1025 13439 4761 2388 1616 159 245 25 743 13250
1994 24753 1103 14158 5404 2744 1764 175 276 27 658 14210
1995 25158 1181 15037 6027 3102 1908 191 307 30 567 15168
1996 25577 1260 15174 6647 3463 1977 208 337 33 469 16176
1997 25984 1338 16099 7227 3826 2076 222 368 36 398 17241
1998 26397 1415 17192 7781 4191 2267 235 399 39 331 18362
1999 26791 1493 17590 8297 4557 2397 247 429 42 274 19511
2000 27203 1570 18583 8821 4924 2568 257 459 45 268 20720

Solar District Heating Wind Electrical Conversion (WEC)

Residential Com- Industrial Com- Industrial Residential Com- Industrial
merciall merciaII mercial/
Institutional Institutional Institutional

1983 232 4 0 6795 2358 25 0 0
1984 266 12 191 6846 2389 36 0 0
1985 312 28 381 6898 2428 55 0 283
1986 362 47 543 6953 2445 80 0 584
1987 432 74 649 7007 2474 112 0 905
1988 493 108 733 7079 2494 151 0 1247
1989 573 150 960 7147 2526 196 0 1996
1990 662 199 1043 7211 2556 246 0 2430
1991 721 266 1154 7332 2614 283 0 2878
1992 786 338 1275 7415 2660 323 0 3338
1993 857 415 1390 7492 2702 369 0 3811
1994 934 510 1461 7563 2761 418 0 4299
1995 1016 626 1551 7651 2808 472 0 4799 ~

1996 1105 754 1719 7686 2900 529 0 5314 p)
(f)

1997 1199 898 1840 7851 2978 592 0 5844 CD
1998 1298 1056 1981 7960 3051 659 0 6388 ........

-I
1999 1403 1234 2056 8072 3131 732 0 6948 p)

2000 1516 1428 2148 8186 3219 809 0 7523
IT

0 CD
CJl (f)
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